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PREFACE 
This d i s s e r t a t i o n e n t i t l e d 'Compressions In Abelian And 
Non-Abelian Groups' i s the research work done by me s ince 
23rd of August, 1963 i n the Department of Mathematics and 
S t a t i s t i c s , A*M,U.Aligarh.(India) under the encouraging, 
i n s p i r i n g and c lose superv is ion of P r o f , M.A.Kazim, Reader 
i n the Department, The work was a l l along f i n a n c i a l l y supported 
by the counc i l of s c i e n t i f i c and i n d u s r i a l r e sea rch , Govt, of 
I n d i a . 
The concepts of normali ty and conjugacy which play a 
fundamental ro l e in the s t r u c t u r a l study of non-abel ian groups 
fliJxL i n c i d e n t l y completely t r i v i a l in the case of a b e l i a n groups, 
T h i s , i n f a c t , led me to th ink se r ious ly to f i l l up the vast 
gap in t h a t d i r e c t i o n . In t h i s a t t empt , the concept of 
'Compression' i s introduced and s tud ied in seve ra l of i t s var ious 
a s p e c t s (though not completely f o r l ack of space) i n t h i s 
hiomble p r e s e n t a t i o n . The power of the concept both in abe l i an 
and non-abel ian groups w i l l be to a l a rge r extent evident 
through the pages of t h i s work. The technique used i a not 
always very soph i s t i c a t ed but mostly very simple and e a s i l y 
readable which was sometimes found e s s e n t i a l f o r the growth 
of the concept , A number of other concepts based on t h i s study 
a r e in t roduced l i k e s e l f compression, complete s e l f compression 
chap te r I I ) , c , s .c- -subgroups ,smal les t c . s . c - subgroups 
( c h a p t e r I I I ) , e s s e n t i a l equal i ty (De f , 3 , 3 ) , C-simple groups 
( D e f . 3 , 4 ) , compressor (Def ,4 .1 ) , c-power of an element (Def.4»3) 
( v ) 
compression c l a s s e s , l o c a l l y c . s . c - g r o u p s ( D e f . 5 . 1 ) , power 
G- t ransform ( D e f , 5 , 2 ) , g e n e r a l i s e d compressor ( D e f , 6 . 1 ) ; 
compression s e r i e s ( D e f . 7 . 3 ) , compression cha ins (Def,7«5)» 
C-measure and i n v e r t C-measure (Def .9 ,4 , 9 .3 ) and some o the r s 
i n the s e q u e l . 
At t he o u t s e t I must aclfnowledge my deep indebtedness and 
r e s p e c t t o n r^ supe rv i so r f o r h i s continued i n f l u e n c e , and my 
due homage to P r o f . R. Baer and P r o f . JB.H.Neumann who have 
t h r i l l e d me on occasions by t h e i r works which I have used, and 
the deep thanks f o r the encouragement and sugges t ions I r ece ived 
from them in my pe r sona l c o n t a c t s through correspondence. 
I should a l s o thank P r o f . G.Sigman, wi th whom I came i n c l o s e 
c o n t a c t when p r e p a r i n g the work during th r ee months seminar a t 
Chandigarh (Punjab , I n d i a . ) , f o r h i s c o n s t r u c t i v e c r i t i c i s m 
which en l igh tened me a l o t . 
The t h e s i s c o n s i s t s of two p a r t s : Pa r t I - Abel ian groups 
P a r t I I - Non-abel ian groups and comprises t en chap te r s w i th 
one appendix out of which f i r s t seven chap te rs a r e devoted t o 
t he study of compression i n a b e l i a n groups on the non^^r-abelian 
group p a t t e r n which has f a c i l i t a t e d the d i r e c t use of arguments 
from a b e l i a n groups to non-al?elian groups . A l l those theorems 
proved in t h e s e chap te r s whi le found holding t r u e even in 
non-abe l i an groups have been c l a s s i f i e d a t the end of each 
c h a p t e r . The l a s t t h r ee chap te r s exc lus ive ly dea l w i th 
compression i n non-abe l i an g foups . The r e s u l t s proved here a r e 
( v i ) 
i n additiDn to those a l ready remarked t o be va l id both f o r 
abe l i an and non-abel ian groups . 
In a l l near ly 180 Theorems accompanied by near ly 80 c o r o l l a r i e s 
and seve ra l remarks ha.ve been e s t a b l i s h e d . in the course of t h i s 
d i s s e r t a t i o n . To s a t i s f y the requirements of c lause VIII of 
chapter XXV Academic ordinances, every chapter i s equiped with a 
comprehensive in t roduc t ion in the begining po in t ing out the 
main theorems proved and a bibl iography a t the end of i t 
i n d i c a t i n g the sources used, with the contents a r t i c l e w i s e 
c l a s s i f i e d and tabula ted in the Table of Contents . 
In chapter I , we in t roduce the concept of 'Compression' 
and study the basic p r o p e r t i e s and o ther behaviours of 
G- t ransforms of subsets and subgroups. In theorem 1 . H , we 
c .harac te r i se images of a p a i r of subsets under a homomorphism 
as a p a i r of compression s u b s e t s . Chapter I I deals with s e l f 
compression a s p e c i a l form of the concept of compression. 
We develope the concept in severa l d i r e c t i o n s and give a 
c r i t e r i o n fo r s e l f compression of a l l n o n - t r i v i a l subgroups 
of a p e r i o d i c group. Chapter I I I s t u d i e s the p r o p e r t i e s of 
t h e smal les t completely s e l f compressed ( c . s . c - ) subgroup and 
of groups which have no proper c.s .c-subgroups(.C-simple groups) . 
S ince the smallest c . s . c - subgroup i s the basic one a s f a r as 
t h e concept of compression goes, i t has been s tudied in de ta i l s 
i n i t s s eve ra l a s p e c t s . The theorems on r e l a t i o n s between the 
ranis of a group and of i t s smal les t c . sc-subgroup, the index 
( v i i ) 
of the smal les t c . s . c - subgroup in the group a re of g rea t 
i n t e r e s t (theorem 3.6 to 3.8) and a re used in l a t e r s tudy. 
The not ions of e s s e n t i a l eq.uality and G-s impl ic i ty a re q u i t e 
i n t e r e s t i n g i n t h e i r a p p l i c a t i o n s . In chapte r IV a d e t a i l e d 
s tudy of compressor, the analogue of normal iser , obtained 
from the concept of compression has been made in d e t a i l s . 
A qu i t e i n t e r e s t i n g theory of the ascending chain of 
compressors i s developed wi th the help of the concept of 
c-power of an element (§1.1 )• Chapter T provides a g lance 
i n t o compression c l a s se s and some r e s u l t s p a r a l l e l to those 
proved in an i n t e r e s t i n g but simple paper of B.H.Neumann; 
(Bibl iography - Chapter T, ( 1 0 ) ) . A new concept of power-C-
t ransform (Def .5 .2) i s introduced to study compression c l a s s e s 
by a f i n e r tool« In Chapter VI a s l i g h t g e n e r a l i s a t i o n of the 
concept of compressor i s s tudied and in Chapter VII we dea l 
wi th compression s e r i e s and chains , and obta in some i n t e r e s t i n g 
r e s u l t s . 
The content- of Chapters VIII , IX & X i s the continued 
study of the problems of compression in non-abel ian groups 
s i m i l a r to those of Abelian groups. Some i n t e r e s t i n g study 
i s made p e r t a i n i n g to equivalence of t h i s reliation of compression 
i n non-abel ian cases . Moreover^some r e s u l t s p a r a l l e l to 
(Bibliographer- Chapter VIII (7) and (8)) a r e proved in 
chapter VIII* Several c r i t e r i a fo r s e l f compression of 
s u b s e t s and subgroups a re provided in chapter IX with var ious 
( v i i i ) 
o the r i n t r i n s i c p r o p e r t i e s the compressor i s the normal 
subse t of the normaliser» An i n t e r e s t i n g study: of compressor 
i s made i n chpater X and some r e a l l y i n t e r e s t i n g s i t u a t i o n s 
have been dea l t regarding the r e l a t i o n s of compressor and 
normal iser» 
Las t ly the m a t e r i a l of t h i s d i s s e r t a t i o n has not yet 
been sent f o r pub l i ca t ion as the au thor f i n d s s t i l l a l o t of 
scope t o work in d i f f e r e n t d i r e c t i o n s of i t s aspects in abel ian 
and non-abel ian groups u t i l i s i n g the theory of compression 
developed here . However some work of the author c lose ly r e l a t e d 
t o t h i s work has been e i t h e r published or i s to be publ ished 
in near f u t u r e . These papers a re on Trans l a t i ve mappings 
and 15) a p p ^ d i x j a n d on a g e n e r a l i s a t i o n to normalityC (3)> 
appindex) i s t o appear i n . the Mathsmatics S tuden t . 
I t w i l l be most appropr ia te to thank the C . S . I . R . , 
Government of Ind ia , f o r the f i n a n c i a l help given to me 
f o r t h i s work. I would a l so l i k e to thank my f r i e n d s and 
co l l eagues Dr. F. Husain, Mr.Md. Kasiruddin, Mr. Afzal Ahmad Khan , 
Mr. Amit Roy, Mr. Nirenjan Singh, Mr. Ved Prakash Misra, 
Mr. K.C.Mit ta l and Dr. Rangaswamy, wi th whom I had occasions 
t o exchange ideas and who helped me a t d i f f e r e n t s t a g e s . 
My thanks are a l s o due to P ro f . S idd iq i , Chairman of Department 
of Mathematics ,for the f a c i l i t i e s he provided and the pa ins 
he took f o r the completion of t h i s work. I a p p r e c i a t e the 
cour tesy and help of the coioiaerce Department A.M.U., and duely 
th£ink to Mr. Mukhtar N.Khan and Mr. Ved Prakash who helped me 
( i x ) 
i n typ ing the manuscr ip t . 
To conclude, I am again in extreme ob l iga t ions and 
express my deep sense of g r a t i t u d e t o my supervisor f o r h i s 
va luab l e a t t e n t i o n i n s p i t e of h is preoccupat ions , h i s 
sympathet ic c r i t iE i sm and loving care throughout h i s 
gu idance . 
( P.K. SHARMA ) 
A.M.U, Al iga rh . 
June ,1966. 
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Part i 
(Abelian Groups) 
CHAPTER - ONE 
COMPRESSED - TRAHSF®MS 
In t roduc t ion : We know tha t in a group G, an element a € G 
i s c a l l ed conjugate to an element b € G i f there e x i s t s an 
element x € G such tha t x"^ax = b. This r e l a t i o n has no 
importance in abel ian groups, since in an abelisja group an 
element i s con?3ugate t o i t s e l f only. We, int roduce a nevx 
concept of » compression * analogous to t h a t of con;jugacy 
and thereby are i n a pos i t i on to study even abel ian groups 
on nea r ly the same l i n e s as the non-abelian groups are 
# 
studied through the r e l a t i o n of conjugacy. The s t r eng th of 
the concept of "compression* and the r o l e i t p lays in the 
study of both abel ian and non-abelian groups w i l l be exh ib i t ed 
and exmined in d i f f e r e n t chap te rs of t h i s d i s s e r t a t i o n . ¥e 
begin t h i s chapter with the d e f i n i t i o n of <compression* fo r 
elements in a group and gene ra l i s e i t to s e t s which we s h a l l 
c a l l 'compressed t ransforms*. We f i n d t ha t the r e l a t i o n of 
'compression* i s an equivalence r e l a t i o n in an abelian group. 
In t h i s chapter we study, in d e t a i l s , the ca lcu lus and other 
important p r o p e r t i e s of compressed t ransforms such as : the 
condit ion of t h e i r being subgroup, the nature of t h e i r 
c o l l e c t i o n s , t h e i r order with r e spec t to o r i g i n a l s e t , t h e i r 
e q u a l i t y , t h e i r behaviour under fundamental mappings and a l so 
in d i r e c t products e t c ; and bring out t ha t the order of a 
se t and tha t of i t s compressed t ransform i s the same; the 
compressed t ransform of a subgroup need not be a subgroup 
whereas a conjugate transform of a subgroup i s a subgroup; 
- 2 -
however, i f the compressed t ransform of a subgroup happens: 
to be a subgroup, i t must coincide wi th the subgroup i t s e l f 
( Theorem 1.8 ) . We also prove t h a t the compressed t ransform 
of a semigroup wi th i d e n t i t y in a group form a group wi th 
r e s p e c t to se t product and t h i s group i s a homomorphic image 
of the given group, and f u r t h e r f i nd a c r i t e r i o n fo r a pa i r 
of subse ts to be a pa i r of compression subsets under a 
homomorphism in the image group. 
In the sequel , we sha l l always regard G, throughout 
p a r t I , a m u l t i p l i c a t i v e abelian group and sha l l denote i t s 
i d e n t i t y by e un less otherwise mentioned, 
2. Concept of Compression J 
Def. 1.1 - Let a ,b € G, then i f there e x i s t s an element x € G, 
such t h a t 
xax = b 
we say t h a t b i s a 'compression'- of a with r e spec t t o x , in 
C symbols a > b implj'-ing t ha t ' a i s compressed to b'" • 
In general we de f ine : 
Def. 1 .2 - Let S and K be any two subsets of a group G. The 
subset K w i l l be ca l l ed " compression " or " compressed 
t ransform " or " C - t r a n s f o r m " of the subset S by an' 
element x € G i f 
« 
xSx = K ( S 
We s h a l l denote the compressed transform of S by x as S^ • 
- 3 -
We can e a s i l y v e r i f y tha t compressions of any two 
d i s t i n c t subse ts in a group G with r e spec t t o a f ixed element 
of G are always d i s t i n c t ; moreover every subset of G, in 
gene ra l , cannot be put as a compression of a given subset 
of G. For example: 
If G = l^ a*]) the i n f i n i t e cyc l i c group generated by a. 
Then 
C o 2 a • — a i . e . a i s not a compression of a» 
3. Compression As An Equivalence Re la t ion : 
Theorem. 1.1 - The r e l a t i o n of ' compression * i s an equivalence 
r e l a t i o n in a group G. 
Proof. Let S, K, T be any subsets of G. 
( i ) R e f l e x i v i t y s S — S . 
For e in G, S = eSe 
( i i ) Symmetry : S — K =»=> K 
There e x i s t s an element x € G such tha t 
xSx = K 
= > K — s 
( i i i ) T r a n s i t i v i t y : If S —^—>K and K—2—> T S T 
There e x i s t elements x ,y € G such tha t 
K = xSx and T = yKy 
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T = y(zSx)y 
= xy. S. xy < G i s abe l ian) 
This completes the proof of theorem. 
Remark! The r e l a t i o n of compression i s also an equivalence 
r e l a t i o n between elements of a group G, hence vre can . p a r t i t i o n 
the group G i n t o equivalence c l a s s e s v/ith r e spec t to t h i s 
r e l a t i o n . We sha l l study these c l a s s e s , in d e t a i l s , in a 
l a t e r chapte r . 
4. C -Trans fo rms And Their C a l c u l u s : 
In what fo l lows , we sha l l i n v e s t i g a t e the behaviour of 
C-t ransforms of union, i n t e r s e c t i o n , product , complimentation 
and quot ient of subsets of a group G. 
Theorem 1,2 - If ^ ^ be any fami ly of subse ts of a 
group G where A i s an index se t then, fo r any x € G, we have 
( i ) ( n ^ ) ^ = ( i i ) f 
A oce A cce A ccS'.A:; 
Proof. <i) F i r s t l y i t i s c l e a r , t h a t 
£ (S^)^ f o r every cC £ a 
<€ A 
oc e A °< • 
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On the o the rhaM, i f s e A then , 
ocSA 
s ~ xs X where 6 ff , c< e A o< c( ' 
Thus, f o r anyc<^, «^ 6 A, t he re e x i s t e S^^, s^ ^ e S^^ 
such t h a t 
s = xs* X = xs' X 
Bfence, 
Consequently, 
( i i ) Since, 
Next i f . 
= 
s e e n S ) 
c<eA ^ o<eA " 
«ceA c<eA 
S £ U S* f o r every o( € A 
c< € A " 
^ I T C S J £..(U S.), 
oceA o(eA ' 
s € 0 U S J x 
c<eA . 
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There e x i s t s an element s^ € such t h a t 
s = XS^X where s^ € fo r some < € A 
==> S e 
0(6:1- ; 
Hence, 
O<eA • OCGA 
o( eA o(e A • 
This completes the p roof . 
Cor. 1.1 - If any fami ly of subse t s of a 
group G such t h a t = (j), then O^^^^x ~ ^ ^ ^ x€Gi 
c<CA < € A 
Theorem 1 .3 - If a f i n i t e f a m i l y of subse t s 
of a group G and be a se t of e l e a e n t s in G, then 
the se t product . 
< e A l l x ^ < t A 
Proof . Let s^ C ^^ be a r b i t r a r y then since G i s a b e l i a n , 
11(35^3 X ) = N x . IIS . TTX . e ( f i a 
c<e A 
= > I F ( 4 , ) C ( T T ^ ) 
c<€A ^ < e A TFX^ 
<€ A 
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On the con t r a ry , since every element of ' I S - i s of the 
ccCA 
form MSj^  and, 
c<eA 




cceA ^ c<€A Ijoc 
oCc A 
This completes the theorem. 
Cor 1.2 - If (S.) . be a f i n i t e fami ly of subse ts of ^ ^ ^ A 
a group G then for any x € G, 
< € A < ( = t c c » ) €A 
Cor. 1 .3 - Let S, K, T be ahy subsets of a group G then for 
any x € G 
( i ) ( S ^ U K ^ ) T = ( S U K ) T X X A 
( i i ) (Sx^K^. ) T = (B(\K)T^ 
(The r e s u l t c l e a r l y fo l lows i f we consider C-t ransforms of 
(SUK)T and (SHK)® ) . 
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Theorem 1.4 - Let S be any subset of a group G and x £ G, 
then 
(G->S)„ C G - S ^ where G-S i s the complement 
of S in G. 
Proof . We know by Cor. 1 . 1 , t h a t 
(G-S) N S^ = (I) since (G-S) 0 3 = 4 X X T 
This impl ies 
(G -S) £ G - S 
X ^ 
Hence the proof fo l lows . 
Def. 1 .3 - We s h a l l c a l l <SA) to be the quot ient of the 
se t S by the set K in a group G if whenever x £ (S/K), xK <=S 
Theorem 1.5 - If S and K be any two subsets of a group G 
and X € G then 
(SA) = 
Proof . F i r s t l y i f y € (S/K) 
:> S 
:> x ( y K ) x ^ x S x 
=> y(xkx) e S^ Y k e K 
=> y € (S^/K^) 
iga in i f 
=> (S/K) ( s y K ) X A 
y e (s^/K^) 
y ' (xkx) € S V k € K 
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y 'k t S 
=J> y ' e (S/K) 
(SxA^) e (S/K) 
Hence the r e s u l t fo l lows . 
Cor. 1,4 - If S, K be any two subsets of a group G and 
X t G, then 
(S/K)Kx ^ (S^Ax)x K 5 Sx 
( I t i s evident since (S/K) K 5 S) 
Cor. 1.5 - For any three subsets S,K,T of a group G and x€G, 
( ( S A ) U T ) ^ = (Sx/Kjj.)^ UT^ 
((SA)OT)^ = . 
5. Power of A Set ind t ha t of I t s C-Transform : 
The fo l lowing theorem e s t a b l i s h e s the e q u a l i t y of the 
Cardinality of a se t and of any of i t s C- t ransforms. Thus i t 
s i m p l i f i e s the study of C-transforms p a r t i c u l a r l y in f i n i t e 
groups. 
Theorem 1.6 - A subset S i f a group G and i t s C- t ransform S„ 
wi th r e s p e c t to any x £ G have the same ca rd ina l number. 
Proof . We have 
S = X. S, X 
Nov; consider the mapping 
s •> xsx where s € S . 
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Sviden t ly t h i s mapping i s s ingle-valued and onto. Also 
i f f o r s^ , s^ e S 
xs^x = XSgX 
^ 2 
Thus the mapping i s a l so 1-1 
= = > S and S^ have the same ca rd ina l numbers. 
Cor. 1.6 If G be a f i n i t e group then for any subset S of G 
and X c G 
S^^ S or S 2 .S35. implies S^ = S. 
In view of the above theorem, theorem 1.4 i s modified as 
fo l lows : 
» If G i s f i n i t e , G - S ^ = (G-S)^^ 
A. X 
This i s immediate since c a r d i n a l i t y of G-S^j and (G-S)^^ i s 
the same. 
6. C-Transform - A Subgroup: 
We f i r s t e s t a b l i s h a c r i t e r i o n fo r a C - t ransform of a 
subset to be a subgroup and then poin t out the circumstances 
in which a C-transform of a subgroup be again a subgroup. 
Theorem 1.7 - Let S be a subset of a group G then a C-t ransform 
S„ of the se t S with r e s p e c t to x € G i s a subgroup i f and 
only i f s^, Sg e S impl ies s^ s"^ € S^ . 
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Proof . F i r s t l y l e t S^ be a subgroup then i f s-j, S 2 € S , . 
(xs-jx) (xSgx)"^ = (xs^x) (x^^s"'' x" ' ' ) 
= xs^ s"'' 
= since G i s abel ian 
Conversely, i f the condi t ion be s a t i s f i e d , then c l e a r l y 
arguing backward S^ ^ i s a subgroup of G. 
This e s t a b l i s h e s the theorem. 
Cor. 1.7 - Let S be a subset of G and S^ be a subgroup of G 
wi th S 2 then B i s a subgroup of G. 
Theorem 1 .8 - Let H^, Hg be any two subgroups of a group G 
and X c G then i f (H^ = H^ implies H-, = Hg . 
Proof . Since (H^)^ = Hg 
- > € H^ 
Also 
« 1 = Hz 
= > H, = (H^)^-l 
= H^. 
= Ha 
Hence the proof i s complete. 
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7. Equa l i ty of A Set And of I t ' s C-'Transforms: 
We can e a s i l y observe from Theorem 1 .6 , t h a t fo r 
every f i n i t e subsets S of a group G and any x £ G if S^ 3 S 
or ^ = S, but t h i s phenomenon i s not t r u e , in 
gene ra l , in case of i n f i n i t e subsets . For example, i f we 
pick up two i n f i n i t e subsets S^  and S^ in an i n f i n i t e 
group v;e f i nd t h a t (S^)j^c: s^ and ( 8 2 ) ^ : 3 3 2 . 
Example. Let G = , the i n f i n i t e cyc l i c group generated 
by a. S^  = -j^a^, a^, a^, , Sq - , a"®, 
be two i n f i n i t e subsets and x = a. Then, 
(S^)^ = { a ^ , a^, a®, . . . . ^ C S^  
{.Sg)^ = { e , a""^, Sg 
We f u r t h e r f ind t h a t the equa l i t y .S^ = S holds always 
in Case S be any subgroup but in case of i n f i n i t e subse t s , 
the e q u a l i t y i s ava i l ab le i f 0(x) < 0 0 . I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o 
note t h a t i f 0(x) = co, we observe the presence of subsets 
S^, Sg in r e l a t i o n to the i n f i n i t e subset S such t h a t S^  c s^ 
S2 2 -S foi' which (S^ = S^  and (Sg)^ = Sg. L a s t l y we 
also f ind a c r i t e r i o n for equa l i t y of C-t ransforms of a given 
subgroup wi th r e spec t t o d i f f e r e n t elements in G. 
Theorem 1.9 - Let H be any subgroup of a group G and x € G, 
then 
H^ 2 H or EO Hg-, implies H^ = H 
Proof . F i r s t l y l e t . 




::> h € xHx 
H 9 H^ 
H^ = H 
'•"h x""* € H V h £ H 
On the otherha;ad i f , 
H C H ^ 
^ Bx-1 C H 
Hence, as above 
= H 
^ H = H X 
This prove^s the theorem. 
Theorem 1.10 - Let S be any subset of a group G and x C G, 
then 
( i ) I f 0(x) <03, S ^ C S or S 9 S^ impl ies = S. X A. X 
( i i ) If 0(x) = CO, S^ ^ S or S 9 impl ies there e x i s t s a 
subset S^  of S such t h a t (S^ = S'-j and a l so a subset 
S2 of G conta ining S such t h a t (Sg)^ = Sg* 
Proof . Case ( i ) Let 0<x) = n and S S, then -X. 
S ^ i ^ s V integer.- i and S i I S as i n X X V 
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S 
On the con t ra ry i f 
S S 
Hence, since 0(x) = 0{x"'') < co , we have as above 
s^-1 = 3 
This proves ( i ) 
Case ( i i ) Let 0<x) = oo and S ^ S , then 
S S V i € I , i > 0 and S 1 i s a X X 
decreasing seauences as i i QO t 
VJe put 
00 
0 S S 
i=1 ^ 
CO 
S. = n S i 
^ i=1 ^ 
00 
=> n S ^ i + 1 by theorem 1 .2 ( i ) I X i=i X 
00 
= 0 S i since S ± X 
i=1 ^ X NT 
= S^  
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Again i f 
S^c s 
s s s^ -1 
= > S ^ s^j where j e I , j < 0 and S^j f as J -^OO 
00 
Let Sp = U S - 1 
2 ^^^ X 
CO 
(Sp) = U S - i + 1 by theorem 1.2 ( i i ) 
X i=1 ^ 
QO 
-> (Sg)^ = S^-1 since S^-i f and S^-t 2 iS 
= S. '2 
F i n a l l y , i f S S;^  the proof fo l lows arguing as in 
Case ( i ) . 
Thus the proof i s complete. 
Theorem 1.11 - Let H be a subgroup of a group G then fo r 
any x ,y £ G, H^ = H i f and only i f £ H . 
Proof . F i r s t l y l e t 
H = H X y 
then the re e x i s t s h , h ' € H such tha t 
xh 'x = yhy 
=> x^h« = y^h 
^ (xy-'' = hh«"'' € H 
Conversely i f the condit ion be s a t i s f i e d then , 
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( x y ^ b ^ H ^ H 
=> x^ H = y^ H 
This co-Tipietes the theorem. 
Remark. The above theorem Pan a lso be s ta ted as fo l lows : 
'Le t H be a subgroup of a group G, then fo r any x ,y C G, 
H^ = H i f and only i f to every h € H there e x i s t s h« £ H 
V 
such tho t (xy-"')^ = hh'""" 
We Can e a s i l y v e r i f y t ha t fo r an a r b i t r a r y subset S of 
a group G. the above condi t ion i s necessary but not s u f f i c i e n t 
in genera l . To check tha t i t i s not s u f . i c i e n t in genera l , 
consider 
G = [;;a3, The i n f i n i t e cyc l i c group generated by 
a and S = {a""^ , ] an i n f i n i t e subset . 
Then i f we take 
X = a"^, y = a"""' , we f ind tha t to every s € S, 3 
s ' € S such tha t 
= s s ' - ' ' 
But, however, -^e h-ve S_ d S X y 
If S be a f i n i t e subsat then , in view of theorem 1 .6 , the 
condi t ion i s also s u f f i c i e n t . 
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8 . C-Transforms And Fondamental Mappings: 
I n t h i s sec t ion , "We prove t h a t the c o l l e c t i o n of a l l 
O- t ransfonns of a semigroup S with i d e n t i t y i n a group G 
i s a group wi th respect to s e t m u l t i p l i c a t i o n and i s a 
homomorphic image of G, We also pit>ve t h a t a homomorphic 
image of a G-transform of a subset w i t h respect to an element 
i n G i s a 0- t ransform of the homomorphic image of the subset 
wi th r e spec t to the image e lement . F i n a l l y , we deduce a 
necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condi t ion f o r a p a i r of subse ts 
to be a p a i r of compression subsets under a homomorphism. 
Theorem 1.12 - Let S be a semigroup wi th i d e n t i t y i n a group 
G, then the se t K S_ I x QiQ] i s a grot^j w i th r e j e c t t o 
V 
se t m u l t i p l i c a t i o n , and t h i s gvoxsp i s a homomorphic image 
of G, the kerne l of homomorphism being the se t of a l l 
e lements x € G jsuch t h a t S^ = S • 
P r o o f , ( i ) ClosuKJ ; Let Sy 6 K then , 
Sj^.Sy = (S«S)xy by theorem 
s^y e K 
since S i s a semigroi^) wi th i d e n t i t y ) 
( i i ) A s s o c i a t i v i t y : The se t product i n a group i s always 
a s s o c i a t i v e . 
( i i i ) I d e n t i t y : Let S^ be any C-transform i n K, then 
since S = S^ € K, we have 
= (S.S)^ 
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= > S i s i d e n t i t y i n K 
( i v ) I n v e r s e : = 
= ( S . S ) ^ . l ^ 
= Se 
This proves t h a t K i s a g ro t ^ . 
We now d e f i n e a mapping of G to K as : 
^ J , X •> S^ 
Eviden t ly b i s s ingle valued and on to . I t i s a homomorphisa, 
s ince f o r x^jXg S G 
= ^ • ^ by theorem 1 , 3 
= (Xg)!)) 
The ker rBl of t i e homoraoiTphisim i s the s e t of a l l x f o r which 
(x)4) = Sq = S 
i . e . Ker = | x e G | S^ = S ' 
This proves the theorem complete ly . 
* We have def ined t h i s se t as CQ(S), see chapter -
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Cor. l ' .8 - Let H be a gubgrcup of a group G then the s e t 
K = ^ x S G j i s a subgrotip of G/H. 
(This fo l lows a t once since B^ = x^H SG/H) 
Theorem 1 .13 - I<et be a homomoiphism of a group G onto 
a grovtp G« and S be a subset of G, then i f x S G, we have 
(S^) i) = ( S t ) ^ ^ , 
P r o o f . Let S C S be a r b i t r a r y , then 
U ^ ) (s^)) (xd) = (xgx)t) 
Also, 
(xsx)t) = (x(l))(s(^)(x(li) e c s d ) ^ 
Hence 
The asseirt ion i s proved. 
I f S^, Sg are any two subse ts of a group G, the ques t ion 
a r i s e s ' Whether homomoiphic images of these subse ts can be 
p a i r o f con?) r e s sion subsets? I f so, hat c o n d i t i o n s ? This 
i s ans^'^ered in the fol lowing theorem: 
Theorem 1',14 - Let (I) be a homomorphism of a group G onto a 
Q 
groT^ G» and S^., Sg be any two subsets of G then 
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i f and on ly i f f o r some x e G, (S^)^ c SgK and ( S g ) ^ " ! £ S^ K 
where K i s Ker . 4 
P r o o f . F i r s t l y i f , 
Then 3 an element x" e G* such t h a t 
i ) . x « = ( S g ) t) 
==> ( x 4 ) . ( S i ) ( | . ( x t ) )= (S2 ) i) where x GG s . t , x t )=x» 
Also , 
==> (xSjX)^) sCSgX^. 
= ( 8 3 ) (t> 
==> ( ( x ' H ) (S2c i ) (x -4) 
==> (S^^) ^ =(X-1S2X-1) d) 
( S g V l S 
ContJersely, the proof i s t r i v i a l , since 
( c s ^ 
==> "^M^x t ) ~ (Sg)^ by theorem I ' . iS 
And 
==> (Sg^)^ £ Cs^)^ by theorem 1 ,13 
(83) d) c (s^t))^^ 
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Consequently, under x(l) S G' 
( S ^ ) d (Sg) t) 
This completes t lie proof , 
Gor»1.9 - Let ^ be an isomorphism of a group G onto a 
Q 
group G' and S^, Sg be any two subse ts of G then S^ ^ > Sg 
i f f (S^) C| ( I t fo l lows immediately since Ker . 4 i s 
i d e n t i t y ) 
9 . D i r e c t Product And C-Transfoims : 
consider i n t h i s sec t ion r e l a t i o n between C- t rans forms 
of subse ts i n d i f f e r e n t groT^s wi th C-t ransform of the r e s u l t a n t 
subset i n the ex t e rna l d i r e c t product of those groups . 
Theorem 1,15 - Le t Gji, i = 1»2, . . . n be n groups and 
S^ be a subset of f o r every i then f o r x^ ^ S Gj^  f o r 
every i , we have 
= (X Si)^^^^ Where U ^ ) . . 
P r o o f , Let s^GSj^, i = 1 , 2 , . . . n be a r b i t r a r y then f o r 
( s^ ) = (Sj^jSgj • • • Sjj) and (x^) = x^) cons ide r , 
Xx'£)(s^)Cx^) = (XiSjX^) e XCS^)^^ 
i i ^.x^ 
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On tbe o ther hani 
(XiSiXi) = ( x ^ X s i X x i ) e C X S ^ ^ ) 
Ifence, 
This completes the p r o o f . 
The above theorem i s proved only f o r f i n i t e n but i t 
can be general ised s i m i l a r l l y f o r complete d i r e c t product 
of any family o f groups. 
10. iteraark on Hon-Abelian Grotips: 
As s ta ted e a r l i e r , v?e have proved t l ^ r e s u l t s 
f o r abe l i an groups only , but i t can be e a s i l y v e r i f i e d t h a t 
the follo-»ing theorems of t h i s chap te r : 
1 .2 , 1 ^ , 1 ,6 , 1 . 9 , l . i O , 1 .13 , 1.14 and I . I S 
a l s o hold f o r non-abel ian groups without any s u b s t a n t i a l 
change in the p roo f s a l ready suppl ied . 
CHAPOSR - TWO 
SELF COMPPEISSBD SDB^TS AJ© SUBGROUPS 
In t roduc t i on : Having d e a l t with compressed t r ans fo rms 
i n the p rev ions c'napter, ve no"W introduce the idea of 
• se l f compressed' subse ts and subgroups' . We c a l l a subset 
S of a group G ' s e l f compressed' with respec t to an element 
X e G i f i t s C-transform Sj^  = S, aM genera l i se t h i s idea 
t o * s e l f compression' w i th respec t to a r b i t r a r y subse t s 
of G ( D e f , 2 . l ) . We i n v e s t i g a t e severa l c r i t e r i a f o r an 
element , a subset o r a subgroup of a group to be 
' s e l f compressed* wi th respec t to an element o r a subset 
(Theorems 2 . 1 , 2 . 2 , 2 . 3 , 2 . 4 ) . Fu r the r , We study o t h e r 
p r o p e r t i e s and aspec t s of s e l f compressed subsets e . g . 
t h e i r ca l cu lus , t h e i r behaviour under fundamental mappings, 
t h e i r r o l e i n r e l a t i o n to d i r e c t p roduc t s and the na ture 
of t h e i r c o l l e c t i o n s e t c . Some of the important i n v e s t i g a t i -
ons are t ha t » an element of a group i s s e l f compressed 
With respec t to ioll the elements of the groiip i f f every 
element of the group i s s e l f compressed wi th respec t to 
a l l the elements i n the group ' , a l so the c o l l e c t i o n of 
a l l s e l f compressed subsets with r e spec t to a given subset 
f o r a a semigroup under s e t m u l t i p l i c a t i o n , and t h a t such 
semigTOups corresponding to any two d i f f e r e n t elements 
of a group are the same i f f the c y c l i c groups generated by 
t h e i r squares are the same. We also determine a m c e s s a r y 
and s u f f i c i e n t condi t ion f o r s e l f compression of all 
subgrot?)s ( 4= e) of a pe r iod ic group and prove a theorem 
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analogous t o Zassenhaus lemma i n case of s e l f con^ressed 
subgrotips wMch -we sha l l use l a t e r i n our s tudy. 
2 . Notion Of Self Compression Ancl Immediate Observat ions: 
D e f ^ . l - ( i ) An element a of a group G i s ca l led ' s e l f 
compressed' w i t h respect to an element x S G,^ i f x a x = a . 
I n genera l , i f there e x i s t s a subset K of G such t h a t 
yay = a f o r a l l y S K, then a i s c a l l ed se l f compressed 
With r e spec t to K, i n p a r t i c u l a r i f K = G, a w i l l be c a l l e d 
' completly se l f compressed element' ( c . s . c - e l e m e n t ) i n G. 
( i i ) I n l i k e manner a subset S of a group G i s ca l l ed 
' s e l f compressed" wi th r e spec t to an element x € G, i f 
xSx = S (S^ = S) 
I f , however, there e x i s t s a subset K of G such t h a t Sy = S 
f o r a l l y S K, then S i s ca l led se l f compressed wi th r e spec t 
t o K, i n p a r t i c u l a r i f K = G, S w i l l be known as 
complet ly se l f coMpres^d subset ( c . s . c - subset) of G. 
We can a lso defixje, s i m i l a r i l y , se l f "c'ompfessed and 
completly se l f compres^d subgroups, i f we take S to be a 
subgroT^ H of G. 
The fol lowing observa t ions are not only i n t e r e s t i n g bu t 
a l s o u s e f u l and can be e a s i l y v e r i f i e d , 
( i ) Every subset of G i s se l f compressed with r e s p e c t ' t o 
i d e n t i t y element i n G and also with respec t to every 
element of order 2 in G'. 
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( i i ) file se t of a l l s e l f compressed elements wi th r e spec t to 
any given element x € G i s e i t h e r ths whole group G, o r 
the n a i l s e t . The former s i t u a t i o n w i l l a r i s e only 
i n case 0(x) = 2, 
( i i i ) Every element x( +:e) S G, which i s se l f compressed wi th 
r e spec t to i t s e l f , must n e c e s s a r i l y be of o rde r 2 . 
( i v ) I f f o r a siabgrotip H of G and f o r any x € G, ^^ = 
the c o s e t s of H wi th respec t to x and are the same, 
(v ) An element of G i s completly se l f compressed i f f 4very 
element of G i s of o rde r 2 . 
( v i ) A subset S of G i s s e l f compressed wi th r e spec t to x S G 
i f and only i f i t i s se l f compressed with r e spec t to x " l . 
(v3i) Any coset of a subgroup H of G i s completly se l f compressed, 
i f f every coset of H i s completly s e l f coE^ressed. 
3- C h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n s For Sglf Gonqjression: 
F i r s t l y , we f ind out necessary and s u f f i c i e n t cond i t i ons 
f o r s e l f compression of subsets and subgrot^s of a group, and 
p o i n t out t h a t ' any subgroup of a group i s se l f coB5)ressed 
wi th r e spec t to an element of the group i f f every element of 
the subgroup i s a compression of some element of t h e subgroup 
With r e spec t to the element of the group. I n case of subse t s , 
the p roper ty i s t rue only f o r f i n i t e subse ts ' . Secondly, 
we prove t h a t a subgroup generated by the squares of the 
elements of a subset i s se l f compressed with respec t to t h a t 
subse t , and gene ra l l y , any subgroup i s se l f compressed with 
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respect to a subset i f f i t contains the subgroup generated 
by the squares of the elements of the subset . F i n a l l y , we 
provide a c r i t e r i o n f o r s e l f compression of a l l n o n - t r i v i a l 
subgroups of a per iodic group with respect to a given subset . 
We now prove the fo l lowing theorems; 
Theorem 2 . 1 - A f i n i t e subset S of a group G i s se l f compressed 
wi th respec t to an element x S G, i f f f o r every s^ ^ S S there 
e x i s t s an element 83 ^ S such t h a t s^ ^ = xs2X. 
P r o o f . F i r s t l y , i f S be se l f compressed with r e s p e c t to x S G, 
==> For any s^S S 3 Sg ^ Ssuch t h a t 
= XSgX 
Conversely, i f s^ € S be a r b i t r a r y , 3 Sg S S such t h a t 
S-^ = XSgX 
==?> s £ xsx = 
=5> ® ~ ^^ theorem 1 , 6 
This completes the p r o o f , 
Eemark : The above theorem does not hold , i n genera l , f o r 
i n f i n i t e subse t s . For example 
Let G = [^aj, The i n f i n i t e cyc l ic group generated by a', 
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Let S a^, a®, a* ,^ ' . . . . ] 
and talae x = a"^ 
Then, 
T - 1 3 5 a a , a , a , 
Here, though the c o M i t i o n of the above theorem i s s a t i s f i e d , 
ye t S^^ S 
The s i t u a t i o n , however, i s con t ro l l ed i f the se t be an 
a r b i t r a r y subgrotip. 
Co r . 2 ,1 - Any sribgroxap H of a group G i s s e l f compressed 
•with respec t to an element x S G i f and only i f f o r every 
b^e H the re e x i s t s an element h2 S H such t h a t 
H ^ = X • 
(The proof fol lows i n view of theorem 1 .3) 
The fol lowing theorem provides a necessary and s u f f i c i e n t 
cond i t ion f o r se l f con?)ression of an a r b i t r a r y subset of a 
group wi th r e spec t t o an element . 
Theorem 2',2 - Let S be a subset of a group G, then S^ = S 
f o r any x e G i f and only i f x^ S = S f o r every i S I 
where I i s the se t of a l l i n t e g e r s . 
P r o o f , F i r s t l y , i f 
x^ Sx^ = S f o r every i S I 
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Then e v i d e n t l y f o r i = l , 
Sx = s 
Again, i f S = S, then r e c u r s i v e l y 
S^i = S f o r a l l i e ' l , 1 > 0. 
This i s a l so t rue f o r i < 0 , s ince 
S^ = S ==i> S = S^-l 
^ s = S - 3 f o r a l l 3 e I , j > 0 JL 
This proves the r e s u l t . 
p 
Theorem 2 . 3 - Le t S be a subset of a group G, then [S ], 
the subgrox^ generated by squares of e lements of S, i s s e l f 
con5)ressed with respect to Sj and any subgroup H of G i s s e l f 2 
compressed w i t h r e spe c t to S i f and on ly i f H 2 CS ] . 
P r o o f . Le t s S S be a r b i t r a r y , then c l e a r l y , 
sCs2]s = s^CsS] = C-s^] 
= = > [S^] i s s e l f compressed w i t h r e s p e c t to S . 
For the o t h e r p a r t , i f H be any subgroup of G s e l f compressed 
w i t h r e s p e c t to S, then 
sHs =: H V s e S 
==> ses = s^ e H 
:> [gS-j c H 
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Conversely, i f H 2 then f o r every s S S 
sHs = s^H 
= H 
= > H i s s e l f compressed wi th respec t to S . 
This proves the theorem complet ly , 
Cor.2 .2 - Let S^, -Sg be any two subse ts of a grottp G such t h a t 
CS^] c C s | ] , then i f a subgroup H of G i s se l f compressed 
With r e spec t to Sg, i t i s se l f compressed v i t h respec t t o S^. 
Bemark. The theorem a c t u a l l y a s s e r t s t ha t [ S ^ i s the 
smal les t se l f compressed subgroup wi th respect to the 
subset S, 
Cor , 2 , 3 - A subgroup H of a group G i s s e l f compressed v i t h 
respec t to a subset S i f f s^ e H f o r a l l s S S, 
Theorem 2 .4 - Every subgroup H ( 4=e) of a p e r i o d i c group G 
i s s e l f compressed wi th respec t t o "a subset K of G i f f 
yxy = i e I f o r every y € K and any n o n - i d e n t i t y x S G. 
P r o o f , I f every subgroup H (4=e) of G i s se l f compressed 
With respec t to K, then i f [x] be the c y c l i c subgroup 
generated by x ( + : e ) € G, 
yCxly = [x] y y e K 
=> yxy € [X] 
yxy = x^ f o r some i S I 
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Conversely, stippose the cord i t ion be s a t i s f i e d . Let H be 
any subgroup of G d i f f e r e n t from i d e n t i t y . For h(4= e) S H, 
we have 
M 1 H 
==:=> yhy r = h ^ e H V y C K 
F u r t h e r l e t 0(h) = n, 
yey = yh'^y 
= yhy. h""^ 
= n- 1 e [h ] £ H 
Thus yhy S H f o r every h S H 
yHy 5 H 
ssss^ Hy- = H (Theorem 1.9) 
^ n c e H i s se l f compressed with respect to K. 
This to be prcved . 
4 . Calculus Of Self Compressed Subsets And Subgroups: 
We sha l l d i s c u s s i n t h i s sec t ion , the behaviour of 
union, i n t e r s e c t i o n and complementation of s e l f compres^d 
subse t s inc luding t h e i r generated subgroups. 
Theorem 2 . 5 - Let (S ) ^ be any fami ly of s e l f compressed o(.o( e A 
subse ts of a group G with respect to a subset K of G then 
so are the subsets ^ ^ U S ^ 
c<el 
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P r o o f . Let y S K be a r b i t r a r y , t t e n applying theorem 1 .2 , 
( . u s ^ ) = . n ( s ) u s ; , 
ocGA ^ c<eA~ o<eA 
and 
cns^), = n^s^V = 
o(e A ^ c<€ A c<e A 
Thus U S\ and H S are se l f compressed w i t h r e spec t to K, cs( - ' ' o( o( e A ocS A 
Cor . 2 ,4 - The i n t e r s e c t i o n of any family of s e l f compres^d 
stibgro-aps of a group G "i-Jith respec t to a subset K i s s e l f 
compressed subgroup v i t h respec t to K. 
I f , i n p a r t i c u l a r , K = G, the above theorem ho lds t r u e for 
c . s . c - s u b s e t s o r subgroups. 
Theorem 2 . 6 - Let S be a s e l f compressed subset of a group G 
v i t h respec t to a siabset K of G, then so i s G-S, tjte compliment 
of S i n G. 
P r o o f . Le t y € K be a r b i t r a r y , we have, by theorem 1 , 4 , 
( a - s ) y 5 ^ - s 
Also, since 
Sy = S =«=>S = Sy- i 




(G-S)y = G-S V y e K 
This proves the r e s u l t . 
Theorem 2 . 7 - L e t S b e a subset of a group G, then f o r any 
X e G, ^ = S impl ies (CS])^ = [S] , but not converse ly . 
P r o o f . Let S = ( s )• . and . . . A ^ j^^e 
< ccSA <2 ^ k 
Gi e I , e A f o r a l l i = 1 , 2 , . . . k be any element of [ S ] . 
« 
Now, since S = S^, we have x s" x S S, S A, hence X 1 
x C s f l . s f 2 = Ud^ X) ^ s^^ . . . s^^ e [S] 
= : > x . [ S ] . x £ [S] 
i . e . ( [ S i r £ [S] 
[S] = ( [ S ] ) (Tteorem l ' ,9) 
F i n a l l y , to prove tha t the converse i s not t r u e , 
Consider G = [ a ] , the i n f i n i t e cyc l i c group generated 
by a . 
Here e v i d e n t l y 
aCa]a = [ a ] but a .aa a 
Thus t te f a l s e t y of the converse statement i s e s t a b l i s h e d . 
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5 , C r i t e r i a For Complete Self Compression : 
The concept of complete se l f compression i s an 
important concept . We i n v e s t i g a t e va r ious C r i t e r i a i n 
t h i s d i r e c t i o n and f i n d out t h a t i f any element of a 
group is .-cdmpletly. .self compressed, then the group i s generated 
only by elements of order 2 and converse ly . F u r t h e r , we 
c h a r a c t e r i z e a subgroup as completly se l f compressed, i f i t 
c o n t a i n s a c • s . c - s u b s e t , and a lso e s t a b l i s h t h a t i t i s 
necessary and s u f f i c i e n t f o r a subgroup to be complel iy se l f 
compressed t h a t i t s f a c t o r group be elementary abe l i an 
wi th elements of order 2 on ly . F i n a l l y , we give a c r i t e r i o n 
f o r complete compression of a l l n o n - t r i v i a l subgroups of a 
pe r iod i c group. 
Theorem 2 . 8 - An element of a group G i s complet ly s e l f 
compressed i f f G i s generated by elements of o rder 2 . 
P r o o f , Let an element a S G be coii5)letly se l f compressed, 
t hen f o r every x S G, 
X a X = a 
= > x^ = e 
ifence G i s generated by elements of order 2 . 
Conversely, i f G i s generated by elements of o rde r .2 j then 
every element of G i s of order 2 , sJince G i s abe l i an 
t h e r e f o r e f o r any b S G and every x € G 
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xbx = x^b 
= "b 
Thus every element of G i s completiy se l f c o m p r e s ^ d . 
Cor•2^.5 - Every subset of a group G i s completly se l f 
compressed i f f G i s generated by elements of order 2 . 
Cor, 2'.6- Any element of a group G i s completly se l f coi!5)ressed 
i f f every element of G i s completly se l f compressed, 
(The proof i s implied i n the proof of the theorem i t s e l f ) 
Theorem 2 .9 - A subgroup H of a group G i s completly s e l f 
coii5)ressed i f and only i f H conta ins a c . s . c - s u b s e t S of G, 
P r o o f , F i r s t l y , i f H be a c . s . c - subgroup , i t t r i v i a l l y 
fol lovjs t h a t H conta ins a c . s . c - s u b set of G. Conversely, 
i f S c H 
=i>CSl c H 
F u r t h e r , since S i s a c . s . c - s u b s e t , £ S] i s c . s . c - subgroup i n G 
by theorem 2 . 7 . Hence, by Cor ,2 ,3 
x ^ e [ S ] £ H V x € G 
=—> H i s c . s .c-subgroup 
This proves the theorem. 
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Theorem 2,10 - A subgrotjp H of a group G i s complet ly s e l f 
con^jressed i f and only i f G/H i s elementary abe l i an -with 
elements of order 2 . 
P r o o f . I f G/H i s elementary abe l i an with elements of o rder 2 , 
then f o r any cose t xH S G/H, we have 
2 
(xH) = H 
:> x'^e H 
Hence by Cor .2 ,3 , H i s completly se l f compressed in G, 
Conversely, i f H be c . s .c -subgroup i n G then, we have, f o r any 
X e G . P 
(x H) = H 
xH i s of o rde r 2 . 
==> G/H i s elementary abe l ian wi th elements of order 2 . 
This provds the theorem. 
Theorem 2 .11 - Svery subgroup H( 4= e) of a pe r iod ic group G 
i s completly se l f compressed i f f xys = y^ f o r every x , y( : te)e G. 
(Proof fo l lows iiranediately from theorem 2 .4) 
6 , T o t a l i t y Of Self Compressed Subsets : 
We observe t h a t the family of a l l se l f compressed subse ts 
With respec t to a given subset in a groj?) form a semigroup wi th 
r e spec t to se t product , and. f u r t h e r ob ta in a necessary and 
s u f f i c i e n t condi t ion f o r equa l i t y of the semigroups corresporKling 
to two d i f f e r e n t elements of the grop^i. 
Theorem 2.12 - The setK" of a l l se l f compressed subse ts of a 
group G with respec t to a subset K of G i s a semigroup wi th se t 
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n as o p e r a t i o n . 
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P r o o f . I f S^, Sg e K, then f o r any y S K, 
Sg 
= S]^  Sg since S^ S K 
S]^  Sg e K 
Also, since se t m u l t i p l i c a t i o n i s a s s o c i a t i v e , K i s a 
semigroup. 
This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 2 .13 - Let G be a group and x , y G G then = 
2 2 i f f [x ] = [ y ] Where and are the semigroups of a l l 
s e l f compressed subsets of G wi th respec t to x and y 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
P r o o f . Let [x^] = [y^] 
f o r some, j S I 
Now i f S e 2 , X' 
=> s = s 
X 
=> S i = S fo r a l l i e I (Theorem 2 .2) 
X 
= S 
=> S y ^ S 
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= > s e 
> 
Simi l a r ly , i^ e get 
Conversely, l e t = 
> Cy^l S Cx^] 
On the o the r hand, ve can s i m i l a r l l y v e r i f y t h a t 
£ l / l 
This con5)letes the p r o o f . 
C o r , 2 . 7 - Let G be a group, then f o r any x C G, 2 = 2 ^ f o r X A 
every i e I provided ( i , 0(x)) = 1 . 
P r o o f . (Proof t r i v i a l l y fo l lows since ( i , 0 ( x ) ) = 1 impl ies 
[x^] = [x^^] i f 0(x) <00 ) . 
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7 . Fundamental Mappings On Self Compressed Subsets : 
In t h i s sec t ion , we f i r s t e s t a b l i s h t h a t the homomorphie 
image of a s e l f co i^ressed subset of a group with r e spec t t o 
another subset of the group i s se l f compressed wi th r e spec t t o 
image s u b s e t . The converse of t h i s theorem holds always i n 
case the homomorphisa i s an isomoiphism. We, f u r t h e r , ibow 
t h a t i f a group G' be the homomoiphie image of a group G, then 
t h e r e e x i s t s one to one correspondence between the se l f compressed 
subgroups of G^  containing the kernel wi th respec t t o a given 
subset and the se l f compressed subgroups of G' wi th r e spec t t o 
image gubset-a r e s u l t a l f aady known f o r normal subgroups. We 
note , however, t h a t t h i s p roper ty i s only one way t rue f o r 
a r b i t r a r y subse ts of the group. The o the r important r e s u l t 
t h a t we p o i n t out i s t h a t the re e x i s t s a homomoiphiga of a l l 
s u b ^ t s wi th i d e n t i t y of a group onto the c o l l e c t i o n of smal les t 
s e l f compressed subgroups wi th respect to these s u b s e t s . 
Theorem 2.14 - If be a homomorphism of a group G onto or 
i n t o a group G' , aoi S be a s e l f compressed subset of G w i t h 
r e spec t to a subset K in G, then i t s homomoiphic image S* i s 
s e l f coii?)ressed wi th respec t to K' i n G' where K' = K^ K 
p r o o f . Le t y S K be a r b i t r a r y , then 
^(yd)) " ^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ 
= ( y Sy) <) 
= (S) d) = S» 
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=$> S* i s self compressed -with r e spec t to K' 
This proves the theo2rem. 
Cor ,2 .8 - Let G' be a homomorphic image of a group G Tirxier 
a homomorphism , and l e t H a se i f compressed subgroup 
of G with r e spec t to a subset K of G, then the homomorphic 
image of H i s se l f compressed subgroup of G* >;ith r e spec t 
t o K^ . 
Cor . 2 .9 - I f 6 be a homomorphism of a group G onto a 
group G ' , the image of a c . s . c - s u b ^ t ( o r c .s .c-subgrot ip) i s 
a c . s . c - s u b s e t (o r c . s .c -subgroup) . 
Theorem 2.15 - Let ^ be a homomorphism of a group G onto a 
group G' v i t h kerne l K, then a subgroup H of G conta ining 
K i s s e l f compressed v?ith respect to a subset S of G, i f and 
only i f the subgroup ff i s s e l f compressed wi th r e spec t t o S' 
where H» = H (|) , S' = S^ ) . 
p r o o f . Necessary p a r t i s obvious from c o r o l l a r y 2 . 8 . For 
s u f f i c i e n c y , cons ider 
H' = (s(^) H'(s(>) where e S' , s € S 
= (s6) (Kd) ( s ^ ) 
=> H = s H s since H 2 K . 
This proves the theorem. 
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Bemarks : ( i ) The converse of the above theorem i s not t r u e , 
i n gene ra l , f o r subse ts i n a group. 
( i i ) I f S = G, the theorem holds f o r completly se l f coii5)ressed 
subgroups. 
( i i i ) The theorem a l so - imp l i e s t h a t i f denotes the c o l l e c t -
ion of a l l se l f compressed subgroups of G, conta in ing K, wi th 
r e spec t to a subset S of G, then the mapping H^ —> (H^) 
i s 1 - 1 of ^H^^ onto tlrK c o l l e c t i o n of a l l se l f compressed' 
subgroups of G' wi th respec t to S' . 
Theorem 2 .16 - Let ^ be an isomorphism of a group G onto a 
STovsp G' , then a subset S of G i s se l f compressed "With r e spec t 
to a subset K of 'G i f and only i f (S)^) = S' i s se l f compressed 
w i t h respec t to (K:)i) • 
P r o o f . Necess i ty i s Qbvious from theorem 2 . 1 4 . 
For s u f f i c i e n c y , since 
S» = (y(J) S'(y<l) Vy e K 
= (y(i) (Sd ) (yd) 
= (ySy)d 
=s=> S = ySy 
Hence S i s s e l f compressed wi th respect to K. 
This proves the theorem. 
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C o r . 2 , 1 0 - Le t be an isomorphism of a group G onto a 
group G* , then a subgroup H of G i s se l f compressed wi th respect 
to a subset K of G i f and only i f H (i) = IP i s se l f compressed 
With respec t to K <l) = K' . 
I f K = G then a subgroup (or subset) of G i s completly 
s e l f compressed i f aM only i f i t s image i s completly s e l f 
Compressed i n G' « 
Theorem 2 . l 7 - Let be a homomorphism of a group G onto a 
group G' and S a subset of G, then (S)d i s completly s e l f 
compressed i f and. only i f S^ aM S^^-l both are contained 
i n S.Ker (j) f o r a l l x e G. 
P r o o f . (This tteorem immediately fol lows from theorem l . i 4 ) 
Theorem 2 .18 - Let S^, Sg be any two subse ts of a group G 
such t h a t e S S^^ , i = 1 ,2 , then 
[ s^sg]^ = [S^] c s | ] 
P r o o f . Let s^ S S^, 1 = 1,2 be a r b i t r a r y , then 
( s ^ s , ) ' = . S | e f s ^ r s | ] 
= > [Sj^Sg]® c [s®] [ S ^ ] 
On the o the r hand, we have 
s^ , s^ e Cs_ s j ^ since e e S , 1 = 1,2 
= > [S^] [S^] £ [ S ^ S g ] ^ 
Efence 
Thus the; proof i s complete. 
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Cor.2,11- I f G be any group and {s^] , the family of a l l subse ts 
of G such t h a t e C S^, then the mapping S^ — o f the 
semigroup (s^^ onto t t e semigroup of smal les t se l f compressed 
2 
subgroups with respec t to S ^ ' s where [S^ ] i s the s a a l l e s t 
s e l f compressed subgroup with respec t to Sj^, i s a homomorphism 
and i t s ke rne l i s the subfamily of the subsets S^' s having t h e i r 
e lements (-4=e) on].y of order 2 , 
( Proof i s obvious i n view of ITheorem 2 , l 8 ) 
Theorem 2 . l 9 - Let H^' , i = 1,2 are subgroups of a group G 
and H *^ i s a c . s . c - subgroup of H^^ then ^'CHQ^OHg') i s 
c . s . e - subgroup of H^^'C^OHg) and HgUH^'flHg) i s c . s .c-subgroup 
o f H 2 ' ( % n i % ) . 
P r o o f . We d e f i n e 
K = Hj^riHg , = 
Evident ly H^'CH^PlHg) = E^'Z and Hi 'CHiOHg') = K* are 
subgroups of G, and a l so 
Every element of H^'K i s of the form where hj_' S H^' and 
k e K, hence since 
H^'CH^riHg) c HiCH^nHa) c H^ = % 
h^' ke H^ 
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ALSO as H^  i s c . s .c-subgroup of H^, we have 
h '^ k . H^ ' (H^ r^  Hg) . hij k = (h{ k.H* , k) (H, OHg) 
S=> hJCH^O Hg) i s c. S.C-subgroup ®f Hj(H^nH2). 
S i B i l a y i l y we can show t h a t i s a c . s»c-subgroup 
of HgCH^nHg) 
This completes the theorem. 
Note J We note t h a t by Zasseahaus Lemma (s ince G i s a b e l i a n ) , 
e \ (H^ 0 Hg) H'CH^ 0 Hg) 
8. Self Compressed Subsets l a Direc t Products : 
The theorems which we prove below are r e l a t e d t© the 
p r o p e r t i e s of s e l f compressed subse ts in r e l a t i o n t o i n t e r n a l 
and ex te rna l d i r e c t products . Ac tua l ly , we show t h a t the p roper ty 
of s e l f compression of a subset in a d i r e c t product i s t r a n s l a t e d 
to i t s d i r e c t f a c t o r s . 
B 
Theorem 2.20 - Let G « X G^  where G^'s are subgroups of G, 
Is1 ^ ^ 
and l e t be the p r o j e c t i o n s determined by t h i s d i r e c t 
decomposition. Then i f a subset S of G i s se l f compressed wi th 
r e s p e c t to a subset K of G, S i s se l f compressed wi th 
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r e spec t to KSj^, the converse, however, i s t r u e i f 
(se^) (se^) . . . (se^) = s. 
Proc>f, Let S be se l f compressed with respec t t<^  K, then 
f o r any k S K, 
kSk = S 
s=> (kSk)ej_= se^ for i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n . 
SSi = (ke^) (£%) (kS^) 
Thus SS^ i s s e l f compressed with respect to k and 
hence v i t h respect to K^i . 
Conversely, i f 
( kGi ) ( s e^ ) (ke i ) = ( se^) f o r a l l k e K and 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . n . Then fo r a f ixed k S K, 
(ke3_)(sei)(ke3_) ..... (ken)(sen)(ke^) = (se3_)(se2) ...(se^) 
(ke iXkSg) . . . . ( k e j j ) ( ( s e i ) . . . ( ke j j )= : ( s e3 ) . . . ( sy 
n 
= > k S k = S since 2 and (Sg ) . . . (SS^) = S 
\ i=-l 1-
Hence the proof i s complete. 
Remark : I f K = G, the above theorem holds t rue f o r c . s . c - s u b s e t s . 
In case of ex t e rna l d i r e c t product the theorem assumes the 
follov;ing shape : -
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Iheorem 2 . 2 1 - Let G^, i = 1 ,2 , n be n grotaps. 
n 
Then i f a subset S of G = X G^ i s s e l f compressed wi th 
i = l 
r e spec t to a subset K of G, the coraponent of S i n G^^^  i s ^ I f 
compressed if?ith respec t to the component of K i n G^^^  f o r every i . 
However, the converse i s t r u e , i f S i s the c a r t e s i a n prcd-uct of 
i t s own components. 
P r o o f , Let S be se l f compressed wi th respec t to K, then f o r 
any Is: S K, 
Sk = s 
^ k s k = s ' e S 
We de f ine 
Sji^  = component of S i n G^ 
K^ = component of K i n G^ 
Le t s = ( s ^ j s g j and k k2, kj^) be elements 
of S and K r e s p e c t i v e l y denoted as ( s^ ) and(kj_). Then We 
have f o r a r b i t r a r y s and f ixed k, 
k s k = s* e S 
=«=> ( k i ) ( s i ) ( k i ) = ( s i ) wiiere s« = ( s ^ ' ) 
=> (k^sik^) = ( s i O 
=> k^s^k^ = s^' f o r a l l i = 1 ,2 , . . . n 
=> k i Si k i c Si 
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Next, since 
Sk = S 
= > S = V I 
We have, as above 
kT^ Si isi^ Si Si since k"^ = (k^^) 
=«:> S^ c kjL Si k i 
Ifence 
Si - J^i S l ^ i 
Thus Sj_ i s se l f compressed wi th respec t to Jc^ and hence wi th 
r e spec t to Ki", Conversely, l e t Si be s e l f compressed wi th 
r e spec t to f o r every i , and S = S ^ x SgX , , , , ^ Sj^ , then 
f o r any s = (S i ) e S and k = (k^) S K, 
k s k = ( k i ) ( s i ) ( k i ) 
= ( k i SikjJ 
= ( s ( ' ) where s^' e S^ ^ 
s = s : > k s k S S since S ^ x S ^ x S^ ~ S 
k Sk £ s 
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F i n a l l y , since 
Consider ing, k"^ s "we can show s i m i l a r i l y t h a t 
S £ s 
S £ k S k 
Consequently 
S = k Sk 
^ n c e t he theorem i s proved, 
Eemark : If K = G, the above theorem holds f o r c . s . c * subse t s , 
and i t can a l so be extended f o r complete d i r e c t products of 
a r b i t r a r y family of groups. 
9,Theorems True In NonrAbelian Groups. 
All the resxi l t s , in t h i s chap te r , have been proved f o r 
abe l i an groups only , but i t can be e a s i l y v e r i f i e d tha t the 
tlBorems, 2 . 1 , 2 . 2 , 2 .5 , 2 . 6 , 2 .14 , 2 .15 , 2 .16, 2 .17 , 2.20 and 
2 . 2 1 are a lso t rue f o r non-abel ian groups w i t h no change i n 
arguments i n the prcof- ialready supp l ied . 
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CHAPTER - THREE 
SMALLEST C«S,C » SUBGBOIIP AM) C -SIMPLE GROUPS 
! • I n t r o d u c t i o n : This chapte r i s devoted to the study of smallest 
c . s .c -subgroup of a group denoted as G* and to groups "Which 
• > 
con ta in no c . s .c-subgroup o ther than i t s e l f des ignated as 
C-simple groups. We f ind t ha t the smal les t c . s . c - subgroup of 
a group G i s j u s t the subgroup generated by squares of elements 
of G and i s isomoiphic to the f a c t o r group of the group v?ith 
r e spec t to the subgroup of a l l elements of o rder two i n the 
group. The smal les t c . s .c -subgroup of a d i r e c t product comes 
ou t to be the d i r e c t product of smal les t c . s . c - subgroups of the 
d i r e c t f a c t o r s . We i n v e s t i g a t e t h a t the index of the smal les t 
c . s . c - subgroup in a group, having b a s i s , i s a pox i^er of 2, 
a c t u a l l y 2 „ ^ - "where r^CG) i s the t o r s i o n f r e e rank 
and r CG) i s 2-rank of G. We prove t h a t the format ion of id 
smal les t c . s .c-subgroup i . e . the s t a r ope ra t ion i s a 
homomorphism of the semigroup of a l l subgroups of a group onto 
the semigroup of a l l subgrot^js of i t s smal les t c . s . c - subgroup , 
and in t roduce a notion of e s s e n t i a l equivalence between the 
subgroups of a group. This notion i l l u m i n a t e s the study of 
smal les t c . s . c - subgroup in an i n t e r e s t i n g manner. We use i t to 
show t h a t any two subgi-oups of a group have the same smal les t 
c . s .o-subgroup i f and only i f t t e y are e s s e n t i a l l y equa l . We 
have i nves t i ga t ed condi t ions i n which the smal les t c . s . c - subgroup 
of a group becomes cyc l ic and have pointed out t h a t a group 
"Whose smal les t c . s . c - subgroup i s c y c l i c , i s a l so c y c l i c i f the 
smal les t c . s . c - subgroup con ta ins the subgroup of a l l e lements 
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of o rder 2 i n the group. I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o note t h a t 
the isomoiphic groups have isomorphic smal les t c . s . c - subgroups 
but not conversely i n gene ra l , however, i f a group G i s 
isomorphic to a subgroup of a group G* then G^- i s isomorphic 
to G* under the same isoiaorphisia, i f and only i f the 
isomorphic image of G be e s s e n t i a l l y equal to G^, Fu r the r , 
we d i s c u s s a cond i t ion under which i n t e r s e c t i o n of a subgroup 
of a group wi th . i t s a m p l e s t c .s»c-subgroup co inc ides w i t h 
the smal les t c . s . c - subgroup of ' the subgroup^ and f ind out 
t h a t smal les t c . s .c -subgroup of t t e a n t i c e n t e r of a group i s 
the a n t i c e n t e r of the smal les t c . s .c-subgroup of the group. 
F i n a l l y , we $irove an important theorem on the r e l a t i o n 
between ranks of a group and of i t s smal les t c . s .c -subgroup 
showing t h a t they d i f f e r by t h e i r 2 - ranks , and f u r t h e r 
eva lua te the d i f f e r e n c e i n t e r n s of power of elements of 
o M e r 2 . We conclude o-ar d i s cus s ions w i th the p r o p e r t i e s of 
groups having i d e n t i c a l smal les t c . s . c - subgroups which we c a l l 
G-simple groups . Ifere we show,that t h i s c l a s s i s a subclass 
of pe r iod i c grot5)s, whose elements are of odd order o n l y , 
2 . S t ruc ture Of Smallest C.S.C-Subgroup : 
We now prove some theorems which en l i gh t en us about the 
s t r u c t u r e of t h i s imjiortant subgroup. We f i r s t observe t h a t G*, 
t lB smal les t c . s . c - subg ioup of a group G i s the c o l l e c t i o n of 
Squares of a l l the elements of G, and po in t ou t t h a t t h i s i s 
a homomorphic image of G with kerne l the subgroup of a l l 
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el(3ments of o rde r two i n G. Also, f u r t h e r , every subgroxip 
of the subgrcTJp G* i s a c t u a l l y the smal les t c .s .c-subgrot ip 
of some subgroup of G. F i n a l l y i t i s important to note t h a t 
the smal les t e . s . c - subgroup of a d i r e c t product i s the d i r e c t 
product of the a n a l l e s t c . s .c-subgroups of i t s d i r e c t f a c t o r s . 
Theorem 3 . 1 - Let G be any group then the se t G* = j g ^ l g € G^ 
i s a c . s . c - subgroup of G. The subgroup G* i s the g a a l l e s t 
subgroup of t h i s type and i s unique . 
P r o o f , Ev iden t ly , G* i s a subgroup of G and f u r t h e r from 
Cor .2 .3 , G* i s a c .s .c-i jubgroup of G. Also G* i s a 
sm,allest c . s .c -subgroup of G, f o r l e t H be any c . s . c-subg roup 
of G, we have again from c o r . 2 . 3 
2 
g € H f o r every g 6 G 
= > G* c H 
For uniqueness , l e t H' be a smal les t c . s . c - subgro i^ o | G, 
than since H' i s a c . s .c-subgroup of G, ve have 
c H' 
==i> H' = G* 
This shows t h a t G* i s unique and the theorem i s 
completly proved. 
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Cor .3 .1 - A subgroup H of a group G i s completly se l f compressed 
i f and only i f H £ G'^ ' . 
(Proof i s iraniediate in view of Cor 2.S) 
Theorem 3.2 - The smal les t c . s . c - subgroup G of a group G i s a 
"homosorphic image of the group G •with kerne l of homomorphisai 
being Og, the subgroup of a l l elements of order 2 in G, 
P r o o f , Define a mapping 
• g 
of G onto G*. 
^ : g > -2 
Ev iden t ly , (J i s s ing le valued, (I i s a homomorphism, since 
f o r any g^, g2 S G . 
(g lgg)^ = (S^gg)^ 
- 2 
- % Sg 
= (gg) ^ 
The kernel i s the se t of a l l elements g S G f o r which 
(g)<l) = e 
2 i . e , g = 8 
=> Kernel of (|> i s 
This proves the theorem. 
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C o r , 3 , 2 - A gronp G i s isomorphic to G i f and orily i f 
there i s no element (4= e ) of order 2 i n G. 
The co ro l l a ry impl ies t h a t i f G i s t o r s i o n f r e e , G* i s 
isomorphic to G. I n p a r t i c i d a r , i f G be f i n i t e group, we ^have 
Gor.S.S - A f i n i t e group G conta ins G* as a proper c . s . c - s u b -
group i f and only i f o rder of G i s even but w i l l coincide wi th 
G i f o rde r of G be odd. 
Theorem 3 . 3 - If G be any group then to every subgroup H' of 
i t s smal les t c . s .c -subgroup G*, there ^ i s t s a subgroup H 
<5f G such t h a t Bf" =-- H' . 
Pro<3f : Given any j^bgroup If of G , l e t u s d e f i n e a se t 
H = 1 h € G such t h a t h^ e H'} 
Since H' i s a subgroup, we have f o r any h^, 6 H 
= t^ e H' 
Hence H i s a subgroup of G, 
How, ev iden t ly 
H* c H« 
Also since H' £ G*, to every element h' S ff , there e x i s t s 
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an element g S H E. g jnich t h a t 
, t 2 h = g 
=a> H« S H* 
Consequently, 
H* = H» 
This proves the theorem. 
Note : I t can be e a s i l y seen t h a t i n t t e above theorem 
the subgroup H of G i s the l a r g e s t subgroup f o r which Ef" = H* 
Theorem 3.4 - I f G be any cyc l ic groi:^ generated by an 
element a, then i t s smal les t c , s . c - subgroup G i s the 
subgroup generated by a^ . 
P r o o f . F i r s t l y , i t i s c l e a r t h a t 
a ^ e G * 
2i c r* => Ca^l £ G . 
Secondly, i f a'^ be any element of G, 
-n 2! , ^ r Ca")'' = (a'") e laTl 
Hence, ^ __ 
G 
n 
Theorem 3,5 - If a group G be a d i r e c t product X G of 
i = l ^ 
i t s subgroups G^' s, then 
G* =: G* X Gg X . . • X G* 
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P r o o f , Evident ly , 
* * 
g c g 
i " 
f o r a l l i 
•> g * x g * x . . . . x g * £ g * 1 2 n 
on the o the r hand, f o r any g S G, l e t 
g = 
=>g = (g^^* §2 • • • Sji) 




= = > g £ g , x g x . . . x g j j 
Hence, 
* • G =: g ^ x Gg x . x g n 
This completes the theorem. 
Cor.3.4 - I f a group G has a b a s i s where A i s 
an index se t 4hen G* - X Ca^] . 
o(eA 
( Proof i s immediate i n view of theorems 3.4 and 3.5) 
3 . Index Of g In g : 
In the fo l lowing, we determine [ g : g ] the index i n g 
of the smal les t c . s .c -subgroup g* of a group g having a b a s i s 
and formulate i t i n terms of t o r s i o n f r e e rank and 2-rank 
of the group. 
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i ^ e f . S . l - The non - iden t i t y elements a^, ag* . . . » a^ of t t e 
group G are ca l l ed l i n e a r l y indepeoient , o r b r i e f l y , 
indepeMent , i f any r e l a t i o n 
impl i e s 
a ^ . a ^ a ^ = e ( n , e I ) 
a ^ = = = a - '='2 '^ 'k 
i . e . n^ = 0 i f 0 ( a i ) = and 0 ( a i ) ^^ i f 0<ai) < In 
the con t ra ry case, they are ca l led dependent. 
D e f . 3.2 - The ca rd ina l number of a maximal independent se t 
i n a group G conta in ing merely elements of order c>o ±q t he 
t o r s i o n f r e e rank r^^G) of G. For any prime p, the p-ranl^ 
TpCG) of G i s the ca rd ina l number of a maximal independent 
s e t i n G containing only the elements of o rde r s of powers of p . 
Now, we prove an important theorem to achieve our end: 
Theorem 3.6 - Let G be a f i n i t e l y generated group and 
L = agj . . . ' s ajg^ be the se t of a l l elements of o rder 
i n f i n i t y and of i n a b a s i s of G containing elements 
of i n f i n i t e and / o r prime power o rder , then i f L 4= ^ > G* 
i s p rope r ly contained in G. Fur ther i f H = [ G 
the subgroup generated by G and aj^' s such t h a t a^ £ L 
where o t ^ m* 
C H : G*] = 2^ . 
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P r o o f , Let B = • ag j a^*^ be a b a s i s of G under 
cons ide ra t ion then,by a well known theorem 
G = [a^] x f a g ] X x f a j where [ a i l i s the c y c l i c 
group generated by a^ . 
Also, by Cor 3 ,4 , we have 
G* = [ a l l X Ca|3 X . . . x f a f ] 
o k 
Ev iden t ly [ a j l = [ a j only i f OCaj^ ) = p (k > l ) where p be 
an odd prime, hence i f L i= 4 i t i s c l e a r t h a t 
G* c G 
Now we a s s e r t t h a t f o r any g S G and a^ ^ L, g ^ a^ ^ 
Since, otherv.'ise 
8 = a l l 
= > = a f 1 a j<2 a®^ n = a^ 
==> a f ^ l a ^ i ' . . . . a ^ = 0 
1 2 ^ n 
___ sic, 21(2 . ^ r l - _ ^"^n ^ ^ 
- = > ag . . . = a^ i - . . . = a^ = e 
since B i s a l i n e a r l y iniependent s e t . 
= « > tlie power of a^ ,^ i s e i t h e r zero 
o r d i v i s i b l e by 2 f o r some k > 1 . 
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A con t r ad i c t i on t ha t i s i n t e g r a l , hence our a s s e r t i o n 
f o l l o w s . I t i s t he r e fo re c l e a r t h a t , 
g^ \r a^t • a^, . . . aj^, f o r any g S G and a^i S L 
We now put L* =s a^, . . . a^'J and d e f i n e 
K^ = se t of a l l cose t s a^ ^ G , a^ ^ S L« 
Kg = se t of a l l c o s e t s ^ , a^ j a^ S L* 
K^ = The CO se t a^^a^ . . . a^G* 
We a s s e r t t h a t H= G* UK3_UK^U . . . 
Clearly, we have 
G* UK^ UKg U . . . UE^ S H 
A1 so, since f o r any a^ ^ L' 
= a^G*, as af S G* 
and 
n i a^ G ; = a^ G 
= G* or aj_ G* according as n i s even 
or odd. 
S -1 Cp G1 • it 
Hence every element a a . . . a ^ G of H/G on the b a s i s of 1 2 I 
above cons ide ra t ions i s of the form 
• • • ^ 
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Where a^i * s are a.11 d i s t i n c t elements of L' 
==> H 5. G* UK^ UKg U . . . UK^ 
Consequently, 
H=: G* UK^ • • • 
[H : G*1 ^ (^c + c^ • • • ^c ) = 
o 1 
F i n a l l y , i f f o r any two d i f f e r e n t subsets S* = ^a^, jE^, , , . 
and S" = a^, , , . . . , i n L' we get 
n* r'* 
*** ^ i ' ~ 
a^, a^, . . . a^, = . . . where g e G 
Row i f g = a ^ l aP2 . . . aPn , 
1 2 G ' 
28. 2Bp 2pn 
V " ••• V • • • ^G 
= > e h ' . . . a ^ - . . . a^n» = e i f a , , es» and S" 1 2 h' n n' 
23, 
= > a G = e since B i s a l i n e a r l y independent s e t . 
h 
A con t r ad i c t i on t h a t i s i n t e g r a l . 
Therefore , the two cose t s i n ques t ion cannot be equal and 
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hence are d i s t i n c t . 
=> [H : G*] ^ . 
Thus We prove 
[H : G*] = 
Cor .3 .5 - I f G be a f i n i t e l y generated group then, 
^ r.CG) + r«(G) 
[G • G ] = 2 - where r^CG) = t o r s i o n 
f r e e ranlc of G, r^CG) = 2 - rank of G. 
(The proof fo l lows immediately i f L' = L since then [G :G*]= 
Remark : The theorem i s proved above f o r f i n i t e l y generated 
groups, but i f G be any group having a b a s i s , the r e s u l t ho lds 
t rue» In case , L i s i n f i n i t e , [ G : G*] i s i n f i n i t e . In 
P a r t i c u l a r , i f G = [a] be a cyc l i c group, then [G : G*] = 2 , 
i f G be of i n f i n i t e o r even order and i s equal to 1 i f 
o the rwi se . 
4„ Bank Of A Group Aid Of I t s Smallest C.S.C-Subgrox?): 
We sha l l show t h a t ranks of a group and of i t s smal les t 
c . s .c -subgroup d i f f e r by the d i f f e r e n c e of the 2- ranks of the 
group and of i t s Smal-lest c . s . c - subgroup . To ge t a t t h i s , we 
sha l l f i r s t prove some lemmas. 
n 
S i i - 1 ' 
Lemma 1- I n a group G, i f a se t of elements 
con ta in ing no element of order 2 i s l i n e a r l y independent 
f 2-i ^ * imp l i e s g. v i s l i n e a r l y independent i n G , 
I ^J 1=1 
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P r o o f , Let f o r a system of i n t e g e r s \ , 
(g^) (g^) (g^) = e 
. 2o{- 2o( 2c< 
S ^n ® 
==?> g ^ i = e since fg \ ^ i s l i n e a r l y indeperdent^ 
= e f o r a l l i = 1 ,2 , n . 
Hence, since i s a system of elements ( 4= e ) , i t i s 
^ i = i 
l i n e a r l y independent . 
Lemma 2 - In a group G, r^CG) = r^ CG ) and a l s o f o r any 
prime p(4= 2 ) , r (G) = r (G*). 
P . P 
P r o o f , For the f i r s t p a r t r (G) = r„CG*), l e t ^g V be 
any m^imal l i n e a r l y independent system of elements of i n f i n i t e 
, 2 
order i n G. Then W 1 • i s a system of elements of o rde r 
L J o(S A 
i n f i n i t y i n G* , Since l i n e a r independence i s a p roper ty of f i n i t e 
charac te r , i t fol lows from lemma 1, t h a t \ s \ a l i n e a r l y 
• 
indepersient system of elements i n G , Hence 
But c l e a r l y , since G* £ G, 
r (G) 
n 
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Consequently 
For the second p a r t r^CG) = r^CG ) f o r a l l primes p( 4 2 ) , 
l e t be a majcimal l i n e a r l y independent system of elements 
i n G containing elements of o rde r s of powers of a pr in^ p( 4= 2)' , 
Again, i t i s ev iden t from lemma 1, t h a t [g^} i s a l i n e a r l y 
independent system of elements i n G* and a l so i t can be checked 
t h a t o rde r s of elements i n i t are powers of same prime p . 
Hence 
rp(G) < r^CG*) 
Also, i t i s c l e a r t h a t 
Thus 
^ r (G) 
P p -
r (G) = r (G*) 
P - P . 
This completely proves the lemma. 
* * 
Theorem 3.7 - For any group G, r(G) + r^CG ) = r(G ) + rgCG). 
P r o o f . We know from [3] theorem 8 ,2 , t h a t 
r(G*) = r^(G*) + 2 r^CG*) pss2,3,5, • • • 
= r (G) + 2 r (G)+ r_(G*) by lanma 2, 
° p = 3 , 5 , . S . 2 
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=> r(G*) = r(G) - r«(G) + r„(G*) 
> r(G) + r (G*) = r(G*) + rgCG) 
This completes the theorem. 
Theorem 3.8 - For any group G, 
(1) r(G*) = r(G) - ^^ 
( i i ) r(G) - r ( G * ) = 1G[2]1 - IG*C211 i f r^CG) = «> , 
P r o o f . ( 1 ) We know from theorem 3 .7 , t h a t 
r(G) - r(G*) = r^CG) - r^CG*) 
Nov? 
r (G) = r(G ) where G i s the 2-component of o 2 
the mapcimal t o r s i o n subgroup of G. 
= rCsCGg)) 
= rCGgCa]) 
= r (G[2]) 
From [3] p .33 
I.S(G ) | = 2^ where K = r ( S ( G j ) 
& 2 
= > I 0[a]| = 
=> rg(G) = loggtors] ! 
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S i m i l a r i l y 
v^iQ*) logglG^CS^! 
Heace 
|GC2]| r(G) - r ( G ' ) = logg 
IG^CSJ) 
This proves ( i ) 
( i i ) If rgCG) = 00, 
= r(S(Q^)) = 00 
==> r<S(a2)) = (SCGg) f by [3] p. 33 
==> TgCG) = |GC2J| 
S i a i l a r i l y 
r^ CG*) = (G^ CS] I 
==> P(G) - r(G*) = IGC21I - iG^CSlt 
This completes the proof . 
Cor. 3 .6 - Iia a group G, r(G) = r(G*) i f and only i f |gC2] ( = |G*C23| 
5„ a a a l l e s t C. S.C-Subgroup And Fundamental Mappings: 
We observe t ha t ajay homomorphism of a group onto another 
group induces a homomorphism of the smal les t c. s. c-subgroup ®f the 
group onto the smal les t c. s. e-subgroup of the image group, and 
f u r t h e r e s t a b l i s h t h a t the formation of smal les t c. s. c-subgroup i s 
a homomorphism of the semigroup of a l l subgroups of a group G onto 
the semigroup of a l l siubgroups of G*. 
Theorem 3.9 - I f ^ be a homomorphism of a group G onto a group G^  
then the smal les t c. s. c-subgroup of G^  i s the homomorphic image of 
the smal les t c . s .c-subgroup of G under ^ . 
Proof . From Theoreia3« 1, we know tha t G i s a c . s. c-subgroup of G 
and heace from cor . 2 . 9 , <G*) i s c . s .c-subgroup of G^. Thus 
by Cor. 3 . 1 , 
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(G*)^ 2 a* 
Again from theorem. 3 . 1 , f o r any g € G 
(g^)^ = <g € G* 
Heace, 
(G*) (j) =: G* 
This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 3.10 - I f H^, Hg be any two subgroups of a group G then , 
C®1 ' ^2]* ' Hg 
Proof . C lea r ly 
Hg"]* f o r i = 1 ,2 
Oa the other hand, i f h^ € H^, i =» 1,2 then Hg'j , 
Now 2 
(h.li ) a hf h^ € H* ' 2 1 2 1 2 
==> [Hi- Hgf 
Consequently 
= H*. Eg 
This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 3.11 - I f d e n o t e s the semigroup of a l l subgroups of 
a group G then , 
% — > H I 
i s a homomorphism of[H^ljonto the semigroup of a l l subgroups of G** 
Proof . ( I t immeidatly fo l lows from theorem^S. 3 and 3 .10) . 
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6,. E s s e n t i a l Equa l i t y In Subgroups And Their Smallest C. S.C-Subgroups: 
We de f ine heE© a new concept of e s s e n t i a l e q u a l i t y between 
subgroups of a group and e s t a b l i s h t h a t any t w o subgroups of a 
group have the same amallest c . s . c-subgroup i f and only i f they 
are e s s e n t i a l l y equal and note tha t t h e ' e s s e n t i a l equal i ty* 
between subgroups of a group i s an equivalence r e l a t i o n . This 
f a c t enables us to p a r t i t i o n the fami ly of a l l subgroups of a 
group i n t o d i s j o i n t subclasses such t h a t a l l subgroup int one 
c l a s s have the same smal les t c. s .c-subgroup. F u r t h e r , we a l s o 
observe t h a t product of any two such p a r t i t i o n c l a s s e s i s i n a 
p a r t i t i o n c l a s s . We show a lso t h a t any two subgroups of a group 
have the same smal les t c . s .c-subgroup i f and only i f so do t h e i r 
iscMnorphic images; in case of homomorphisn however, the 
c . s .c -subgroups of given subgroups should conta in the k e r n e l . 
Def. 3, 3 - Any two subgroups H^  | H2 of a group G axe sa id to be 
e s s e n t i a l l y equal i f 
Hi Og = Hg Og 
where Gg i s the subgroup of a l l elements of order 2 in G, in 
symbols, H^  < • " 
The fol lowing observat ions can be e a s i l y checked: 
( i ) I f H^, Hg be any two subgroups of a group G such t h a t 
Hi Og for i = 1 ,2 then , 
H i f and only i f H. = H - « 1 2 
< i i ) For every subgroup H of a group G,H H Og where Og i s 
a subgroup of Og. 
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( i i i ) In a group G, ard any of i t s subgroup are e s s e n t i a l l y 
equal • 
( iv) E s s e n t i a l e q u a l i t y i s an equivalence r e l a t i o n in the 
family of a l l subgroups of a group. 
Theorem 3.12 - Let Hj^ , Hg be any two subgroups of a group G then, 
i f and only i f % Hg. 
P r o o f , Let H^ = » then to any ^ ^^ there e x i s t s 
hg S Hg such tha t 
1 2 
h^ h^^ S Og where Og i s the subgroup of 
a l l elements of o rde r 2 i n G. 
h^ ^ e hg og 
H^Os = HgOg 
:> li^ < ~ > H. 
2 
Conversely, l e t 
=> H^ O^g = Hg Og 
=>(H^02)*= ( I ^ O g ) ' 
=> H^ 0* = Hg 0* [ Theorem 3 . 1 0 ] 
=> H* = IL since 0* = e 1 2 2 
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* t • 
=> Si = 
— > [H^.Hg]* = (Theorem 3.10) 
==> since C%.H2l 
[H^.Hs ] = H ^ . 4 
This completes the p roo f . 
Tteorem 3.14 - I f B^, t)e two subgroups of a group G ana d 
be an isomorphism of G onto a group G ' , then 
H^ < - ^ > H 2 i f and only i f (Hi)d •<~>(Pl2)(i' 
P r o o f . By theorem 3.12, 
Hi Hg 
<==^ > (I^) ^ = (Kg)^ 
= (Hgd)* (Theorem 3.9) 
< = > (H^Xl) <-5^ ( I ^ )^ (Theorem 3.12) 
Hence the theorem i s coiE?)lete. 
Cor .3 .9 - I f Hj^ , Hg bd any two laubgroups of a group G and Q|) 
be an isomorphi;3in of G onto a group G*, then 
E^ = B^ i f and only i f (H^*!))* =(H2(J)*^. 
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Theorem 3.15 - If H^, Hg be any two subgroups of a group G 
and ^ be a homomorphism of G onto a group G» wi th kerne l K, 
then i f H* and H* contain K. 
H^  Hg i f and only i f ( H ^ ^ (Hg)^ 
Proof . I f H^  < - ~ > Hg ==> (H-,)6 fo l lows as i a 
theorem 3.14. 
For converse , i f 
(H^ < — > (Hg)^ 
iE*)^ = (Eph 
==> H* = Hg since K c hJ 
H^  Hg 
Hence the theorem i s complete. 
Cor. 3 ,10 - I f H J H be any two subgroups of a group G 1 2 
and 6 be a homaaorphism of G onto 6*, then 
H* = Eg i f and only i f ^ ^ 
Q* As A Cyclic Subgroups 
We i n v e s t i g a t e below the circumstances in which the 
smal les t c . s. c-subgroup of a group becomes c y i l i c and f i n d 
out a condi t ion under which a group i s c y c l i c i f i t s 
smal les t c. s. c-subgroup i s c y c l i c . 
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Theorem 3.16 - I f a group G i s c y c l i c , then G* i s cyc l i c 
but conversely G i s cyc l i c i f G* i s cyc l i c and con ta ins 0 , 
the subgroup of a l l elements of order 2 in G. 
Proof , F i r s t l y , i f G be c y c l i c , then c l e a r l y G* i s c y c l i c . 
Conversely i f G* be c y c l i c , l e t 
G* " t e f ] where G 
Then f o r any g € G, since g^ € Q* 
2 o i 
g ' ® <gp where i e I 
« > C g g f M ^ - e 
==> gg"'- € Op c Q» 
1 ^ 
« > g € g i 
« > G ^  [g^l S 0 
Hence G = [g^] 
This completes the theorem, 
Cqv 3,11 - I f G be a group in which 0 = e , then G i s c y c l i c 
A 
i f and only i f G* i s c y c l i c , 
Theorem 3,17 - If G be any f i n i t e l y generated group, then 
G*(=*s e ) i s cyc l i c i f any bas i s of G conta ins only one e lenen t 
of order other than 2<. 
Proof , ( I t immediately fo l lows from Cor, 3 ,4 , s ince 
G* = . . . X 
where a , , , , aj^'^be a b a s i s of G) 
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Note : The theorem 3.17, a lso holds f o r any group G having 
b a s i s • 
8 . I te la t ions In G/H, (G/H)* And G*/H* : 
We show now an i n t e r e s t i n g s i t u a t i o n where a f a c t o r group, 
i t s smal les t c . s . c - subgroup and the f a c t o r group of the 
correspording smal les t c . s . c - s u b groups are a l l isomorphic. 
Theorem 3 .18 . I f H be any subgroup of a group G, then 
* ^ . * 
(G/H) ~ G /H 
P r o o f . Since every eletBent of (G/H)* i s of the 'form g^ H . 
We d e f i n e a mapping ^ of (G/H)* onto as 
(J) : g2 H 
Eviden t ly i s s ingle va lued . If g^ H, g^ H € (G/H)*, then 
1 2 
((g|H)(g2H)){l) = (g2 g2H)4) 
= ((g3_g2./H)(| 
= H*)(g2H*) 
= (g^ H)(J ( g | H ) 4 
==> Cb i s a homomorphism 
F i n a l l y , i f p i. p j 
(g^H)^) = (g|H)(| 
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= > g^ H* 
= > ( g | e H 
Hence 4 i s an isomorphism 
This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 3 . l 9 - I f H be any subgroup of a group G, then 
G/H G*/jf 
and the ke rne l of the homomorphism i s H Og/H where Og i s the 
subgroup of a l l elements of order 2 in G, 
P r o o f . ¥e d e f i n e a mapping of G/H onto G*/H* as 
\ : gH > g^ H'' 
C l e a r l y i s s ingle valued. Furthei: f o r g^H, ggH S G/H 
((glHXggH))'^ = ( g i g g H ) ^ 
= Cg^gg)^ H* 
= ( ^ i ^ ^ K g i H*) 
= Cg^H)^(g^H)^ 
===> i s a homomorphism. 
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F i n a l l y , i f 
(gH)-^l = H* 
<==> H* = H* 
<==> g2 s H* 
<==> = ^ ^bere h S H 
<==> g IT 1 e Og 
<= = > g e h Og 
<==> g He HC^/H 
Hence the theorem i s complete. 
Cor.3,22 - I f - H 2 O2' ^ g V h * 
(Proof fo l lows immediatly, since by fundamental theorem of 
'^02/ H homomorphism ^^^^EOm ^ G^/Ef"). 
Cor . 3 .13 - For any subgroup H of a group G, i f H ^ 
G/H ^ (G/H)* = G*/if . 
Proof ( I t immediatly fol lows from theorem 3 .18 ard Cor .3 .12) 
9 . lion Isomorphic Groups Having Isomorphic Smallest C .3.C .Subgroups: 
^tegr^mS^SfirrAny tvt> isomorphic groups have isomorphic smal les t 
c . s . c - subgroups but not converse ly . 
P r o o f , The d i r e c t p a r t of the tfceoi«m i s obvious i n view of 
theorem 3 . 9 . For the converse , c o n d d e r 
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G = Ca,br , a^ = e , b^ = e , ab = ba 
C a ' l , the c y c l i c group of order 3. 
which give 
G f 9 1 C « 1 = J^a, a'^, e^ , G^ =ia , a , e^ 
We observe t h a t G* ani g''^  being c y c l i c groups of the same order 
are isomorphic but G i s not isomorphic to Gj^  since 0(G) > 0 ( G i ) . 
Thus the converse do©:s not ho ld . 
Theorem 3.21 - I f (j) be an isomoiphism of a group G i n t o a grapp G^, 
then G* ^ G * i f and only i f (G)<}t < ~ - > G ^ . 
P r o o f . (The proof i s immediate i n view of theoremiS.Q and 3.12) 
Cor . 3.14 - Any two groups "Whose any two bases under an 
isomorphism of one group in to the o the r d i f f e r e only by elements 
of order 2 , have isomorphic smal les t c . s .c -subgroups under the 
same isomorphism. 
P r o o f . Le t , f o r two groups G, G^ aid f o r an isomorphism ^ of G 
i n t o G], the condi t ion of the c o r o l l a r y be s a t i s f i e d , then i t i s 
ev iden t t h a t (G) —> and hence, from the above theorem, 
the proof fo l lows immediately. 
10 .Gi 0 G* = G* For An Arb i t ra ry Subgroup Gi . 
> We determine, i n t h i s sec t ion , a condi t ion f o r the smal les t 
c . s .c-subgroup of an a r b i t r a r y subgroup of a group to be equal to 
the i n t e r s e c t i o n of the smallest c .s .c-subgroup of the group wi th 
the a r b i t r a r y subgroup, and f u r t h e r f i nd out under the same 
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c o n d i t i o n , the exis tance ©f a c . s .c-subgroup of the group 
corresponding to each c» s»c-subgroup of an a r b i t r a r y subgroup. 
Theorem 3.22 - I f G^  be any subgroup of a group G, then 
G^  n G* = G* i f and only i f (G^ - G p H G* = ^ 
Proof . Let 
(Gl - G*) n G* = (|) 
=s> G * c (G^ . (G^ . G*)) = G* 
But c l e a r l y 
G* E 
=»> G* = G* 
Conversely , l e t G^flG* a g * « Now suppose € (G^ • G p 
such t h a t 
^ ^ n* 
« g. € G 
« « > € G^  n G* = G^ 
A c o n t r a d i c t i o n , heace 
(G - G*)n G* = ^ 
Thus the proof i s c ^ p l e t e * 
:i!heoreia 3. 23 - I f f o r a subgroup Gf of a group G, G^fl G* = G* 
then for any c . s.c-subgroup G^ j of G^  there e x i s t s a c . s.c-subgroup 
G of G such t h a t G^  s G H 
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l?roof. We def ine 
G = LG^, G*J 
iSvideatly, G i s a c . s. c-subgroup of G siace G 2 G*. Also 
G^  S G a G^  
low, i f g» € G ri G^, we have 
g ' = g^ g* g where g^ e , g* € 6* , g € 
==> gi<s)'"'' e G^  
— > g* € G* since G^  0 G* « G* 
==> g* = g* "g € G^  since G* 2 G^  
==> G 0 G^  5 G^  
Consequently 
Thus the r e s u l t i s e s t a b l i s h e d , 
11. Groups With I d e n t i c a l Staallest C, S.C-Subgroups: 
B€!f,3,4 - A group G i s c a l l e d C-simple i f G = G*, 
Ev ident ly the fo l lowing are some of the c l a s s e s of C-simple 
groups, 
( i ) F i n i t e groups of odd order 
aid 
( i i > Groups having a b a s i s each of whose element i s of 
odd order. 
Theorem 3.24 - The union of an ascending sequence of C-simple 
groups i s i t s e l f a C-simple group. 
Proof. Let a group G be union of aB ascending sequence 
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0f C-simple proper subgroups of G. I f G i s not C-simple, then 
there e x i s t s a proper c , s« c>subgroup H of G» Now, s iace He: G, 
f o r some index k , 
Gj^  n H -fc G^ 
»=:> G^ s iace Gj^  a G* aid H 2 G* 2 G* 
A c o a t r a d i c t i o n , that Gj^  i s C-simple» Hence the r e s u l t f o l l o w s . 
Theorem 3.25 - I f every suhe?ottp of a gPoup i s S-simple thea 
the group i s C-simple but aot coaversely* 
Proof* Let 
G = Tg, r n , . . . . ) I e R 
be the group of a l l sequences o f r a t i o n a l auobers wi th r e s p e c t 
to addit ion and suppose 
H = ^( i^, i g , i ^ , . . . . ) ( € l ] 
be the subgroup o f G c o n s i s t i n g of 411 sequences o f i n t e g e r s , 
thea i t i s evident that 
G* a G 
b«t H H* 
Conversely , i f the condition be s a t i s f i e d , the proof i s t r i v i a l . 
This completos the theorem. 
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^2^ A a t i c e a t e r And Smallest C. S.C-Subgroup: 
This sect ion i s of more or l e s s academic i n t e r e s t . Here, 
we e s t a b l i s h that aBt iceater of the smallest c*s.e-subgroup 
of a group i s the smallest c . s. c«>subg?:>oup of the a n t i c e i t e r of 
the group. To bei^® with we give the f o l l o w i a g d e f i B i t i o n s in 
Case of aB a r b i t r a r y (abe l iaa or aoa-abel iaa ) group. 
Bef.3«5 - la a group G, the set R(G) = ^g ( ^ = hg for any 
h C G =*> t a k^, h = k^ ^ f o r some k € G, i , 3 € l ] i s c a l l e d 
rim of G. 
Bef . 3 .6 - I f G be a group then the subgroup geaerated by R<G), 
the rim of G i s c a l l e d 'gpiticeater *of G aad i s denoted by AC{G). 
Theorem 3.26 - Let G be any group in which Ogi the subgroup 
of a l l elemeats or order 2 ia G be i d e a t i t y , then 
AC(G*) = (AC(G))* 
Proof . Let e € AC(G) then f o r any h C 0 
««=> g h a h C 
g j , h a g^ , 1 , 1 e I , g^ € G 
U p ^ f ^ » (gf)^ where g2 € G" 
=> g2 £ AC(G*) 
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Ok the other hand, I f g2 g i c ( G * ) the i f o r any h € G, we 
have 
&h a hg 
= > g V = h^g® 
= = > g ® = { g ' V , t . i i i . 
t - i t - i 
> gg = e , hg^  a e s ince Og = e 
> « <hg' = e 
==> g » g '^ , h = gl where g* € G 
= > g € AC (G) 
« = > g ^ € a c ( G ) ) * 
Heace, 
AC(G*) ^ (AC(6))* 
CoBsequeatly, 
AC(G*) s (AC<G))* 
This completes the theorem* 
Cor. 3 .15 - l a any group G, i f r2(G) = 0, AC(G ) = <AC<G)) 
where r (G) i s the 33-raag of G. l a p a r t i c u l a r i f G be 
torsion f r e e the r e s u l t holds* 
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CHAPTER - POUR 
COMPRSSSOR IN AN ABSLIAN GROUP 
totpoductioB 8 I f S be a subset of a group G, then the set of 
a l l elements x In G, such that xS « Sx i s c a l l e d the normalizer 
of S in G. Since the normalizer of any. subset of an abel ian.group 
i s the group i t s e l f , the notion when associated with abel iaa 
groups reduces to be t r i v i a l one. We, t h e r e f o r e , u t i l i s e the 
concept of s e l f compression in d e f i n i n g an analogous notion of 
•cobpressor* of a subset in a group, which p lays an important 
p a r t in abeliafl groups s p e c i a l l y . The set of a l l those 
elements of a group G, with r e s p e c t to which a given set S i s 
s e l f compressed, we c a l l to be the 'compressor of S in G* and 
denote i t by QQ(S)« This chapter s tudies the power of t h i s 
concept i n abel iaa groups. We f i r s t show that the coapressor of 
any subset in a group i s a subgroup of the group and f i n d out 
some fundamental p r o p e r t i e s such as x ^The compressor of a set and 
of any of i t s C-transforms in the same', *The compressor of a 
subset aBdJits compliment i s the same', ' I n t e r s e c t i o n (or union) 
of the compressors of two subsets i s contained in the compressor 
of the i n t e r s e c t i o n (or union) of those subsets* , 'The product 
of compressors of two subsets i s contained in the compressor 
of product of subsets* , 'Compliment of the compressor of a 
subset i s the c^nplimeat of the compressor of the compliment of 
the s u b s e t ' , 'The compressor of any subgroup of i n d e x 2 , in a 
g r o u p , i s the whole group but not c o n v e r s e l y ' , 'Any two f i n i t e 
subgroups containing no e lenents of order two such t h a t the 
compressor of one contains the other , coincide with each other ' 
e t c . We note tYiat the isomorphic image of the compressor of 
a subset in a group under an isomorphism of the group i s the 
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compressor of the image subset^ia the image group, and a lso 
prove that in a d i r e c t product the d i r e c t product of the 
f 
Compressors of subsets of d i r e c t f a c t o r s in r e s p e c t i v e d i r e c t 
f a c t o r s i s the compressor of the product of these subsets in 
the d i r e c t product ©roup. We have establ ished that the 
smallest c , s. c-subgroup of the compressor of a subgroup i s 
contained in the compressor o f the smallest e . s . c - s u b g r o u p of 
the subgroup. We f u r t h e r show that in a c y c l i c group, the 
compressor of the ant icenter of a subgroup c o i n c i d e s w i t h 
the anticenter of the compressor of the subgroup, but not 
in general . We have a l s o i n v e s t i g a t e d that any subset i s the 
union of a l l d i s t i n c t cosets of the smallest c . s .c-subgroup 
of i t s compressor wi th r e s p e c t to a l l elements of the subset , 
and a l so determine the condit ions under which the compressor 
of a s e t in a group given as a union of c o s e t s of a 
subgroup H of the smallest c . s. c-subgroup o f the group c o i n c i d e s 
with the maximal subgroup of the group, whose smallest c . s . c -
sube^oup be the given subgroup H. We introduce the concept 
of c-power of aa element of ^ a ^ o u p in a subgroup of the 
group and u t i l i s e i t in obtaining a c r i t e r i o n of e q u a l i t y of 
a sub^oup with i t s compressor. F i n a l l y , since compressor of a 
subgroup contains the subgroup so the compressor of compressor 
contains the compressor and in t h i s way we get aJi ascending 
chain of subgroups in a g r o u p ; ^ d obtain the circumstances 
when i t teeaks o f f . 
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2. B e f i n i t i o n And Basic Propert ies of Compressor: 
We d e f i a e below the notion of compressor of a subset in a 
group, and give some c r i t e r i a f®r aa element of a group to 
belong to the compressor of a f i n i t e or i n f i n i t e subset op 
of a subgroup. We f i n d out that the compressor of any subset 
in a group i s a subgroup. We a l s o observe t h a t the compressor 
of a subset and of i t s complimaaat in a group i s the same, 
and note that every non i d e n t i t y el®neat of the compressor of 
a subset of two e l e m ^ t s including i d e n t i t y and an element of 
order other than two i s of order two only. 
0 e f . 4.1 - For a subset S ©f a group G, the set of a l l elements 
X € G such that xSx = S i s c a l l e d 'compressor' of S in G, i a 
symbols 
The f o l l o w i n g observat ions can be e a s i l y checked. 
( i ) For any sub^oup H of G, H ^ Cq(H) 
( i i ) The compressor of any element of G i s Og, the subgroup 
of a l l elements of order 2 in G. 
( i i i ) A subset S of G i s coBplet ly s e l f compressed i f and only 
i f Cq(S) = G. 
( i v ) The Compressor of G in G i s the group G i t s e l f . 
(v) For any subset S of G, CqCS) ^ Og, the subgroup of a l l 
elements of order 2 in G. 
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(TI) I f H be aay subgroup of G, which does aot contain the 
subgroup Qf a l l elernests of order 2 ia G, then, f o r any 
subset S of G, CQ(S) 
Theorem 4.1 - Let iS be a f i n i t e subset of a group G, then 
X € Cq^CS) i f and only i f t o every s € S there e x i s t s s* C S 
such that s = s* 
iProof i s immediate from theorem 2.1 ) 
Bemsprk s By our remark in chapter - two a f t e r theorem 2 . 1 , 
i t i s immediate that the above theorem i s not true in general 
f o r i n f i n i t e subsets ; however, i f instead of S, we take afi 
a r b i t r a r y subgroup E of G, then the theorem holds in view of 
theorem 1 . 0 . We have, in g e n e r a l , the f o l l o w i n g theorem: 
Theorem 4 . 2 - I f S be an a r b i t r a r y subset o f a group G, then 
X € CQ(S) i f and o n l y i f x^ € 0^(8) f o r a l l i € I . 
( Proof f o l l o w s from theorem 2 . 2 ) . 
Theorem 4 . 3 - Let S be any subset of a group a , then €?q(S) i s 
a sub^-oup and i s the l a r g e s t subset wi th respect to which S i s 
s e l f compressed. 
Proof . For any 
x S r = S and y S3? =s S 
= y-^ S 
-1 « -1 « y • y S y . y 
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=«=> xy-1 € Cq(B) 
Hence C^(S) i s a subgroup o f G. 
P i B a l l y , i f K be any subset ©f G w i t h r e s p e c t t o which 
S i s s e l f compressed, then e v i d e a t l y 
K S G^(S) 
This completes the p r o o f . 
Theorem 4.4 - For aHy subset S of a group G, 
Cq(S) s Cq(G-S) where G - S i s the complimeut of S i a G, 
Proof . For any x_€ CQ(S), 
S = S ==> (G - S ) = G - S (Theorem 2 . 6 ) 
* X 
==> Cq(S) c C q ( G - S ) 
S i m i l a r l l y i we can sde t h a t 
CqCG-S) ^ C^CG - <G - S)) 
or CQ(G - S ) crc^^S) 
Hence 
CQ<8) = CQ.(G - S) 
This completes the theorem • 
Theorem 4 . 5 - Let S = {St ^e a subset i a a group G, then 
i f x(=* e) e Cq(S), e i t h e r 0(x) = 2 or ©(g) = 2 . 
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Froof . Let x(=±:e) € thea 
xSx - S 
xgx = « or x^g X = e 
I f x.g.x = g , then e v i d e n t l y , 0(x) = 2. 
, In other case 
xg_x s e 
==> xejx = e 
Thus 
2 , ^ 
X = g and a lso x * = g 
g^ = e 
* 
i . e . 0(g) = 2 
Hence the theorem i s complete. 
3* Relat ion Between A Set And I t s Compressors 
In t h i s s e c t i o n , we show that i f a subgrottp 
H ©f a group G be compressor of a subset , then the subset i s the 
UBioB of a l l d i s t i n c t c o s e t s @f H* w i t h r e s p e c t t© elements of 
the subset; on the-other hand, i f a subset be a union of c o s e t s of 
a subgroup H^  ©f then the compressor of the subset I s the 
maximal subgroup of G whose smallest c . s .c-subgroup i s 
provided that to every element of compressor, there e x i s t s at 
l e a s t one coset o f H* in the representat ion of the subset 
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which i s s e l f compressed with respect t© t h a t element. 
Theorem 4,6-(CorrespondeBce theorem) - I f f o r aH a r b i t r a r y 
subset S of a group G, C^CS) = H, then S = U Sj^ H* where sj^'s 
are a l l d i s t i n c t coset r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s of H* l a S. Conversely, 
i f for a subgroup K* of G*, we have S = Us^^K* f o r s ^ ' s i s 
S then H», the l a r g e s t subgroup for which H»* = K* c o i n c i d e s 
w i t h CqCQ) y provided f o r every x in s^ K* 
f o r some s^ K** 
Proof . Let CQ(S) = H 
==> h S h » S V h £ H 
==> s h ^ € S V s € S, h € H 
==> s H * S S V s € S 
==> S = U sH* = tJs^H* where are a l l 
s€S 
d i s t i n c t ) , r e p r e s e a t a t i v e s in S. 
Conversely, l e t S = Us^K . We have f o r any h» € H 
(siK*>j^i = h ' C s ^ K * ) h« 
= K*) 
= s ^ K * since h ' € H* = K* 
= U s ^ K * a S (Theorem 2,5) 
= > Ht ^ C Cq(S) 
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A l s o , i f X € Cq(S) be a r b i t r a r y , then by hypothesis 
x ( s i K*)x = Si K* f o r some s i K* 
x2 € K* 
Thus since H* i s the l a r g e s t subgroup f o r which = K*, 
we have f 
X € H 
Cq(S) ^ H' 
Hence , 
cr^ (s) = H 
This proves the theorem. 
Cor. 4,1 - For a subset S and a subgroup H of a group G, 
(G(j(S))* = H* impl ies H c CgCS). 
(Proof f o l l o w s immediately from the f a c t that S = U H* 
for s ^ ' s in S)-
Cor. 4. 2 - For any two subsets S^, of a group G, eQ(S<|)= Q5<S2)=H 
(say) ia5) l ies S f^ASg = D s^ H* wher® s ^ ' s are only those elements 
of S^  or 83 f o r which there e x i s t Sj»s € Sg or S^  r e s p e c t i v e l y 
such that s^ € s^ H* and S-j U Sg = U s^ H* where s^*s are 
d i s t i n c t r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s of c o s e t s of H* in S^  U Sg. 
The fo l lowing exaaaple i l l u s t r a t e s and e x p l a i n s the imposition of 
the addi t ional c ondition in the converse statement of the theorem. 
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Sxaiaple. Let G = pQ be the c y c l i c group of order 8. 
S v i d e a t l y e I s a subgroup o f G"" a^d the l a r g e s t subgroups H 
of 6 f o r which H* = e , i s H =» [ a ^ , e'^  . Taice S = { a , a®] 
a subset i n G.We have 
S ^ a® H* 
But , C^(S) = 4= H 
Hence our condit ioa i s necessary i a g e s e r a l . 
4. P r o p e r t i e s Of Compressors Of Subgroups $ 
IB t h i s s e c t i o n , we der ive ^ v e r a l p r o p e r t i e s of compressors 
of subgroups. Me f i r s t determine a condit ion, uader which the 
compressor ©f any subgroup of a group co inc ides with the 
subgroup i t s e l f , and f u r t h e r show that the coi^pressor of a 
subgroup contains the compressor of any subgroup of the 
subgroup. We observe that the compressor o f a subgroup whose 
index ia i t s group i s 2, c o i n c i d e s with the whole group but not 
conversely . I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note that i f for any tw® 
f i n i t e subgroups containing no e l e m ^ t of order 2 in a group, 
the compressor of one contains the ottier subgroup, the 
subgroups must co inc ide . F i n a l l y , we e s t a b l i s h that the 
compressor of any subgroup of a group i s the set t h e o r i t i c a l 
union of a l l elements of the subgroup of elements of order 2 
in the f a c t o r group of the group by the subgroup. 
Def. 4 . 2 - L e t H be a subgroup of a group G. We c a l l c-power 
of aB element x € G in H to be the l e a s t +ve i n t e g e r n, f o r 
which € H, The c-p©wer of x i s taken t o be -DO in H i f there 
e x i s t s 00 such +ve integer n. 
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I t i s immediate t h a t c-power o f aay x C C"q(E) i s 1_ in H and 
c o n v e r s e l y . I f c-power of aa element x in G be a in H, then 
CQ(H). 
Theorem 4 , 7 - For any subgroup H of a. group G, CQ(H) = H i f and 
only i f c-power of a l l g € G - H be - cD i a H, 
Proof . I f C(j(H) = H, then there eatists a© g € G, g j? H f o r 
which £ H, s ince otherwise 
g H g = 
a H 
==> g € CQ(H) 
A c o n t r a d i c t i o n t h a t Cg.(H) is H. 
Thus 
g. € G - H ===> e H. 
Heace, by r e p e a t i n g the argumeat oa g^ € G - H e t c . we g e t , 
in general , 
g € G » H ===> i r g'H f o r aay i n t e g e r i > 0 
==> c-power of a l l g € G - H i s - ® in H. 
Converse ly , i f c-power of a l l g € G - H b e - o o i n H , then 
there e x i s t s no element g € G - H, such that g € OQ<H) s ince 
g € CQ.(H) ===> g® € H 
Heace, 
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CqCB.) S H 
= = > CQ<H) = H s i n c e H ^ CQCH) 
ISiis proves the theorem. 
Q o r . 4 . 3 - For asy subgroup H of a group Q, H c i f and 
only i f c-power o f some g € G - H be other thua - ® , 
Theorem 4.8 - I f f o r two subgroups H^, Hg ^f a group G, 
H^ 2 Hg then C(j(H^) Cgdlg) but not conversely . 
Proof. Let H^  ^ Hg 
« > H^  = U h p ^ Hg where c H^  
For any x € C^CHg), 
= (Theorem 1 . 2 , ( i i ) ) 
= n h < i > H g 
To prove the f a l s i t y of converse, l e t 
G = Cal l c y c l i c group of order 12. 
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Thea, we have 
» G , C^CHG) « HG 
Thus here , Cg^ CH^ ,) CgCH^) bat H^  ^ 
This completes the proof . 
Theorem 4.9 - I f f o r a subgroup H of a group G, j^ G t H j = 2, 
then Cq<H) = 6 but not c o a v e r s e l y . 
Proof . Let [G : H] = g 
==> H i s a c . s .c-subgroup, by theorem 2.10 
==> C^<H) = G 
The converse i s f a l s e . 
Consider, G a j a , b , ab, e^ 5 a^ = b® = e^ab = ba 
and H = e 
We f i n d CQ(H) = G but [ g t H] = 4 
This proves the r es--ult. 
Theorem 4 , 1 0 - I f H^, Hg be afty two per iodic subgroups of a 
group G, contairdig no element of o r d ^ 2, then Hj^  C^CHg) 
together with H g ^ CQCH )^ impl ies H^  = Hg. 
proof . Let h^ € B:, then 
h-, e h^ s h^ € Hg s i i c e h^ € CgCHg) 
H.; Hg 
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But, e v i d e n t l y , H^  = H^  
S i m i l a r i l y , we can see that 
Consequently 
^ 
Hi = Hg 
Hence the proof i s complete. 
Theorem 4 .11 - For any subgroup H of a group G, CQ(H) equals 
the set t h e o r e t i c a l union of a l l c o s e t s in Og, the subgroup 
of a l l elements of order 2 in G/H. 
Proof. Let a coset g H € Og, then 
gHg = g^H 
= <gH)2 
=5 H since g H € 0 
A 
==> g € CQ(H) 
3=> g H ^ Q^iE) sinee H ^  Cq(H) 
U J H c CG(H) 
gHCPg 
On the c o n t r a r y , l e t x € C^CH), then 
I 
x H x = H 
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==> x % = H 
==> <xH)^ = H 
=> XH € OG 
:> Cg(H) <£ U gH 
gH€Og 
He ace 
CQ(H) = UgH 
Thus the proof i s complete. 
Cor. 4.4 - For any two subgroups H^, H^ of a group G, CgCE|)3 
GQ(Hg) i f and only i f the set t h e o r e t i c a l unions of c o s e t s in 
subgroups of a l l elements of order 2 in G/H^ and G/Hg i s the 
same. 
5. Ca lculus Of Compressors: 
l a the fo^llowing, we determiae the nature of i n t e r s e c t i o n , * 
product and complimentation of compressors of subsets in a group. 
Theorem 4 , 1 2 - I f S^, Sg be any two subsets in a group G, then 
CQ(sp(\C^(Sg) w i l l be contained in both OSg) and C^CS^y Sg), 
Proof. Let x € ) H 
=«> x € C g ( S ^ ) , X € C^<Sg) 
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x S ^ X = S^, x S g X = Sg 
==> x ( S ^ n S 2 ) x = S ^ n S g , x C S ^ U S g ) ! u s 2 
(Theorem 2 . 5 ) 
==> ) n CQ<Sg) 0 Sg) aad a lso Cq(S| U S^) 
This completes the proof . 
Note : The above theorem also holds f o r an a r b i t r a r y f a m i l y of 
subsets . 
Cor. 4 .5 For aoy two subgroups H^, H of a group G, 
CqCE^) C\ CQCE^) « C^(H^aHg) 
(Proof i s immediate from the above theorem and theorem 4 . 8 ) 
C o r . 4 . 6 - Qivea two subsets S , S of a group 6 , 
1 2 
( i ) I f CQCS^H Sg) » Og, the subgroup of a l l elements of order 2 
in G, then 
( i i ) I f USg) = Og, then C^CSg) = CQ(S^U S g ) . 
Theorem 4 . 1 3 - L e t S^, Sg be any two subsets of a group G, then 
Proof . For an a r b i t r a r y element x € CTQCS^), 
S g ) X « ( X S ^ X ) S g 
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5 Cq(SI S g ) 
Similar I I 7 
CG<S2) £ OqCS^ S g ) 
Hence 
C ^ C s p . CoCSg) ^ S g ) 
This proves the theorem* 
Note J I f i a the above theorem C j^CS^  Sg) = Og, the subgroup of 
a l l e le f teats of order 2 in G, then C q C S ^ = Cq(S-j S g ) . 
Theorem 4 . 1 4 - For any subset S of a group G, G - Cq<S) = G - C q < G - S ) 
( Proof f o l l o w s from theorem 4 , 4 ) 
6* Compressor o f A Set And Of I t s C-TraBsform : 
Here, we note that the compressors of a subset and of any of 
i t s c - t r a n s f o r m s are the same in a group} however, i f the 
compressors of any two subsets in a group be the same, one need 
not be c - t r a n ^ r m of o ther . 
Theorem 4 , 1 5 - For any subset S of a group G and any x € G, 
Cq(S) = Cq(S^)» Converse ly , i f f o r two subsets S J , Sg of G, 
C(j(S^) = Cq(S2)i then S^  i s not a C-Traasform of Sg i n g e n e r a l . 
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IProof, Oae can e a s i l y v e r i f y that 
Cq(S^) = C(j(S) 
To show that the converse i s aot t r u e , 
Consider G = a c y c l i c group of order 8 
I f S^  Sg = {a^, a®] 
CgCsp = e] 
But e v i d e n t l y , 
This completes the the or ©a. 
C o r , 4 , 7 - Let ^^ asy family of subsets ia a group G, 
thenf^or any x € 6 
( i ) C q ( f] s^) = c^< r\ } < i i ) Cg( U = 
<€A <€A <€A e<eA 
( Proof f o l l o w s immediately from theorems 4#15 aad 1 . 2 ) 
Cor, 4 ,8 - For any f i n i t e fami ly of subsets in a group G 
and elemeats in G, we have 
c<€A c<€A ^ 
(Proof f o l l o w s from theorems 4 . 1 5 and 1 . 3 ) 
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7# Fundajnental Mappings And Compressorss 
We observe that the isomorphic image of the compressor of a 
subset in a group under an isomorphism of the group c o i n c i d e s wi th 
the compressor of the image-subset in the image group; however, 
t h i s does not hold in general in case of a homomorphism, but i t 
does hold i f the subset be a subgroup containing the kernel of 
the homomorphism. 
T h e o r y 4 ,16 - Let ^ be an isomorphism of a group G onto a 
group Cr*, then for any subset S of G. 
p r o o f . E v i d e n t l y , S i s s e l f compressed with respect to CQ(S), 
hence by theorem 8.16 , S ^ i s s e l f compressed with r e s p e c t to 
(G(j(S) ^ . Thus 
( S CQf(S (Theorem 4.3) 
Again^since S^ i s s e l f compressed with respect to C^tCS^), we 
have by theorem 2.16 that S i s s e l f compressed with r e s p e c t to 
Thus by theorem 4 . 3 , 
Hence 
(CqCS))^ = CQ,(S(|) 
This proves the theorem • 
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Remark : I f ^ be a homOTiorphism of G, then f o r asy set S only 
the r e s t r i c t e d r e s u l t (0^(8)) ^ Q CQI (S holds t r u e , but i f S 
be a subgroup H containing kernel of the character of theorem 
(4.16) i s maintained as proved in the f o l l o w i n g theorem. 
Theorem 4,17 « I,et ^ be a homomorphism of a group G onto a 
group G«, then f o r any subgroup H of G containing K, the kernel 
of we have 
= (CQCH)) ^ 
Proof . I r i d e B t l y , by theorem 2,14 and 4,3 
Conversely , l e t x ' € C , (H^) be a r b i t r a r y , then 
G 
x»(H^)x* » H 
===> = f o r some x € G 
==> (x^Hx)^ = H ^ 
== > X Hx = H since H £> K 
X €Cq(H) 
Hence 
CQICH^)) = (C(j(H)) ^ 
This ccApletes the proof
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8. D i r e c t Products And Compressors t 
We note that la a d i r e c t product, the d i r e c t product of 
the compressors of subsets of d i r e c t f a c t o r s in the corresponding 
d i r e c t f a c t o r s i s the compressor of the product of these subsets 
in the d i r e c t product group. 
Theorem 4.18 - Let a group G be a d i r e c t product of i t s subgroups 
H^, i = 1 , 2 , . . . n. I f S^ denotes subsets of H^  f o r a l l i , then 
C«< 11 S . ) a X Cg ( S . ) 
Proof . We s h a l l f i r s t prove that 
n 
C q ( T T S i ) = M Cg ( S i ) 
i=1 ^ ix1 " i ^ 
E v i d e n t l y , 
TT C^ASi) ^ '« CG(Si) f Cg^ "TT S i ) (Theorem 4 . 1 3 ) 
i=1 i ^ i=1 i=1 
n 




x ( s i . S g . . , S i . . . S Q ) x = S - l ' S g ' - ' S i i l l ' ^ % 
or f o r X s h^ h g . . . h^ € H^ in G = X H^, 
(h^ . h g . . . h ^ . . . h^) (s^. S g . . . s^*.. Sg) ( h ^ . h g . . . h i . . . h^ )= . . s^ 
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==> h^ Sj^  h^ ~ sj^  € Sj^  by uaiqueue ss of representat ioB 
in G = X H. 
i=1 
==> hj^  S^ h^ S. S^ for a l l i 
Again, since x"'' = hj^ . . . hj"' . . . a l s o belongs t o 
D 
II S i ) , we have as ab©ve 
hT"' S. h'^ £ S. for a l l i 
1 '"i " i - "'i 
==> S^ ^ h^ Si h^ 
Hence 
Si = h i Si h i 
n 
:> x = h^.hg . . . h i . . . h^ € ^M^ 
n ^ 
:> Cp( TT s . ) £ n C„ <S.) 
^ i s l ^ i = 1 % ^ 
Consequently 
n n 
11 S4) = 11 ( S . ) 
^ i=1 ^ 1=1 ^i ^ 
F i n a l l y , s ince Cg ( S i ) E. Hi and HiO H^  = e for i j , 
ev ident t h a t 
J L n 
C„( II S i ) = X Ch ( S i ) 
^ i = 1 ^ i=1 i ^ 
This completes the proof . 
i t i s 
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C©r, 4,8 - Let a group G be a d i r e c t product of i t s subgroups 
H^, i = 1 , 2 , . . . n, then i f H^  denotes the subgroup of H^^ f o r 
a l l i , we have 
n , n , 
C„( X H ) = X Cg (H,) 
i=1 i i=1 " i ^ 
Theorem 4,19 - Let G^ be a r b i t r a r y groups and S^ denote subsets 
of G^  for a l l i = 1 , 2 , . . . n, then 
n 
X Cq (S . ) = Cn ( X S.) 
i=1 ^ 
Proof. Let ( g . ) = ( g . , gp, . . . , g . , . . • gn) € X ^G.^^i^ 
i s l i 
a r b i t r a r y , then 
( g i X j ^ s ^ X g i ) = J^CSiS^gi) 
= ^^s^ since g^ € OQ i^S^ )^ 
:> <g.) € C n < X S ) 
^ X G. i=1 i 
i=1 ^ 
:> X C. (S . ) S < X S . ) 
i=1 ^ 
On the other hand, for any element (g^) = (g^',g' , . . . , g * , •••gn) 
n 
in C n ( X S . ) , I Gi i=1 ^ 
i=1 ^ ^ 
<g!) ( X S i ) ( g { ) = X s . 
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n 
X <g' s^ g ! ) = X s . 
==> g^ Si g^ = S^ f s r a l l i 
4 € CQ^(Si) 
==> <gl) € X Cq (S ) 
i=1 i i 
Hence 
n ^ n 
==> Cn ( X S . ) - X C_ ( S . ) 
i=1 
n n 
X Cq ( S . ) = Cq ( X S . ) 
i=1 i ^ X G, i=1 i 
Thus the proof i s complete. 
Remark. The above theorem a lso holds true for complete d i r e c t 
products ©f groups which can be s i m i l a r i l y v e r i f i e d . 
9. Compressor And Smallest C.S.C-Subgroup j 
We f i a d that the compressor of a subgroup contains the 
compressor of i t s smallest c . s .c-subgroup, but i t i s not without 
i n t e r e s t to note that the smallest c . s.c-subgp©up of the 
compressor of a subgroup i s contained in the compressor of i t s 
smallest c . s. c-subgroup. Further i f the smallest c . s. c-subgroup 
of the compressor of a subgroup be contained in another subgroup 
then the compressor of the f i r s t i s contained in the compressor of 
the other. 
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Theorem 4*20 - Let H, H^  be any two subgroups of a group G, then 
( i ) .( C(,(H))* S . S Cq(H) 
( i i ) < Cq(H) )*SH^ 3 « = > Cq(H) CC(j (H^) . 
Preof . ( i ) Since H, the z M part of ( i ) i s obvious and 
CQ(H) (Theorem 4V'8) 
jas©, for any x £ C^CH) and h € H, 
x^ h^ x^ = x h x • x h x 
s h^.h-j where h^  € H 
= h^ € H* 
==> x V x ^ S H* 
==> H* = for a l l x € Cq(H) (Theorem 1 .9) 
( Cq(H))* ~ C q ( H * ) 
This proves ( i ) 
F©r ( i i ) , ( CG(H))* S H^  
2 
==> For any x E Cq(H), x € H^  
2 
= = > h^ = x h^ 
= xH^x for a l l x € Cq(H) 
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T h i s completes the theorem. 
C o r . 4 . 1 0 - I f f o r two subgroups H^, Hg of a group G, 
CQCHg) S Cq(H^) then Cq(H^) = C^CHg) i f and only i f <Cq(H^ ) Hg. 
(The s u f f i c i e n c y i s iinmediate from theorem 4.20 ( i i ) and f o r 
necessary pa^'t we remark t h a t by theorem 4 . 6 , 
- ' * - * 
' i " 2 
C H 
Compressor Apd Anticenter : 
We prove that the i n t e r s e c t i o n of a subgroup w i t h the 
a n t i c e n t e r of the compressor of the subgroup i s contained in the 
compressor of a n t i c e n t e r of the subgroup . We a lso note t h a t 
in a c y c l i c group the compressor of the a n t i c e n t e r of a subgroup 
i s a n t i c e n t e r o f the compressor of the subgroup, but not in 
g e n e r a l . 
Theorem 4.21 - Let H be a subgroup of a group G, then 
hO.ACCCqCH)) S: AC(H) £ GqCACCH)). 
Proof . Since H S Cq(H) , we have by theorem 2 in TE] , 
AC<C^ (^H))AH ^ AC<H) 
Cq<1C(H)) s ince APiE) i s a subgroup. 
This e s t a b l i s h e d the r e s u l t 
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Theorem 4,22 - For aliy subgroup H of a c y c l i c group 0, 
A C ( C q ( H ) ) = Cq<AC<H)) b u t i t d o e s not h o l d 
in general . 
Proof, Since G i s c y c l i c , the subgroups H and C^ q<H) are als® 
c y c l i c , hence by theorem 2 in 
1 C ( C Q ( H ) ) = CQ(H) 
= C Q U C < H ) ) 
To show, that i t does not hold in general 
c 7 2 2 2 
Consider G = | a , b , e , e ^ ; a = b = c = e , ab = ba = c , 
be = cb = a , ac = ca = b 
E v i d e n t l y , 
AC(G) = e 
Now i f we put H = G, then 




CQ(AC<H)) = CQ(E) 
=T G 
AC(Cq<H)) =1= G(J(AC(H)) 
This completes the proof. 
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11, Chain Of Compressors s 
For any subgroup H of a group G, 
H ^ (1) 
i s an ascending chain of subgroups ©f G, We wr i t e C^(H) = C q ( H ) , 
Cq(Gq(H)) = C^ (H), CG(C^(H)) = C^(H) and so on i n general 
C^(H) = Cq(C^""'(H)). E v i d e n t l y 
C^(H) = { g I g € G, g^ € h ] 
2 
Cq(H) = {G I g E G, G2 € H ] 
3 
C^(H) = j g ) g € G, g*^  e H • 
n , r I o^ ") 
C^(H) = t g I g €G, g2 C H 
and so on. I f an 
n^ n-1 pQ n-1 _ 
element g € C^CH) and g g' C^ (H) then g'^ ^ € H , g^ e H. We now 
prove the fo l lovang important theorem which g ives a c r i t e r i o n f o r 
the chain of compressors to be f i n i t e . 
Theorem 4 ,23 - Let H be a subgroup of a group G. The chain 
C^ <H) ^ c2(H)e ^ Q^iE)^ (1 ' ) 
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breaks o f f at n^^ stage (n > 1) i f and o n l y - i f l e a s t upper bound 
of c-powers in H of elements in G - H be n. The chain breaks o f f 
at the 1 s t stage i f c-powers in H of a l l elements in G - H 
be < 2. ( For c-power, sec. Def, 4 , 2 ) . 
F>roof. L e t , the chain (1*) brebks o f f at the n^^ <n > 1) s t a g e , 
then 
C°(H) = C^ <H) for a l l k X n . G (j ' 
==> For a l l g € G - H, e i t h e r g € e°(H) or g ^ C'Q(H) 
f o r a l l <i 1) 
==> Either g'^  € H or g g' H f o r a l l i n t e g e r s i 1 . 
==> C-power of every g € G - H i s ^ n since the 
C-power in the l a s t case i s - QO , 
N®W, as CQ(H) O CQ'^'CH) there e x i s t s a g ' € G - H such that 
g € Cg(H), g ' ^ 
or g ' -e C°(H), g ' ? C^(H) for ^ n - 1 ) 
==> g^ ' £ H, g ' e n for (1 ^ k n - 1) 
==> C-power of g ' € G - H i s n in H. 
Hence, l e a s t upper bound of c-power6 in H of a l l elements, in 
G - H i s n. 
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Conversely , i f l e a s t upper bound of c-powers in H of a l l elements 
in G - H be n, then for a l l g € G - H, c-power in H i s ^ n. 
==> g € H for some 1 ^ i ^ n or g"^  H for a l l I n t e g e r s 
j 1 
CQ(H) = CQ(H) for a l l & N 
Again, due to property of l e a s t upper bound, there e x i s t s 
a g^  € G - H such that c-power of g^  be n in H. Thus 
pi 
g^ € H, g2 ft E for a l l 1 :< i < n - 1 
1 1 
==> g^  € c"(H), g^ cI'UE) 
==> The chain ( l ' ) breaks o f f at n^^ stage. 
F i n a l l y , i f c-powers in H of a l l elements in G - H be < 2, then 
c l e a r l y the chain (1*) breaks ©ff at the 1s t stage. 
This completes the theorem. 
Remark : The chain in the above theorem breaks o f f always at 
C^(H) = G i f c-power of every element in § - H i s i such that 
1 ^ i ^ n otherwise C°(H) i s a proper subgroup of G. 
1 2 . Resul ts Tjue For Non-Abelian Groups : 
We have proved a l l the r e s u l t s given above f o r abelian groups 
only , however, i t i s easy t© v e r i f y that the theorems 4 . 1 , 4 . 2 , 4 . 4 , 
4 . 5 , 4 . 1 2 , 4 . 1 4 , 4 . 1 6 , 4 , 1 7 and 4.19 a lso hold for non-abelian groups 
with no ochange in the proofs a lready supplied. 
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CHAPTER - F I V E 
COMPRESSION CLASSES AI® POWIR C - TRANSFORMS 
1. la t roduct ion : In t h i s chapter we deal wi th compression 
c l a s s e s (^2) and power C-transforms We f i r s t prove t h a t , 
in a group, the cardinal aumber of elements i n any ' c l a s s of 
compressed subsets ' containing a subset S i s the index of the 
compressor of S in the group. I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note t h a t the 
behaviour of C-transforms with r e s p e c t to compressor i s j u s t 
analogous to t h a t of conjugate transforms with r e s p e c t to 
normalizer. Further , we show that 'Any c o l l e c t i o n of c l a s s e s of 
compressed elements generate a c , s. c-subgroup», and a number of 
other p r o p e r t i e s such as 'Product of a c l a s s of compressed 
elements in a group by any element of the group i s again, a c l a s s 
of compressed e l e m e n t s ' , ' S e t of a l l elements inverse to elements 
of a c l a s s of compressed el^aents i s a l so a c l a s s ©f compressed 
e l e m e n t s ' , 'The set product of any two c l a s s e s of compressed 
elements a l so comes out to be a c l a s s of compressed elements*. 
Some of our important observat ions are that i f every c l a s s of 
compressed elements in a subgroup of f i n i t e index in a group be ' 
f i n i t e , then every c l a s s of compressed elements in t h e group i s 
a lso f i n i t e , a l s o , ' I f a group has f i n i t e number of c l a s s e s of 
compressed elements, then the index of the subgroup of a l l 
elements of order 2 of the group i s f i n i t e i f and only i f the 
group i s f i n i t e ' e t c . 
We d e f i n e a group t o be l o c a l l y completly s e l f compressed 
i f i t s every c l a s s of compressed elements be f t n i t e , and prove 
t h a t a group i s l o c a l l y completly s e l f compressed i f and only i f 
i t s every f i n i t e subset be contained in a f i n i t e c . s . c - s u b s e t . 
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We a lso def ine a a o t i o a of *power C-traasform' of a subset with 
r e s p e c t to a given element in a group, aad prove, apart from some 
other p r o p e r t i e s , that ^The power C-traflsform of aa element 
with r e s p e c t t© an element of order a has a or n/2 elements 
according as a i s odd or e v e n ' , aad that »The power C-traBsforms 
of two subsets with respect to a given element are e i t h e r 
i d e n t i c a l ©r d i s j o i n t J 
We r e l a t e the e q u a l i t y of two c l a s s e s of compressed elements 
with the e q u a l i t y of two power C-transforms in a c e r t a i n sense 
(Theorem 5 , 1 3 ) . F i a a l l y g we have showa that aa element of a 
group l i e s in the compressor of a subset of power a ia the 
gToup only i f the order of the element d i v i d e s 2b • 
2, Cempressioa C l a s s e s : 
Prom theorem 1 . 1 , the r r e l a t i o a of compression i s an equivaleace 
r e l a t i o n ia a group, heace the family S of a l l subsets of a 
group can be p a r t i t i o n e d ia to mutually d i s j o i n t sub-c lasses S^ 
c a l l e d • c l a s s e s of compressed subsets ' such t h a t whenever 
Si , S^  ^ S . , we have 
1 2 ^ 
S — S ^ 
but i f S^ € S^, S j € f o r ( i ) , then S^ — S ^ . Further , 
s ince from theorem 1 . 6 , a l l subsets i a one c l a s s have the same 
c a r d i a a l aumber, there e x i s t s a p a r t i t i o n of elements of a group 
iat® d i s j o i a t subsets c a l l e d ' c l a s s e s of compressed elemeats*. 
S v i d e a t l y , aay c l a s s of compressed subsets coataining a f i x e d 
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subset S^  (or of elements c o a t a i n i i g a f i x e d element g^) ia 
a group G i s j u s t the set of a l l compressions of S^  (or g^) 
w i t h r e s p e c t to elements of G, and, hence, i s a c . n . c - s u b s e t of 
G. By theorem 1 . 8 , i f any C-transform of a subgroup be a sub-
group then i t c o i n c i d e s with the subgroup i t s e l f . Thus no 
c l a s s of compressed subsets contains more than one subgroup. 
3. Number of C-Transforms Of A Subset: 
We e s t a b l i s h that number of C-transforms of a subset in a 
N 
group i s the index of the compressor of the subset in the groups 
Theorem 5 ,1 - For any subset £5 of a group G, the cardinal 
number of the set of a l l C-transforms of S with r e s p e c t t o 
e lements i s G i s [G : CQ(S)] . 
Proof , Let x € aad Sg^ = f o r g^ € G, then 
A l s o , i f S^  = Sgg for g^. € Q, then 
= g;^ gg s gg gif^ 
= gi S g ^ g*^ Siace Sg^ a S^  
« S 
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« > ggg^l € CqCS) 
^ Si G^^ ®^  
Thus the elements g^, gg l i e in the same l e f t coset of C^CS), 
Heace there e x i s t s a correspondence betweea the l e f t c o s e t s 
of CQ(S) in G and C-traBsforms o f S in G. 
This completes the proof. 
Cor .5 . 1 The aumber of C-transforms ©f aiay element g of a 
groap G i s 1Q : OG] where OG denotes the sabgi?ottp of a l l e l erne i t s 
of order 2 in G. 
( Proof f o l l o w s immediatly by considerat ion ©f the compressor of 
any element). 
Remark t Since the index of a subgroup of a f i n i t e group d i v i d e s 
the order of group, the number of compressed transforms of any 
subset of a f i n i t e group d i v i d e s the order of the group. 
4. Propert ies Of C l a s s e s Of Compressed Subsets: 
l a t h i s s e c t i o n , we i n v e s t i g a t e some basic p r o p e r t i e s of 
c l a s s e s of compressed elements. We f ind that the product of any 
element of the group with stfiy c l a s s , the set .product of any 
two c l a s s e s , the c o l l e c t i o n of inverses of elements in a c l a s s form 
again a c l a s s o f compressed elements. Any c o l l e c t i o n of c l a s s e s of 
compressed elements generates a c . s.c-subgroup. These p r o p e r t i e s 
a lso hold good for c l a s s e s of compressed subsets. We note that 
in a f i n i t e group there e x i s t s no subset property contained in 
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i t s compressor which contaias elements from a l l c l a s s e s of 
compressed elements in the group. 
Theorem 5 . 2 ^ For any group G, 
( i ) I f • be any c l a s s of compressed elements in G 
<eA 
C 
and g« C G, then i s a lso a c l a s s of compressed elements 
in G, A being an a r b i t r a r y index set . 
( i i ) The set product K^  Kg of any two c l a s s e s of compressed 
elements of G i s a c l a s s of compressed e l ^ e n t s in G. 
( i i i ) I f K i s a c l a s s of compressed elements in G, then so i s 
the set of a l l inverses of elements in K. 
Proof , ( i ) For any g € G and some ^ € , 
1 <€A 
g(g ' )g = g ' ( g g - g) 
cC€A 
OB the other hand, f o r any 
c<€A 
since 
a c l a s s of compressed elements, there e x i s t s an element g'« € G 
such that 
gl« ( g t ^ ) g . l g t (g . . g gl l ) 
= r 
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Heace i s a c l a s s of compressed elements in G. 
This proves ( 1 ) . 
( i i ) By ( i ) , f o r any f i x e d k!, € , k j K^ i s a c l a s s of 
compressed 
elements in 6» How i f we show that f o r any k^ € 
We s s h a l l prove that K^  Kg i s a c l a s s of c ompressed elements 
in G. Since k . K and k ! K are two equivalence c l a s s e s with 
1 2 » 2 
r e s p e c t t o the r e l a t i o n ©f compression, 
S KgO k j ^ or ki K 2 = k; Kg 
Further since K^  i s a c l a s s of compressed elemsnts, there 
e x i s t s an element g € G such that 
g k / g = k^ 
==> g d ^ k g ) g « (g k : | g ) kg 
« k^ kg f o r a l l kg € Kg 
a s > k^kg € k^ ' Kg for a l l kg € Kg, since k j K g i s a 
c l a s s of compressed elements in G. 
==> k^Kg n k^ K^g =1= ^ 
==> k^Kg = k* Kg for a l l k^ € K^  
This e s t a b l i s h e s < i i ) 
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<:Lii) Let k« € K be a f ixed elemeat. F®r any g € G, 
g k ' ^ g = (g- l k* g'h'^ € K'"* 
On the other hand, i f k C K be a r b i t r a r y , siBce K i s a c l a s s 
of compressed elements, there e x i s t s some g € 6 such that 
g k ' g = k 
Heaee K"^ i s a c l a s s of compressed elonents in G. 
This completes the theorem. 
C®r,5.2 - I f ^ be a c l a s s of compressed elements in j 
x e A 
group G, then f o r any subset S ®f G, ig^s} i s a c l a s s of 
compressed subsets in 6, 
( Proof i s t r i v i a l ) 
Theorem 5 , 3 - Any c o l l e c t i o n of c l a s s e s of compressed elements 
in a group G generates a c. s.c-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let S denotes a c o l l e c t i o n of c l a s s e s of compressed 
elements in G, then since every c l a s s of compressed elements 
i s a c . s . c r subset of G, i t implies from theorem 2.5 that S i s a 
c . s . c - s u b s e t of G which f u r t h e r implies from theorem 2.7 that 
S generates a c . s.c-subgroup in G. This i s what we had to 
e s t a b l i s h . 
Note : We can e a s i l y v e r i f y that theorems 5 . 2 and 5 . 3 , and 
C o r . 5 . 2 a lso hold true in case of c l a s s e s of compressed subsets 
in a group. 
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Rfflnarks: ( i ) We a s s e r t that no subset S of a f i n i t e group G 
such that Cg(S)::?S can contain elements belonging to every 
c l a s s of compressed elements in G. I f there e x i s t s such a subset 
S, the c l a s s of compressed subsets containing S w i l l contain 
a l l elements of G, whereas the subsets in t h i s c l a s s cannot 
contain elements more tha® [G t C Q ( S ) ] ' 0 ( S ) . Ev ident ly 
[G : C Q ( S ) ] 0 ( S ) < 0 ( G ) s i n c e 0 ( C Q ( S ) ) > 0 < S ) . Hence t h e 
asser t ion f o l l o w s . 
( i i ) I t i s evident that any c . s . c - s u b s e t of a group i s a union 
of c l a s s e s of compressed e l e a e a t s . 
Condition For F i n i t e n e s s Of A C lass Of Compressed Slementst 
We f ind out a necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condition f o r any 
c l a s s of compressed elements in a group to be f i n i t e and e s t a b l i s h 
t h a t i f every c l a s s of compressed elements in a subgroup of 
f i n i t e index in i t s group be f i n i t e , then every c l a s s of 
compressed elements in the group i s a l s o f i n i t e . In the f o l l o w i n g 
theorem we e s t a b l i s h the f i n i t e n e s s conditions 
Theorem 5 . 4 - AO element g^  of a group G l i e s in®, f i n i t e c l a s s of 
compressed elements i f and only i f there e x i s t s two subsets 
S^  , 8 2 of G such that 0<S^ fl Sg) = 1 and \g : C ^ O i ) ] < QO 
for i = 1 , 2 . 
Proof. Let g^  l i e s in a f i n i t e c l a s s of compressed elements, 
then since 
CgCg^) = 0 , the subgroup of a l l elements of order 2 iaH* 
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S=> \ q J Og] < CO (Theorem 5 . 1 ) 
Now> f o r asy subset S of 6 , s ince Og — ^g^®) 
_G I CQ<S)] < 00 
Thus the condit ion i s obvious ly secessary* 
Converse ly , s ince ' 
CQCSI ) n CgCSg) n Sg) (Theorem 4 . 1 2 ) 
==> CQ(S^) r|CQ(S2) - ®2 n Sg) = 1 
But , e v i d e n t l y 
Og S f o r i = 1 , 2 
2 
Now [ s t CQ(S^)] < c» f o r i = 1 , 2 and [G s CQ(SP nCQ(S2)J< Tr[GJCQ(a|^)j 
which can be e a s i l y v e r i f i e d by theorems 1 . 5 , 3 and 1 . 5 . 5 CsJ 
2 
==> y J Og-] < ^-n [G : C^(Si)J < 00 
s s > Every c l a s s of compressed elements in G f i n i t e . 
This completes the theorem. 
Cor. 5 . 3 - Aay element of a group G l i e s in a f i n i t e c l a s s of 
compressed elements i f and only i f every subset of the group 
l i e s ina f i n i t e c l a s s of compressed subsets. 
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Theorem 5,5 - Let H be a subgroup of f i n i t e index in a group " 
G, then i f every c l a s s of compressed elements in H be f i n i t e 
implies every c l a s s of ceanpressed elements in G i s f i n i t e . 
Proof. I f G^ J H] = n, we have G s U g^H where g^HHgjHs^ 
f o r i ^ i. 
Since every c l a s s of compressed elements in H i s f i n i t e , we 
have by cor 5 , 1 , 
^H : Og^ < where Og i s the subgroup ©f a l l elements 
of order 2 in H. 
==> [G : OG] < 00 since [ q t H = Q 
[G t Og] < 00 since Og ^ Og, the subgroup of a l l 
elements of order 2 in G. 
==:> Bvery c l a s s of compressed elements in 6 i s f i n i t e . ( C o r . 5 , 1 ) 
This completes the proof . 
6 . Groups Having F i n i t e Number Of C lasses Of Compressed Mements: 
We i n v e s t i g a t e below two c r i t e r i a f r o a group to have 
f i n i t e aumber of classes of compressed elements. 
Lemma 5.1 - The c l a s s of compressed elements K in a group G 
» ^ 
containing an element g^ of G i s g^ .G • 
Ppoof^ Since f o r any g € G, 
2 
KG^ = G, G* 
This proves the lemma» 
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Note J The lemma s i m p l i f i e s the proof of theorem 5 , 2 
completely. 
Theorem 5 ,6 - A group G has f i n i t e Bumber of c l a s s e s ©f 
compressed elements i f a0d only i f IG : G*"] i s f i n i t e , aad 
the number i s e x a c t l y the index of G* in 6. 
Proof , ( I t i s immediate from lemma 5 , 1 ) 
Theorem 5,7 - Let Og denotes the subgroup of a l l elements of 
order 2 in a group G., then i f G has f i n i t e number of c l a s s e s of 
compressed elements, {G J 0 1 < ® i f and only i f G i s f i n i t e . 
Proof, I f G be f i n i t e , the proof i s t r i v i a l . Conversely, l e t 
[G : OGL < c» 
==> Svery c l a s s of compressed elements in G i s f i n i t e 
<Cor,5.1) 
==> G i s f i n i t e . 
This proves the theorem. 
Cor .5 ,4 - AB i n f i n i t e ©?oup G has f i n i t e number of c l a s s e s of 
compressed elements only i f t^ G : Og] ® , 
Remark : The above r e s u l t s have bees establ ished f o r a r b i t r a r y 
groups, IB case of f i n i t e groups, i t can be r e a d i l y seen that 
the aumber of c l a s s e s of compressed elements in a group i s 
equal to the number of a l l elefeeats i » G whose order i s <
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Appealing to theorem 5,6 and Cor. 3 . 7 , we deduce that the aumber 
of c l a s s e s of compressed elemeats in a f i a i t e l y generated 
groups i s a l so f i n i t e and equals to 2 . In g e n e r a l , 
i f + rgCG) < in a group having b a s i s , we a s s e r t the 
same as f o r f i n i t e l y generated groups. Thus we observe t h a t , 
except f o r i n f i n i t e l y generated groups without a b a s i s , as 
long as TqCG) and r^CG) are f i n i t e , the aumber of a l l 
c l a s s e s of compressed elements of the group w i l l always be 
f i n i t e and a power of 2. 
7 . L o c a l l y C. S.C-Groups : 
Efef. 5 , 1 - We c a l l G a l o c a l l y c , s. c-group i f every c l a s s of 
compressed elements in G be f i n i t e . 
Examples: ( i ) Every f i n i t e group. 
( i i ) Any group G for which j 0 "] < ® where Q 
2 2 
denotes the subgroup of a l l elements of order 2 in G, f o r instance 
p e r i o d i c groups having a f i n i t e number of elements of order 
other than 2. 
We f i n d a necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condit ion f o r a group 
to be l o c a l l y complet ly s e l f compressed. The requirements i s 
t h a t i t s every f i n i t e subset should l i e i a a f i n i t e c . s . c - s u b s e t . 
We a lso e s t a b l i s h t h a t in a group, having f i n i t e l a y e r ©f 
elements of order 2, f i n i t e n e s s i s necessary and s u f f i c i e n t 
f o r the group to be l o c a l l y complet ly s e l f compressed. 
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Theorem 5,8 - A group G i s l o c a l l y completly s e l f compressed 
i f aad oaly i f every f i n i t e subset of G i s contained in a 
f i n i t e c . s. c -subset of G. 
Proof . Let Q be a l o c a l l y c . e . c - g r o u p . Consider 
S - ' ^ g ^ , gg, . . . 
a f i n i t e subset in G. I f Kg^, i = 1 , 2 , . . . B denotes the 
c l a s s of compressed elements in G containing the element g^^ 
then since K_ i s a c . s . c - s u b s e t of G, 
H 
= U Kg 2 
i s , by theorem 2 . 5 , a c. s . c - s u b s e t of G, and i s f i n i t e since 
each K- i s f i n i t e . Hence the condition i s necessary. 
®i 
Conversely, i f the condition be s a t i s f i e d , then 
since for any element g € G, any c. s . c - s u b s e t of G containing g , 
contains the c l a s s K of compressed elements containing g , i t 
f o l l o w s 
0(Kg) < 00 
This proves the theorem. 
C o r . 5 . 5 - A per iodic group G i s l o c a l l y completly s e l f 
compressed i f and only i f every f i n i t e subset of G i s contained 
in a f i n i t e c . s.c-subgroup of G. 
( Proof f o l l o w s immediately from theorems 5 .8 and 2.7
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Theorem 5. 9 - A group G with f i n i t e layer of elements of 
order 2 i s l o c a l l y completly s e l f compressed i f and only i f 
G i s f i n i t e . 
Proof. I f G be f i n i t e the r e s u l t i s obvious . Conversely, 
since G i s l o c a l l y «. s. c-group every c l a s s of compressed 
elements in G i s f i n i t e , hence by Cor. 5,1 
t® J 0 1 < 00 where Og denotes the subgroup of 
a l l elements of order 2 in G. 
=s«> 0(G) < CO since tOgi < oo 
Hence the theorem i s proved. 
S. A Power C-Transform And I t s order: 
We in t h i s s e c t i o n , introduce the concept of power 
C-transform of a subset in a group with respect to aS element 
®f the group, and d i s c u s s the v a r i a t i o n of i t s order in 
d i f f e r e n t circumstances. 
Etef. 5, 2 - Let S be a subset of a group G, the set 
S^^^ = \ S g^ ^ i = 0, + 1 , + 2, . . . } for g € G 
i s c a l l e d the 'power C-transform» of S with respect to g. 
Evident ly i f 0<g) = QO, f o r any element g^  € G, O(g^^S)) s oo; 
howeveif, i f 0(g) < oo, then we have the fo l lowing theorem s 
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Theorem 5.10 - Let g , g^ be sjay two elements of a group G. 
I f 0(g) a n , we have 0(g^(g))=H or n/2 according as n i s odd 
or even. 
Proof. Bvideat ly 
gfs^ = (g^g^g^f i = 1 , 2 , . . . a } 
Let 1 < (n. > n ) < n , thea i f 
33 > g2<Si-n2) , ^ 
==> n - ng) 
But, since 0 < 2(n^-.ng) < 2a , we have 
2(n^ - Bg) = n 
A contradict ion i n case a be odd, hence i f a be odd 
g®1gg®1 sfc. g®2gg°2 for a l l 1 < Bg < a, a^^Bg 
Again, i f n be even 
= + Bg 
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On the other hand, i f for 1 < (n^ > Bg) < n, we have 
B^  s= a/2 + Bg, then 
®1 Bl . 0/0+B2 n/s + Oo 
B9 BO S 
= g g^ g 2 g 
= g g-, g 
n / 2 
This completes the theorem. 
Remark : I f 0(g) = 00, f o r any subset S of G, =i= ® in 
general and also the above theorem need not hold. For example, 
l e t 
G = [ a ] , i n f i n i t e c y c l i c group generated by a. 
and 
S = G 
Then, for any g € 
S g^ = S f o r a l l i € I 
===> ss 1 f o r a l l g € G 
C o r . 5 . 6 - Let g , g^  be any two elements of a group G such 
that 0(g) < CO, then 
( i ) 0(g<e)) 0 ( i i ) O(g^^S)) o(g<8^))where (i ,0<g))=1 
(Proof i s t r i v i a l in view of theorem 5.10) 
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Cor, 5 .7 - In a group G, f o r g , g^, g t , g^ m G, i f 0(g) > 0(g«), 
then 
O(g^^S )^ = impl ies 0(g) = 0(g«) or 20(g») 
Theorem 5.11 - Let G be a group and g € G such that 0<g) = m; 
i f d > 0 suc,h that djm, then f o r any g^  € G, we have 
( i ) O ( g j s ) ) a d 0(g<g^)) i f m i s odd. 
In case m be even, we have 
i l l ) 0 ( g j s b = d >) or JL a 0 ( g j s ) ) according 
' I 2 I 
as (2, % ) = 2 or(2,m/d) = 1 . 
Proof, ( i ) Let m be odd, then from Cor. 5 . 6 , 
= 0<tg^J) 
= 0<lg]) since (2, m) = 1 
= d 0([g'^J) as <d, m) = d 
= d since (2, m/d) = 1 
== d h (cor 5 .6) 
( i i ) Let m be even then again from Cor. 5 . 6 , 
= O ( t g ^ ) 
""—©(eg]) <2, m) = 2 
= . since (d, m) = d 
Now, i f (2, m/d) _ 1 , we have 
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and I f (2, m/d) = 2, 
= d h 
This completes the theorem. 
Me s h a l l now prove a theorem regarding the order of a 
power C-transform of a subset in a group. To prove t h i s we 
d e f i n e : 
Itef. 5 . 3 - Let S be a subset of a group G and g € G, then 
smallest +ive integer n for which S n = S i s c a l l e d the 
•compression exponent* of g wi th r e s p e c t to S in symbols 
Cg(g,S) a n . I f there e x i s t s ao such -five integer a , then 
we w t i t e Cg<g,S) = o). 
The f o l l o w i n g p r o p e r t i e s of compression exponent are 
i n t e r e s t i n g . 
( i ) S = S i f , and only i f , Cg(g,S) = 1 
( i i ) Cg(g,S) = CgCg^jS) f o r every ( i , Cg<g,S)) = 1 , i > 0. 
aeorem 5 , 1 2 - Let S be a subset of a group 6 and g € G, 
then n i f , and only i f , C (g ,S) = n. S 
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proof . Let Cg<g,S) = n , then i f f o r 0 < > 1I2) < n, we 
have 
g • g 2 
==> S^^l-Bg S where 1 < m^  - Qg < n 
A contradic t ion thfet Cg(g,S) = n, hence 
Again, i f m be any integer > a^ then there e x i s t i n t e g e r s 
r and s such that 
m = r n + s where 0 < s < a 
s ^ ® 
= g S g 
Conversely , the r e s u l t f o l l o w s from contradic t ion . 
Hence the theorem i s complete. 
9. P a r t i t i o n Of Subsets In Relation To Power C-Transforras: 
We f i n d that any two d i s t i n c t subsets of a group have 
e i t h e r i d e n t i c a l or dis;)oint power C-transforms wi th r e s p e c t 
to any given e l e a e a t of the group. This suggests a p a r t i t i o n 
of the fami ly of a l l subsets of the group w i t h r e s p e c t to 
any given element of the group. The p a r t i t i o n i s , in g e n e r a l , 
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d i f f e r e a t with r e s p e c t to d i f f e r e n t elements. We also observe 
that no two d i s t i n c t subgroups have i d e n t i c a l power C-tran^rms 
with r e s p e c t to any element of the group. 
Theorem 5 , 1 3 - For any two d i s t i n c t subsets S^, Sg of a group 
G and g € G, sf^^ (A S^^^ = or S<g) = . 
Proof , Let 
S<g) ,s(g) ^^ ^ 
r p s ® 
==> g S^g = g Sgg f o r some i n t e g e r s r and s. 
Here r 4 s and also 0(g)Jf(r - s ) , since otherwise, we 
get S. = S , a contradict ion to supposition that S^  afc S-* 
How, we have 
s - r „ s-p 
S^  = g Sg g 
g^S^g^ € Sg^^ f o r a l l i n t e g e r s i 
A l s o , since 
^ r - s rt r - s 
« > S^S) e s (g) 
Consequently 
This proves the theorem. 
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Cor. 5.8 - For any two subsets S„ of a group G and / \ 1 <c 
g € G, = i f , and only i f S^  i s a C-transform of S^ 
with respect to an element of the c y c l i c group [ig^. 
( Proof i s immedi ate % from theorem 5,12) 
Cor. 5,9 - Let H , H be any two d i s t i n c t subgroups of a group G 
and g € G then H|g) =* 
( proof of the c o r o l l a r y f o l l o w s immediatly from theorem 1 , 3 ) . 
Remark : Prom theorem 5 . 1 2 , aXiy family S of subsets of a group G 
Can be par.titioned into dis ' jo int subclasses with respect t o 
any element g € G in ^ c h a way that power C-transforms with respect 
to g of a l l se ts in one S^ are the same but whenever S^ € 
then 
n s j s ) = (j, 
Further, i f for any two subsets S^, Sg of G and g € G, S^ ®^  = Sg®^ 
then by theorem 1 . 6 , S-j and S- have same cardinal number but the 
converse i s not true. For example, l e t 
G = [ a ] , the i n f i n i t e c y c l i c group generated by a» 
S^  = a , Sg = a^, g = a 
Then, evident ly 
since e € S<e> but e 
Thus 
0(8^) OCSg) =!=> sj®^ = 
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A l s o , i t i s evident that the p a r t i t i o n of B with respect to 
d i f f e r e n t elements g £ G i s , in genera l , d i f f e r e n t . In a c y c l i c 
group G = the c l a s s of compressed subsets containing a given 
subset co inc ides with the power C-transform of the subset with 
respect to a. 
1 0 . C lasses Of Compressed SLements And Power C-Transforms: 
TSte f o l l o w i n g theorem g i v e s a r e l a t i o n s h i p between power 
C-transforms of elements and the c l a s s e s of compressed elements. 
Theorem 5,14 - Let g^, gg be any two elements of a group G 
and Kp , i = 1 , 2 denote the c l a s s e s of compressed elements 
containing g. then = K i f and only i f g js^ = for 
1 Si gg 1 ^ 
some g € G, 
Frpof. Let 
==> g-i gggg for some g € G 
==> g(g) g(g) (cor 5.8) 
Conversely, i f 
==> g-j = S^SqS^ fo^ some integer 1 
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==> g'g-ig ' = g ' g ^ gg.g^g' f o r a l l g« € G 
==> K„ ^ K, 




This completes the proof . 
Remark : The ahove theorem a l s o holds true for subsets . One may 
e a s i l y v e r i f y that the r e l a t i o n t h a t 'any two subsets which have 
s£ime povrer C-transforms with r e s p e c t to some element of G are 
r e l a t e d * i s an equivalence r e l a t i o n . Further , i t i s immediate, in 
view of theorem|'.14, that the p a r t i t i o n of the f a m i l y of a l l subsets S 
in G w i t h r e s p e c t t o t h i s r e l a t i o n ^ i s in f a c t the p a r t i t i o n of S 
i n t o c l a s s e s of compressed subsets . 
11. Power C-Transform And Compressors 
The r e s u l t s in t h i s sect ion e n l i g h t e n the s t r u c t u r e of 
compressor o f f i n i t e subset in a group. 
Theorem 5 . 1 5 - Let f o r a subset S of a group G, 0(S) = n, then 
X E CQ<S) impl ies 0(x)|2n .. 
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P i ' o o f . X € C( j (S) 
==> S = X Sx 
==> S = x^ S x^ for a l l integers i 
==> s = 
==:> s f o r a l l s e S 
==> 0(x) < GO 
A1.S0, from theorems 5 .10 and 5 , 1 3 , f o r some natural numbers k and 
0(S) = n = 0(x)k^ or 0(x)/2'k according as 0(x) i s odd or even. 
==> 0(x) \ 2n 
This completes the proof. 
C o r . 5 . 1 0 - For any subset S of a group G such that 0<S) = n, i f 
X € C_(S) has order greater than n , then 0 (x ) = 2n . 
G 
( Proof i s t r i v i a l ) 
Cor. 5 ,11 - Let S be a subset of a group G and x € C^CS), then 
0: (S) > 0<x)/2 
(Proof i s immediate ) 
Cor, 5 , 1 2 - Let G be a 
f i n i t e group and [G : 03]= r , where 0 
denotes the subgroup of alLl elements of order 2 in G then for 
any g € G , 0(g) (2r . 
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(Proof of the c o r o l l a r y f o l l o w s from theorem 5.15 and from the 
f a c t that each c l a s s of compressed elements in G has r elements 
and i t i s a c. s . c -subset of G) . 
12. Theorems True in Non-Abelian Groups: 
This chapter i s devoted only to the study of abelian groups 
but i t i s immediate that the theorems 5 . 1 2 , 5 . 1 3 and c o r . 5 , 8 hold 
eilso for non-abelian groups without any substant ia l change in 
sirguments of the proofs already supplied. 
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C H I P T S R - S I X 
GEL'JSRALISSD - COMPRESSOR 
1, Introduction: This chapter studies a g e n e r a l i s a t i o n of the 
notion of compressor in a group in view of the notion of 
•compressed transform* given in chapter one. For a subset S of 
a group G, we have defined CQ(S) to be the set of a l l elements 
X € G such that S^ = S (defn 4 . 1 ) but i f S^, Sg be any two d i s t i n c t 
subsets of G, the set of a l l elements x € G such that (S^)^ = Sg 
we c a l l 'S^-compressor-Sg' or ' genera l i sed compressor of , Sg)* 
in G (defn 6 . 1 ) . We show that i f the general ised compressor of a 
pair of subsets in a group be non-nul l , i t co inc ides with a coset 
of the compressor of the f i r s t subset , however, i f the orders of 
two given subsets of a group be d i s t i n c t , the general ised compressor 
of the pair of these subsets (in whatever order) i s n u l l , the 
converse of the l a t t e r i s not true in general . The c r i t e r i o n f o r 
a group G to have a pair of elements with nul l general ised 
compressor, as we i n v e s t i g a t e , comes out to be that the group 
should contain i t s smallest c. s. c-subgroup properly . Besides 
f i n d i n g out some b a s i s propert ies connected with i n t e r s e c t i o n , 
product e t c . of general ised compressors, we have shown that an 
isomorphic image of the general ised compressor of a pair of 
subsets in a group i s the general ised compressor of the pair of 
image subsets in the same order in the image group, and also note 
t h a t the r e s u l t holds in a r e s t r i c t e d sense in case of a homomorphism, 
however, t h i s r e s t r i c t i o n i s no more i f we replace subsets by 
subgroups containing the kernel of the homomorphism. In the end, 
we i n v e s t i g a t e the r o l e of general ised compressors in r e l a t i o n 
to d i r e c t products. 
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2. I te f in i t ion Of Generalised Compressor And I t s Relat ionship 
With Compressor : 
We introduce the concept of ' genera l i sed compressor* 
in groups and f ind out a s t r u c t u r a l r e l a t i o n s h i p between compressor 
and general ised compressor below. 
Def. 6.1 - For any two subsets S^, Sg of a group G, the set 
of a l l elements g £ G such that 
i s c a l l e d 'S^-Compressor - S2* or 'general ised compressor of 
( S . , in G and i s denoted by c f l , 
Sg 
Prom theorem 1 . 6 and d e f i n i t i o n 4 , 1 , i t i s evident that 
( i ) I f O(S^) =1= OCSg), then Cg1 = ^ 
Si 
C i i ) For S . = S „ = S , C = CQ<S) . 
Theorem 6.1 - Let S^, Sg be any two subsets of a group G, 
then i f g-, € C^ "* , C^^ = 




On the other hand, for jany g € C_ , we have 
Sg = g S^g = g^  S^  g^ 
==> g^ ^ g S^g g^^ = S^  
==> g^ "* g s^g-^ g = S^  
==> g e gi CQ(SI) 




This proves the theorem. 
Cor .6 .1 = Let G be a group and the subgroup of a l l elements 
of order 2 in G, then for elements g i j g g C G, g« € C^ ^ implies 
®2 
S 
< Proof i s immediate from theorem 6 . 1 , since the compressor of any 
element of G i s Og) • 
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Hejmark ; Rpom C o r . 6 . 1 , i t f o l l o w s that for elements gi>gi> i = 1 , 2 
in a group G, 
e i ther - C^j or Q C^l = (|> 
Hence there e x i s t s a p a r t i t i o n of G X G into mutually d i s j o i n t 
c l a s s e s K^ such t h a t the p a i r s (g^, g^) and (g^'jr gg) £ G X G 
l i e in one K^ i f , and only i f 
cji = c?i 
6o 
E v i d e n t l y , t o every coset g Og of G/Og the p a i r s of elements 
(g*» g g' g) in G X G, where g ' € G are a l l elements Cg-| ,§3) 
in G X G fo*? which 
3. Basic Propert ies Of Generalised Compressorss 
Besides proving some simple propert ies connected with the 
product, in tersec t ion and union of generalised compressors, we 
f i n d some propert ies r e l a t i n g to elements in a general ised 
compressor and show that an element and i t s inverse both l i e 
in the generalised compressor of. a pair of subsets in a group 
i f , and only i f , the square of the element l i e s in the compressor 
of the f i r s t subset. ¥e a lso f ind a condition f o r e q u a l i t y of 
generalised compressors of any two p a i r s of elements in a group. 
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Theorem 6.2 - Let g^, i = 1 , 2 , . . . n be n elements of a group 
f g . 
G, and g. £ C j i , i = 1 , 2 , . . . n - 1 , then we have 
( i ) g; . 4 . . . e ( i i ) = for any g. € G. 
Proof s ( i ) Consider 
Continuing in t h i s manner 
Si 
( i i ) For any g € C ^ 
gCg^g') g = Cggig)g« 
= ggg' 
= = > . C O M ; 
^2 g2 g 
gig* 
On the other hand, i f g € 0 ' i 
g2g 
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g ( g l g ' ) g = ggg' 
==> ( g g i g ) g ' = g2g' 
==> g g ^ g = g2 
==> g e G^ ^ 
g2 
g2g' " g2 
Con sequently 
g2g* 
This completes the theorem. 
Note : The above theorem a lso holds t rue in case g ^ ' s be 
subse t s in G, however, i f in t h i s case g' be a lso a subset of G, 
gi g i g ' 
C ' c C holds in general in theorem 6 .2 ( i i ) . 
g2g 
Cor. 6. 2 - Let g^, i = 1 ,2 , . . . n be n elements of a group G, then 
W c^^ = 0^1-^2 ••• gn-1 
i=1 gi+1 g2'S3 • • • gn 
( Proof fo l lows immediatly from theorem 6.2) 
Sa SO 
Cor. 6 .3 - For any two subsets S. of a group G, g € C^' QC-'^ 
1 2 ^2 
2 
i m p l i e s g € CQ(S^ ) 0 CQ(S2). 
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( Proof i s t r i v i a l from theorem 6.2 <i) ) 
^nieorem 6.3 - Let g^, i = 1 ,2,3 be th ree d i s t i n c t elements 
of a group G, then 
( i ) g € i f , and only i f g-^ € 
c i i ) = 
( i i i ) ^ ^ 
G 2 J 2 
<iv) If g , g ' £ C^' then g = g but not conversely 
- 1 
(v) g € cf^ i f , and only i f g" € C U gg gg 
Proof , ( i ) CicciA^, g e Cg^ 
<==> g g^g = gg 
<a=> g^  = g"''g2g''^ 
<==> g-1 e c f 2 
This proves ( i ) 
( i i ) Let n 
=> g g^g = gg aO'i also g g^g = gg fo r some g € G 
=> gg = g3 
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A contradic t ioD to supposi t ion tha t g =k g , hence 
2 3 
( i i i ) Let c | 2 Cg^ ^ * (j> 
==> C^ ^ 0 C^ ^ =* 4 by (1) 
gg S3 
A con t rad ic t ion to ( i i ) , hence 
gl 
<iv) Let g,gf € C , 
==> g g^g = g'g-|g* = §2 
==» g2 = gl 
Eviden t ly , the converse i s f a l s e . 
This proves <iv) 
(V) g € 
< ~ > g g ^ g = g 2 
<:==> . g ^ € C h 
This completes the theorem. 
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Note : The < i ) , ( i i ) , ( i l l ) and (v) of the above theorem hold true 
io case g^ts be subsets of G. 
g 
Theorem 6.4 - For any tv/o subsets S^, Sg of a group G, g C C ^ 
2 
i m p l i e s g"'' € S^l i f , and only i f - g^ e 
FToof. Let g € impl ies g"'' £ . We know, that 
g"'' € ==> g € C?^ ( Theorem 6 .3 < i ) ) 
1 
==> ^ CQ(S^) ( cor 6.3) 
On the other hand, i f g^ € CQCSI) f o r g C Cg1 , then 
g E c t^ = g CQ (SI ) 
2 
==> g""* e g ' ^ CG<SI) = g CQCSI) 
==> € Cp 
This completes the proof . 
Theorem 6.5 - Let g^, g», i = 1 , 2 be elements in a group G, 
2 
then g € Cgt 4 f , and only i f g^ g^ gg g^ = g 
I 2 
Proof . Let g „ 
g ^ C ' 0 Cg? 
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==> g g^g = g:[, s S2S - sk 
= = > g l g 2 =: g{, g 2 g ^ = g 2 
==> sr = =^^ 
Conversely, i f g^ = = g""* g^ 
==> g g^g = g ' > g S^i = g ' 2 
==> g e C I [ \ o f 
This proves the theorem. 
Cor .6 .4 - Let g . , g ' , i = 1,2 be elements in a group G, and 0 
denotes the subgroup of a l l elements of order 2, then 
C t 3 C t = f o r some g t G i f , and only i f 
-1 , -1 . 2 
(Proof of c o r o l l a r y i s immediate from theora% 6.5 and ^ o r . 6 . 1 ) 
4. N u l l i t y Of Generalised Compressors: 
Ide know t h a t i f S^, 83 be any two subsets of a group such 
t h a t 0(Si ) 0(82) i then C^^ = however, i t i s evident t h a t 
the converse i s not t rue in g e n e r a l . We give below a c r i t e r i o n 
fo r a group G to have a pa i r of elements g^, gg such t h a t 
- ^ 
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Theorem 6.6 - In a group G, there e x i s t elements g^, gg € G 
such t h a t C^'' = ^ i f , and only i f G sG*. 
g 
Proof. Let fo r elements g-ijgg ^ ^gg " ^^ 
G 
==> g^ G* = .g^ G = G 
==> g g i g = g ( for some g € G) 
^ 2 
==> g e 
S i * A c o n t r a d i c t i o n , t h a t C 1 = <|>, hence G c G. Conversely, i f 
G:5G* , then l e t f o r no two elements g^, gg € G, = (j), then 
for any g € G, 
g2 
c! ^ 4 g 
==> g » e g ' = g fo r some g» € G 
==> g ' 2 = g 
==> G* = G 
A c o n t r a d i c t i o n , t h a t G"^G*, hence there e x i s t s a t l e a s t 
a pa i r ( g ' , g ' ) of elements in G fo r which 
1 A 
^2 
Thus the proof i s complete. 
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Remark. Evident ly , for two subsets S^, S2 of the same order in 
Si I 
a group, we may have Cg = 9. We have no general r e s u l t about 
the nature of S i , Sg in these circumstances. However, we note 
t h a t 
c | l =: (j) =»=> Cg! = ^ Where s^ € S^, Sg € Sg 
2 2 
For example : Let G = ^^ tie i n f i n i t e cyc l i c group generated 
by a. 
Take S^  = [ a , a^} , S^ = -^aja®^ 
Then, ev iden t ly 
Cg"' ^ where s^ € S i , Sg € Sg 
but 
= ^ 
Eviden t ly , C^^ = ^ for every s^ € , Sg € S impl ies t h a t 
= L Also i t i s immediate, t h a t C®"' = f o r a f i x e d si ( or Sg) 
. - 2 
in S^  <or Sg) and a r b i t r a r y Sg € SgCs^ € Sg) impl ies tha t 
= ^ 
Theorem 6.7 - Given g^, gg in a group G, C^^ = ^ i f , and oi2y i f , 
g, g g G * = t 
( Proof i s immediate since i f g^ G*AggG* * the re 
e x i s t s a gCG such tha t g^g^ = g g-fg = gg and a l so converse ly) . 
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5, Fundamental Mappings Over Generalised Compressorss 
We have shown t h a t , under group isomorphism, the image of 
the genera l i sed compressor of a pa i r of subse ts in a group i s 
• 
equal t o the general ised compressor of the pa i r of image subsets 
( in the same order ) in the image group and have noted t ha t t h i s 
happens only in a r e s t r i c t e d sense in case of group homomorphisms. 
Theorem 6.8 - Let (|) be an isomorphism of a group G onto a group G* 
and S^, S2 be any two subsets of G, then 
Si . 
Proof . Let C^ = q>, then ev iden t l y 
a 
2 
. (SI)<J) L 
Now, i f C(s = > theorem holds ; but i f 
then fo r g« e , 
==> = (Sg)^ f o r some g £ G 
==> g S^ , g = Sg since ^ i s 1-1 
Si 
==> g € C^^ 
2 
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A c o n t r a d i c t i o n , t h a t C:^ "' = hence 
, Si . (Si)<l> . 
Si t Si 
Again, i f Cg' * ^ ,, then f o r g e C_g 
2 2 
==> = (g^)) (Theorem 6 .1 ) 
= (g^) (CQCS^)^ (Theorem 4 .16) 
= (gCG(S^)>4 
~ (Theorem 6»1) 
This completes the theorem. 
Remark ; I f ^ be a homomorphism in the above theorem, then 
the r e s t r i c t e d r e s u l t 
ho lds . However, i f S-j, Sg are subgroups con ta in ing the ke rne l of 
homomorphism ^ , then in view of theorem 4 .17 , the e q u a l i t y 
again holds . 
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6, G e n e r a l i s e d Compressor In D i r e c t f l ' o d u c t s : 
Theorem 6 . 9 - Let a group G be d i r e c t p r o d u c t of i t s subgroups 
t 
i = 1 , 2 , . . . n aand S^ ,^ S^ be s u b s e t s of G^^ f o r a l l i , 
t h e n a 
( i ) 
I I S. 
i S i I = $ i f , and only i f C^t = <p f o r some i ; 
i ^ i ^ l I ^ 
-Q-
» % i l l 
< i i ) TT C.r = C^-^ 
i=1 ^i n 
TT 
i=1 Si . 
Proof, ( i ) Let C = (p and Cg| ^ f o r a l l i , then 
" ^ S i 
Si 
i f g^ C Cgi f o r a l l i , we have 
(g-jgg . . . . g n ) ( S ^ S 2 . . . S n ) < g i . g 2 " * ® n ) = <giSigi)<g2S2g2)-'*<gnSnSn) 
= Sg . . . S*^ 
n 
TT s . 
i=1 ^ 
==> g^.g . . . gn ^ C n 
T T s ! 
i = 1 ^ 
n 
J s d = 1 1 I 
A Contradic t ion, that C^ = V > C , = (6 f o r some i , 
n 
ITs^ 
Si i A 
Conversely, l e t C^' = for some i and C JL * =*= <f , 
i i=1 ^ 
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then i f g e C i U , , we have 
si 
gCS^.Sg . . . Sjj)g = s j . S* . . . s^ 
=~> (g^. §2* • • gi* • . g^XS-i. S g . . , Sji^... Sjj) <g^. gg* • • gi* • • gtj) 
= S^.Sg . . . S^ . . . fi^, where 
g = g ^ . g g - ' g n ^^^ ^ 
==> (giS^gi) . . . (g iS^gj) -. .(gnSngn^ = 
-=> gj^  Sj^  g^ s S^ f o r a l l i = 1 ,2 , . . . n by uniqueness of 
n 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n in G = X G. 
Si 
S-f i 
^ s t 4 a l l i 
A c o n t r a d i c t i o n , hence C. a . = v 
This proves <i) 
^ i ( i i ) I f = 0 for some i , then the r e s u l t fo l lows from ( i ) , 








Efow, i f g^ e C^l f o r a l l i = 1 ,2 , . . . n , then as in ( i ) 
n 
•••^n ^ ^ T T s ' 
i=1 i 
==> II G ^ c^ C , 
i= t % - 1 i & 
J l 
On the other hand, i f fo r any g« € C ^^ , g« . . . g » 
TTsi 1 2 n 
i=1 ^ 
where ' g^ € G^  f o r a l l i then as in ( i ) 
f ^ 
H ^ ^SJ a l l i = 1 , 2 , . . . b 
n 
i = 1 ^ n S i 
^ iL ^ % 
i = 1 i 
Hence n 
- f r 
77 4 1=1 
i = 1 
This completes the theorem. 
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Si 
I t i s to be noted here t h a t in the above theorem C-t are 
s e t s considered in GJ and 
in G . TTs* 1 
Fur the r , exac t l y s imi lar r e s u l t s hold in case of ex te rna l 
d i r e c t product as the fol lowing theorem shows: 
n Theorem 6.10 - Let G = X G., where G. »s are given a r b i t r a r y 
i=1 ^ ^ 
groups. I f S i , Si be any two subse ts of G^  f o r every i , 
we have n 
I S i . ( i ) = 9 i f , and only i f Cgi ^ fo r s"ome:^, 
n I i 
X S. 
n 
. ^ S i n Si 
( i i ) C^-^ = .X Cgt . 
n , i=i ^i 
n 
i= 1 I Si Proof . Let C = and C T^^^for a l l i , then i f 
X S! i=1 i 
S i 
g. C C_, for a l l i , 
n n 
, . . . g i , . . . , g n ) ^ ) ( g ^ , . . . g ^ , . . . , g ^ ) = ^ X^  ^giSiSi) 
n 
= X s ' 
i=1 ^ 
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I q X Sj^  
I L I ^ I 
Q 
I i. A c o n t r a d i c t i o n , t h a t C = 0 , hence Cgtribfor some i , n 
Q 
Si . , x Si / 
Conversely, i f C_i » ® fo r some i , l e t C^^' 4s ^ , 




n . n 
i i=:1 ^ i 1=1 ^ 
n , « t 
> X (g . g] ) = X S 
1=1 ^ ^ ^ 1=1 i 
= > g!^ Si = for a l l 1 
=> 4 ^ 4 
Si . 
A c o n t r a d i c t i o n , t h a t Cgt = ^ f o r some 1, hence 
This proves (1) 
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( i i ) I f C^} = ^ fo r some 1, the r e s u l t fo l lows from <1); 
Si t Si 
hence l e t Cgi^  ^ fo r any i . Now, i f g i £ C^^ fo r a l l i 
then as in ( i ) , 
n 
~ I s -
i = 1 ^ 
n 
X S i 
On the other hand, i f g' = g£, . . . g ' , . . . g ' ) € C^"^ , 
1 ' 2 1 n ^ 
then Ok\ -^n U) 
g^ £ C^i f o r a l l i 
I I , n S i 
= = > g ' = (g^r . . . . g n ) ^ Cg» 
J . S^ n S i 
a qt i=1 i 
Consequently ^^  
i i l n Si 
C^'^ = X c t 
" f 1=1 S. 
X s[ ^ ^ i 
i 
This proves the theorem completly. 
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Note s The above theorem holds t rue even in case of complete 
d i r e c t products as can be v e r i f i e d s i m i l a r i l y . 
7. Concluding Remarks: 
In t h i s chapter we have i n t e n t i o n a l l y kept the study of 
genera l i sed compressors r e s t r i c t e d only to subsets of groups 
and have made no spec ia l r e f e rence t o subgroups. The reason 
l i e s in the f a c t tha t because of theorem 1 .8 , which t e l l s us 
t h a t i f a C-transform of a subgroup be again a subgroup i t 
co inc ides with the subgroup i t s e l f ; t he r e fo re f o r any two sub-
groups H^, Hg of a group C^'' = ^ unless H^  = Hg = H<say) in 
which Case i t reduces to compressor of H, the study of which 
has a l ready been made in d e t a i l s in chapter f ou r . 
Fu r the r , we note t h a t the theorems 6, 3 ( i ) , < i i ) , ( i i i ) , (v ) , 
6 .9 and 6.10 proved here fo r abel ian groups hold t rue even f o r 
non-abel ian groups and the same p roof s hold in t h a t case a l so 
without any change in arguments a l ready supplied. 
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OBkmm ^ SEVEN 
00MPRB3SI0N SERIES AID OOEPEBSSIOH CHSilNS 
I r In t roduc t ion : In t h i s c h a p t e r , we introduce the concepts of 
'Oompresaion s e r i e s ' and 'Oouipressioii cha ins ' of a group* 
We c a l l a f i n i t e descending system of subgroups of s group 
vsfcich begins with the group i t s e l f and ends in t he s iaa l les t 
c ,s»c-subgroup of t h e group , a compression s e r i e s of t h e 
group* We de f ine the isomorphism of two compression s e r i e s , 
refinement of a compression s e r i e s and complete s e r i e s » t h e n 
study analogously t o t h a t of naimal s e r i e s of a group and 
obta in analogous of Schreier and Jordon-Holder theorem. We f i n d 
t h a t the compression s e r i e s of a group Gr and normal s e r i e s 
of G/Gr are in one-one correspondence, and the correspondirg 
s e r i e s have t h e same l e n g t h . We a l s o e s t a b l i s h t h a t any group 
Gr having a b a s i s , f o r which a complete s e r i e s of 
l eng th rQ(Gr)-^r ( 5 ) . F u r t h e r , we de f ine the concept of descending 
compression chain of a group. In the study of descending 
compression cha in s , t h e meet important i s the sho r t e s t compression 
chain which i s t h e descending sequence G o G O (G ) 3 , 
of subgroups of G, We show t h a t the s h o r t e s t compression chain 
of any subgroup of a group which occurs i n s"ome descending 
compression chain of t h e group b rea i s o f f , i f the shortest ' 
compression chain of tiae group breaks o f f j and both t h e c h a i i s 
eni in the same subgroup. The sho r t e s t compression chain of 
a f i n i t e l y generated subgroup breaks off i f and only i f the 
group is p e r i o d i c . She ilflportant f a c t t o be noted here i s t h a t 
i f t h i s chain breaks off i n i d e n t i t y subgroup, t hen a l l t h e 
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e l e a e n t a o f t l E groui^ h a v e o r d e r s o f p o w e r s o f 2 . The 
c r i t e r i o n f o r the shor t e s t compression chain of a group G-
having "ba^is, f o r which r ( S ) t r „ ( G ) < ' ^ , t o break off i s 0 ^ 
t h a t every descending compression chain of (J should breafc o f f . 
F i n a l l y , i t ia important t o observe t ha t groups havirg a l l 
arscending and descending compression chains t o be f i n i t e 
have complete s e r i e s» 
2, Ooncept Of Compression S e r i e s : 
D e f , 7 , l - jt f i n i t e system of subgroups of a group G, 
G GqO G p a ^ o ^ i ) 
beginning with G and ending with the smal les t c . s . c - subgroup 
Q.* of G is ca l l ed a 'Compression s e r i e s ' of G.. 
I t i s evident t h a t every G^^ in the s e r i e s ( i ) i s a 
* 
c .s»c-subgroup of G., Any group G f o r which G:?G has a 
compression s e r i e s • If H be any c. ,s .c-subgroup of G, d i s t i n c t 
from G and G , then 
G ^  H ^ G* 
i s a^  compression s e r i e s . This means tlB t f o r any given 
» 
c . s .c -subgroup of G other than G and G , t h e r e e x i s t s 
compression s e r i e s ttas.t passes throxigh i t . 
The f a c t o r groups 
G/GJ , , » 
a r e ca l l ed the f a c t o r s cf the compression s e r i e s ( i ) . The 
number of f a c t o r s i s ca l l ed t h e lehgth of t h e s e r i e s , t h e length 
of seiries ( i ) i s , f o r example, k» 
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3, P r o p e r t i e s Of Compression Ser ies : 
Def» 7»2 -r Any two compression s e r i e s of a group are isomorphic 
i f t h e r e e x i s t s alJ.toO]:TespondenGe between the f a c t o r s cf- the 
s e r i e s such t h a t the paired f a c t o r s fee isomorphic. 
Def , 7 , 3 - For any group Gr a compression s e r i e s 
G^HjOHg .oCH^-®* 
jis ca l l ed a ' r e f inement ' of the compression s e r i e s 
G^^Gj^ ^Gg-^" 
i f eveiy subgroup G^ coincides wi th one of the subgroups H^. 
E v i d e n t l y , every compression s e r i e s is a r e f i n e me nfe of 
i t s e l f and t h e length of a compress ion)^is l e ss than or equ^l 
t o the l eng th of i t s r e f inemen t . We have, here , an analogue 
of Schre ie r theorem on isomorphic ref inements • 
Theorem 7 .1 ~ Any two compression s e r i e s of a group G have 
i s omo rphic re f ine me nt s 
P roof . Let 
G = G q 0 G ^ 0 G 2 0 ( i ) 
B^^ E^^ Cii) 
be any two compression s e r i e s of G.. Consider 
- 16£(--
^id = 4 = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . m. 
= i = . . . i 
Eviden t ly , G^^ and H^^ are c . s. c-sub groups of G, and fo r a l l 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . f , , j = 1 ,2 , . . . m, we have 
" - ^IJ " 
Thus, we may now obtain re f inements of ( i ) and ( i i ) by 
i n s e r t i n g G^^, j = 1,2 . . . m between and G^ f o r 
a l l i = 1 ,2 , . . . "t and H^j , i = 1 ,2 , . . . -i. between 
and H^ f o r a l l j = 1 ,2 , . . . m r e s p e c t i v e l y . These are in 
general compression s e r i e s with r e p i t i t i o n s . By Zassenhaus lemma, 
= ^ i j > these re f inements are 
isomorphic. F i n a l l y , i t i s a l so c lear t ha t whenever Gj^^j.-j 
then a lso H^^j^^ = H^^ a nd t h e r e f o r e we can e l imina te 
s imultaneously the r e p i t i t i o n s in these re f inements of s e r i e s <i) 
and ( i i ) without e f f e c t i n g isomorphism. 
This completes the proof . 
Theorem 7 .2 - For any group G, there e x i s t s a 1-1 correspondence 
between compression s e r i e s of G and normal s e r i e s of G/G*, 
moreover the corresponding s e r i e s have the sajne l eng th . 
-Proof . Let 
G = Gq-DG^ DGgO = G' 
be a compression s e r i e s of G. i f we put G/G* = G and G^^ /G* = G^  
f o r a l l i = 1 ,2 , k then 
B/G* = GOQ^ = > \ = E € G/G* 
i s a normal s e r i e s of G/G* since G i s abe l ian . Conversely, i f 
G/G* = Ho^H^d = E 
be any normal s e r i e s of G/G*, l e t H^^ denotes the inverse 
image of H^ under the na tu ra l homomorphism of G onto G/G 
for a l l i s 0 , 1 , , . . . , 4 , then 
G = Ho'^H^-^HgP = G* 
i s a compression s e r i e s of G. Thus we note tha t t b each compression 
s e r i e s of G the re corresponds a normal s e r i e s of G/G* of the 
same l eng th and v ice v e r s a , moreover, t h i s correspondence i s 1-1 
since the re e x i s t s al- ' icorrespondence between the subgroups of 
G conta in ing G* and subgroups of G/G* under the na tu ra l 
homomorphism of G onto G/G*. 
This completes the theorem. 
Note: The above theorem suggests another proof of theorem 7 . 1 , 
in view of Schre ie rs theorem. 
Def. 7 ,4 - A compression s e r i e s of a group G t h a t has no 
ref inement • other than i t s e l f i s c a l l ed a complete s e r i e s . 
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Let 
G = Gq ^ G^  ^ GgO ^ \ = ^ 
be a complete s e r i e s of a group G then every G^, i = 1 , 2 , . . . k 
i s a maximal c. s .c-subgroup of G in Jill f a c t o r s G^.-j/Gj^ 
of the s e r i e s have i d e n t i t y subgroup to be the maximal c . s . c - s u b -
group other than i t s e l f i . e . a l l elements of are of 
order 2 and moreover : '^j^ "]! = 2. Conversely, every 
compression s e r i e s of G a l l of whose f a c t o r s have i d e n t i t y 
subgroup to be the m a x i m a l c. s. c-subgroup of the group o ther than 
i t s e l f C a n n o t be f u r t h e r r e f i n e d i . e . such a s e r i e s i s a complete 
s e r i e s . Evident ly , every compression s e r i e s isomorphic t o a 
complete s e r i e s i s a complete s e r i e s . This f a c t gives a theorem 
equivalent to Jordan Holder theorem for compression s e r i e s . 
Theorem 7. 3 - I f a group G has a complete s e r i e s then anytwo 
complete s e r i e s of G are isomorphic. 
( Proof i s immediate, from theorem 7.1) 
Lemma 7.1 - Let G be a f i n i t e l y generated group such t ha t 
TqCG) + r2(G) = m, then G has a complete s e r i e s of l eng th m. 
Proof. Let ^g^ , gg, . . . denotes the set of a l l elements 
of i n f i n i t e order and of order in a b a s i s of G 
conta in ing elements of prime power and / or i n f i n i t e order . 
We def ine 
4c 
= [[G , g-,, gg . . . , g i ] , The subgroup generated by G 
and g^) gg, . . . g;!^ . 
- -
f o r a l l 1 ^ i ^ m, then 
: G*] = (Theorem 3.6) 
Now, i t i s ev ident tha t 
G = G -^ G^ '3 ^^ G zp G^  3 ' Gn = G* 
m 21-1 2 1 ^ 
i s a compression s e r i e s of G of length m. This i s a complete, 
s e r i e s of G, s ince 
t ^ i * " ^ f o r a l l i = 1, 2, . . . , a . 
Eence the proof i s complete. 
Note: In view of the remark fol lowing the %eorem 3 .6 , the 
r e s u l t proved above holds t r u e f o r any group G having a b a s i s 
fo r which TQCG) + r (G) < O). 
Theorem 7.4 - Let G be a group having a bas i s and r <G) + r (g) < oo o ^ 
then any complete s e r i e s of G has length r^CG) + 
( Proof of theorem i s immediate from the note fo l lowing lemma 7.1 
and theorem 7 . 3 ) . 
Theorem 7 .5 - A group G has a complete s e r i e s i f and only i f 
G/G has a composition s e r i e s . 
(Proof i s evident fr^ om thecr em 7 .2 ) . 
Theorem 7. 6 - Let 
• 
G GN ^ G G„ D OG, = G 
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be a complete s e r i e s of a group G. then every subgroup H of G 
such t h a t G* n H = H* , has a compression s e r i e s whose 
f a c t o r s are isomorphic to subgroups of d i s t i n c t f a c t o r s of the 
complete s e r i e s . 
Proof , We de f ine 
Hj, = HHG^ fo r a l l i = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . k . 
By c o r o l l a r y 3 . 1 , every H^ i s a c . s .crsubgroup of H. Fu r the r , 
i t i s c l ea r t h a t f o r a l l i = 1 ,2 , . . . k . Now, since 
'^i-1 ~ ^ i - l — ^ i Zassenhaus lemma 
Here H. — t h e f a c t o r group i s 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the f a c t o r group . Thus 
the s e r i e s 
H = Hq o H^  2 HgS = H* 
a f t e r de le t ion of r e p i t i t i o n s i s the requi red compression s e r i e s 
of H. 
This completes the theorem. 
4 - Compression Chains : 
Def. 7 .5 - A descending sequence of subgroups of a group .G 
G = Go ^ G^  ^ G^:^ ( i ) 
i s c a l l e d a ^descending compression chain* of G i f every 
subgroup G^, n = 1 ,2 i s a proper c . s .c-subgroup of G^.^. 
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The descending compression chain ( i ) may be f i n i t e or 
countably i n f i n i t e . In the former case, we say tha t the %chain 
breaks o f f . I f we de f ine <G*)* = G^*, (G^*)* = G^* and in 
general > )* = , then we obtain a descending sequence 
of subgroups of G 
G = . . . . Z G ^ P 
which i s c l e a r l y a descending compression chain of G, This we 
C a l l ' s h o r t e s t compression cha in ' o f G. This chain m a y be continued 
t r a n s f i n i t e l y , i f we def ine f o r any l i i j l t o r d i n a l number (f^* 
to be the i n t e r s e c t i o n of G^  , ^ < «< a n d G^ *^ = ( G ^ * ^ ' ^ ^ * ) * i f 
ec i s not a l i m i t ordinsil number. Evident ly , fo r some ordinal 
number y whose ca rd ina l number i s not grea ter than t h a t of 
the power of the group i t s e l f , we have 
These subgroups 
obtained thus are f u l l y i n v a r i a n t in G, 
s ince obviously the smal les t c . s. c-subgroup of a group i s 
f u l l y i nva r i an t and the proper ty of being f u l l y i n v a r i a n t i s 
t r a n s i t i v e and i s a l so preserved under operat ion of i n t e r s e c t i o n . 
Theorem 7 . 7 - If t he sho r t e s t compression chain of a group G 
breaks o f f , then the sho r t e s t compression chain of any of i t s 
subgroup H t h a t occurs in some compression chain of G breaks o f f ; 
and both the chains end wi th the same subgroup. The l e n g t h of 
the shor tes t compression chain of G i s greater than or equal t o 
the l eng th of the corresponding chain fo r H. 
Fpoof. Let the sho r t e s t compression chain of G breaks off a t 
the n'fc^ ^ s t age , then 
= G*" fo r a l l j ^ n 
Now, l e t H be any subgroup of G t h a t occurs in a compression 
chain of G and l e t t h a t chain be 
G = H^o H. Hg:^ ^ H^^ "1 
Then, ev iden t ly 
3 G^* fo r a l l i ^ 1 
==> H o G°* fo r a l l i 0 
i ^ - - - - ^ 
imp Tl^  ==> H G gtoce H i s so e H 
But , i t i s c l e a r t h a t 
G ^ H 
= = > a"* 
H^* fo r a l l i ^ n. 
==> The s h o r t e s t compression chain of H breaks off wi th 
n* the l a s t elements equal to G 
This proves the theorem completly. 
Theorem 7 .8 - Let the shor t e s t compression chain of a group G 
breaks of f at the s tage . Then a descending compression chain 
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G =: Go ^ Gjj-3 <i> 
4c m* 
of G breaks o f f i f f o r a subgroup Gj^  in ( i ) , -"<1) Gj^  = Q and 
Gj^  has a complete ser ies , , or (2) Gj^  = g"*. 
Proof . (1) Ev iden t ly , in the descending compression chain ( i ) , 
we have 
G 'T) G^  ^ G* 
Now, i f k be the smal les t in teger fo r which G^ has a complete 
s e r i e s , and t h a t 
Gf = G^* k 
==> G. 2 Q^* = G* f o r a l l i s ince G®* = G^* f o r a l l i ^ m* 
==> G^ -Z) . . . . . . . i s a p a r t of a compression s e r i e s of 
Hence, s ince G has a complete s e r i e s , the descending chain k 
<i) breaks o f f . This proves the f i r s t p a r t . 
For the 2nd p a r t ^ l e t us have 
==> G^ = (f^* f o r a l l i :>.k, s ince Q^* = G^* fo r a l l i ^ m. 
~ > Q^ = G^ f o r a l l i ^ k . 
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Hence the clescending chain ( i ) breaks o f f . 
This proves the theorem completly. 
Theorem 7 , 9 - Let G be a f i n i t e l y generated group, then the 
shortes t compression chain of G breaks o f f i f , and only i f , 
G be per iodic . 
Proof. Let B = , gg . . . , g^} t>e a bas is of G. I f G be 
p e r i o d i c , then every (1 ^ i ^ n) iS of f i n i t e order. From 
c o r o l l a r y 3 . 4 , 
Ig^JX t S g l X X t S f l J 
Fur therm from theorem 3.4 
Pif 4 4 4 
° X [ g ^ 3 
G - I g f ^ X l g f ] X X l g 2 3 
and so on, 
I t i s c l e a r that for some number k >. 0, 0<gj ) = odd, f o r 
a l l g^ 's and consequently 
k* 1* G^  = G^  f o r a l l i 
Hence the shortest compression chain of G breaks o f f . Conversely , 
l e t the shortest compresshin chfiitu of G breaks o f f . Now, i f G 
i s not p e r i o d i c , then f o r some 1 ^ m-| ^ n, we have ) = QO. 
Here, i t i s immediate that 
G =4= G for any <m» ^ n * ) 
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-m* gO' 
because, t^a-jl ^ ^ i n t e g e r s m' , n» > 0(m* 
A c o n t r a d i c t i o n to supposit ion that the shortest compression 
chain of G breaks o f f . This completes the proof* 
Note. The above theorem a l s o holds true f o r any group G having 
a b a s i s orders of whose elements admit an upper bound. I t a l s o 
f o l l o w s c l e a r l y from the theorem that the shortest compression 
chain of a f i n i t e l y generated group breaks o f f at i d e n t i t y i f , 
and only i f j every element of the group be of order 2®(n > 0)» 
Theorem.?,10 - Let G be a group having b a s i s such that 
TQCG) + TgCG) < 00 • The shortes t compression chain of G breaks 
o f f i|- and only i f every descending compression chain of G 
breaks o f f . 
Proof . I f every descending compression chain of G breaks o f f , 
then c l e a r l y the smallest compression chain of G breaks o f f , 
s ince i t i s ad-^scending compression chain o f G. To prove the 
converse , l e t 
G s H o ' ^ H ^ 3 H g 3 ^^ ^ 
be a descending compression chain of G. E v i d e n t l y 
H^D G * , HG 5 . . . . . . HQ 2 
Now, i f the shortest compression chain o f G breaks o f f a t m^^  
s t a g e , we have g^* = Q^* f o r a l l i ^ m , hence ip^ 2 G^* 
f o r a l l i > We kaow t h a t TqCG) + rgCG) < oo, hence by the 
remark f o l l o w i n g theorem 3.6 
OJ t G^ l^ - r2<G) < ^ 
Further , i t i s c l e a r t h a t any subgroup H of G has a b a s i s and 
ro(H) + r2(H) < Po(G) + r2(G) < « hence 
r y * . ^ 311 1 = 
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Consequently 
[G : < cx) 
IM 
==> The chain <i) breaks o f f since H^BG for a l l 1 
This completes the theorem. 
I t i s to be noted that even i f a group G has a complete 
s e r i e s , a subgroup of G may or may not have i t . However, the 
f o l l o w i n g theorem holds: 
Theorem 7.11 - Let G be a group having basis such that G has 
a complete s e r i e s , then every subgroup H of G has a complete 
s e r i e s . 
Proof. Since G has a b a s i s , every subgroup H of G has a b a s i s . 
Further, since G has a complete s e r i e s , i t f o l l o w s , in view of 
the remark follovring theorem 3 . 6 , that 
[ 0 = 8 * : = < ® 
==> r <0) + r (G) < 00 
==> TqCH) + rgCH) ^ TQCG) + TgCG) < 00 
Hence, from the remark fo l lowing lemma 7 . 1 , i t f o l l o w s that 
H has a complete s e r i e s . 
T i i s proves the theorem. 
Etef. 7 .6 - An ascending sequence of subgroups of a group G 
G. cr G c G_c 
1 2 3 n 
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i s c a l l e d an ^ascending compression chain « of G i f every G^, 
i ~ ^ fZy • • • • • i s a proper c . s. c-subgroup of G . . . and a l l 
the subgroups G^»s occur in some descending compression chain 
of G. 
We note h e r e , that in general i f the shortest compression 
chain of a group G breaks o f f , then every ascending or descending 
compression chain of G need not break o f f . For example 
CO ^ p 
Let G = X Lai l where af = e f o r a l l i 
i=1 ^ ^ 
^n = J^tai+n] » = J^T^ i ] ^ n = 1,2, 
Then, e v i d e n t l y 
G = GqO G^'^ G^-^ 
and 
H - j c r - H g c H ^ ^^n ^^ ^^  
are the descending an(^  ascending compression chains of G 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . These sere i n f i n i t e ; but c l e a r l y the shortest 
compression chain of 0 breaks o f f at the 1 s t stage i t s e l f . 
However, the fo l lowing r e s u l t holds : 
Theorem 7 . 1 2 - A group G has a complete s e r i e s i f a l l i t s 
ascending and descending compression chains break o f f . 
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Proof . The condition that every ascending compression chain 
of G breaks o f f implies that every c . s.c-subgroup H of G 
contains a c . s.c-subgroup H» of G such that H« c H i s maximal 
subgroup of t h i s type. In p a r t i c u l a r , G = HQ has a m'aximal 
proper c. s .c-subgroup. L e t , subgroups. 
G = Hq, H^, Hg, . . . , Hg 
have been selected such that every H^  i s a proper c . s. c-subgroup 
of G and i s a maximal proper subgroup of t h i s type. 
In case H^^ =J: G*, we can choose a c . s. c-subgroup of G 
such that be maximal. Since every descending 
compression chain of G breaks o f f , we must a r r i v e a f t e r a 
f i n i t e number of steps at G*, thus v;e obtain a complete 
s e r i e s of G. 
This proves the theorem. 
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Part 11 
(Non-Abelian Groups) 
CHAPTER - SIGHT 
COMPRESSEiD - TRANSFORMS 
1. Introduction t This study of compressed transforms i s in 
continuation to i t s study in chapter- one wi th the d i f f e r e n c e 
that the d e f i n i t i o n s 1 . 1 and 1 . 2 are studied now in non-
abelian groups. In chapter one, we had proved that the 
'compression' i s an equivalence r e l a t i o n in an abelian group 
(Theorem 1 . 1 ) ; but we f ind that i t i s not so in non-abelian 
groups. 'Compression" i s only r e f l e x i v e and symmetric but not 
n e c e s s a r i l y t r a n s i t i v e in non-abelian cases . ¥e , t h e r e f o r e , 
deduce a c r i t e r i o n for the 'compression' to be an equivalence 
r e l a t i o n over elements of a group, and point out that t h i s 
equivalence i s not equivalent to i t s equivalence in general* 
We do not say anj'thing about the non-abelian groups in which 
the'Qiompression' i s an equivalence r e l a t i o n . 
In the sequel , by groups, we shal l mean non-abelian 
groups unless otherwise mentioned. Besides f inding some 
p r o p e r t i e s of C-transCorms of subgroups in r e l a t i o n to c o s e t s 
and conjugates of subgroups, and giving some basic r e s u l t s 
about C-transforms of subsets , we study the p r o p e r t i e s of 
c o l l e c t i o n s of C. transforms. In t h i s connection, we e s t a b l i s h 
that in a group G. such that o|g^ | g € G] < co , a l l 
« 
elements with f i n i t e compressions in G form a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
subgroup and t h a t , in such a group, the condition for an 
element to have f i n i t e number of conjugates in equivalent 
to have f i n i t e number of compressions (Theorem 8 . 1 2 ) . 
We a lso deduce a c r i t e r i o n for an element of a group, which 
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has f i n i t e compressions with r e s p e c t to elements of a subgroup 
of f i n i t e index, to have f i n i t e compressions with r e s p e c t to 
elements of the group (Theorem 8 . 1 3 ) . 
2. The Problem Of 'Compression» As An Equivalence Relat ions 
In the study of the r e l a t i o n of ' compression» in non-
abel ian groups, we f ind that i t i s not in general t r a n s i t i v e 
even i f i t be t r a n s i t i v e over the elements of the group. We 
have, hov/ever, i n v e s t i g a t e d a c r i t e r i o n under which compression 
over elements of a group i s an equivalence r e l a t i o n . This 
r e s u l t i s only a r e s t r i c t e d one. We have not been able to see 
whether a group in which compression i s an equivalence r e l a t i o n 
i s abelian ? The problem in t h i s respect i s open. 
Theorem 9.1 - The r e l a t i o n of 'compression' i s r e f l e x i v e and 
symmetric in a group G but not n e c e s s a r i l y t r a n s i t i v e . 
Proof. The proof that the r e l a t i o n of 'compression' i s 
r e f l e x i v e and syTnmetric i s immediate from theorem 1 . 1 . To show 
that compression i s not n e c e s s a r i l y t r a n s i t i v e , we consider 
the fo l lowing example: 
Let G = [ a , b ] with a^ = e , b^ = e , b ab = a 
Bvident ly G = "^^e,a,b,b2,b3,b^, ab, ab^, ab^, ab^j 
We e a s i l y have 
( i ) X b^x 
= e for X = b^ e G 
4 e f o r b^) € G . 
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X ® 1 
( i i ) 
X a b X e 
for any x € G 
We take S^  S2=^a,b,ab'^ and S3 =^ab,b jab^^ 
Then 
(83)^^ = S3, <82)^2 = S^  but (83)^ 4 Si for any X € G 
which Can be r e a d i l y checked by ( i ) and ( i i ) . This proves 
t h a t 
S3 Sg, Sg — > S^  =!=> S3 S^  
We know that the compression i s an equivalence r e l a t i o n 
in an abel ian group. Natural ly a question a r i s e s ''^ Jhat can we 
Say for a group in which compression i s an equivalence r e l a t i o n ? . 
We know nothing in genera l , except in the case i t be equiva lent 
over i t s elements. Apparently, one may be led to f e e l that in 
such a C a s e , the group may be abelian but even t h i s i s not 
known. We, however, enter i n t o fo l lowing i n v e s t i g a t i o n s : 
Theorem 8. 2 - I f the r e l a t i o n of compression i s equivalent 
over - - elements of a group, then the group i s no.t.nec.^s'sarily 
abel ian. 
Proof. We prove the statement by contradict ion. Consider 
the fo l lowing example: 
Let G = S3, the symmetric group of degree 3 whose elements 
are denoted as below: 
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e = ( ^ ^ ^ ) , = (2 3 ) , cc = <1 2 ) , = (1 3 ) , 
1 2 3 ^ ^ 
c<4 = (1 2 3 ) , cC. =: (1 3 2) 
Then, we have 
• X I X € G ^ = [ ' K i j ^ g J ^ s ] 
[ x c < 2 X 1 x £ G } 
| x < 3 X I X € G ^ 
-'xcc^ X I X € g ] = { e , <4, < 5 ^ 
(e> <4> { x cCs X I X e G ] 
( x e X [ X € G] 
Prom the above t a b l e s i t i s immediate that the r e l a t i o n of 
'compression' i s e q u i v a l e n t over elements of G, however, G i s 
non-abel ian. 
This proves the a s s e r t i o n . 
Theorem 8.3 - I f the r e l a t i o n of compression i s t r a n s i t i v e 
over subsets of a group G, i t i s t r a n s i t i v e over elements of G 
but not converse ly . 
PI 'oof. N e c e s s i t y i s obvious. To prove that the converse i s 
f s i l s e , consider G = S , the symmetric group of degree 3. 
E v i d e n t l y , as in theorem 8 . 2 , the compression i s t r a n s i t i v e 
over elements of G but i f we take the f o l l o w i n g subsets 
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with the notat ions of theorem 8.'2 
we note that 
(S^Xs = S2, = ^^^ ^^l^x * any X € G. 
2 
Thus 
S^  - £ - > 8 3 , Sg S3 =f=> S^  S3. 
The fo l lowing theorem g i v e s a necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condition 
f o r compression to be an equivalence r e l a t i o n over elements 
of a group. 
Theorem 8.4 - Let in a group G, g' = 3^5 gx ( x £ g'J f o r every 
g £ G, then the r e l a t i o n of 'compression* i s t r a n s i t i v e over 
elements of G i f , and oiiiy i f , 'g^ = gg oi* g^ r\ f g = f o r 
any two g^, gg € G. 
Proof. To prove that the condit ion i s s u f f i c i e n t , l e t 
g^, g g j §3 ^ ^ such that 
x g ^ x = gg, y g 2 y = S3 where x , y € G 
==> > S3 £ Sq 
«=> ? ! ng2=«=(i), gg a ¥3=^ ^ 
= i g = i g 
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==> ^ = 83 f o r some ^ € G 
Thus the 'compression' i s t r a n s i t i v e over elements of G. 
Conversely, i f the 'compression^ be t r a n s i t i v e over elements 
of G, then l e t f o r g^, gg ^ G ' 
gl O Sg 4 
==> x g ^ x = y g g y f o r some x , y € G 
Also since <y g2y)y'"''. = g 
2 
==> '^g- i^ = gg ^ ( T r a n s i t i v i t y ) 
Now, for any x € G 
X g g X = g 
==> S-i ^ ~ g Jl ( T r a n s i t i v i t y ) 
==> ¥ 2 ^ h 
S i m i l a r H y , since 
I f s r t = 82 
==> g, = f ^ g j f ^ 
We have again as above, that 
61 
Hence 
Thus the theorem i s proved. 
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3. P r o p e r t i e s Of C-Transforms Of Subgroups And Subsets: 
We, here , f ind mainly some propert ies of C'-transforms of 
subgroups connected with conjugates and c o s e t s of subgroups. 
We get a c r i t e r i o n f o r e q u a l i t y of two C-transforms of a normal 
subgroup. We a lso f ind t h a t an element belongs to the 
c e n t r a l i z e r of a subset i f and only i f i t belongs to the 
c e n t r a l i z e r of the G-transform of the subset wi th respect to the 
element. F i n a l l y , we note t h a t in a d i r e c t decomposition of 
a group, the product of C-transforms of subsets of i t s d i r e c t 
f a c t o r s with r e s p e c t to elements of the corresponding d i r e c t 
f a c t o r s i s the C-transform of the product set with respect t o 
the product element of the group. 
Theorem 8.5 - Let H^, Hg be two subgroups of a group G and f o r 
some X € G, = H^, (H-, = Hg then H^  = Hg 
Proof. Given <H^  = Hg 
==> x e x = x^ e Hg 
Pur ther 
==> = (H2)X-1 • 
:> Hi = Hg.x"^ 
= Hg since x^ € Hg 
This completes the theorem. 
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Cor.8.1 - I f a C-transform of a normal subgroup be a subgroup 
then i t must coincide w i t h the subgroup i t s e l f . 
Note: E v i d e n t l y , for any subgroup H of a group G and x € G, 
Hx = x"'' Hx i f and only i f x^ € H. 
Theorem 8. 6 - For any normal subgroup H of a group G and 
x , y € G, H^ = Ey i f , * and only i f , f o r every h € H, there 
e x i s t s h» € H such that y " " ' x h x = h« . 
Proof. Necess i ty i s obvious. To prove the s u f f i c i e n t p a r t , 
l e t h € H be a r b i t r a r y , tlfen 
jr"'' X h X y""* = h» where h« € H 
Js. 
H x ^ Hv 
Hence the theorem i s complete. 
Note. In genera l , the above condition i s only necessary for an 
a r b i t r a r y subset S of G; however, the theorem holds true 
in view of theorem 1 . 6 i f S be f i n i t e . 
Theorem 8.7 - Let H be a subgroup of a group G and x € G, then 
Hx n x'"' H X •= <1 i f , and only i f , x^ ? H. 
Proof. Let H^r\x-''Hx Suppose, in c o n t r a d i c t i o n , x^ € H 
==> = h» where h* € H 
= = > X = x""" h « 
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==> x h x = h » h x for every h € H 
==> H^ A x " ' ' Hx ^ 
A contradic t ion to the assumption. 
Conversely , i f x^ g' H 
H^ Hx"'' Hx 
==> x h x = x'"" ti« X h , h« e H 
==> x^ = h ' h"'' e H 
Hence the theorem f o l l o w s . 
Cor. 8.2 - For any normal subgroup H of a group G and any x € G, 
Hj^  n H (j> implies H^ = H. 
Theorem 8.8 - Let H be a subgroup of a group G and x , y € G, 
then 
( i ) x H = y H i f and only i f x y C'Hy or y x € H^ 
( i i ) Hx = Hy i f and only i f x y € H^ or y x € Hy 
Proof. ( i ) We have 
X H = y H 
<==> X € y H 
<==> x y € Hy 
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The r e s t of the proof f o l l o w s by symmetry. S i m i l a r i l y we 
can prove ( i i ) 
This completes the theorem. 
Theorem 8.9 - Let S be a subset of a group G, then x € 2(S) 
i f and only i f x € K S ^ ) . 
Proof. I f X € 2 ( S ) , then 
X s = s X for every s € S 
==> x(x sx) = (x s x ) x 
==> X e Z(S^) 
The converse f o l l o w s e a s i l y by r e v e r s i n g the argtsiment. 
This proves the r e s u l t , 
t 
Theorem 8.10 - Let a group G be d i r e c t product of i t s subgroups 
G^ ; i = 1 , 2 , . . . n and S^ denotes a subset of G^  for every 
i , then i f Xj_ € G^  
f r (a.)^ = ( fr Si) 
i = i i = l 
II Xi 
i = i ^ 
Proof : (The proof i s simple in view of the d e f i n i t i o n of 
d i r e c t product . ) 
4. C o l l e c t i o n Of C-Transforms; 
We f i n d that the set of a l l elements which have f i n i t e 
number of compressions in a group G, squares of whose elements 
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f ® ^ a f i n i t e s e t , i s a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c subgroup and that in 
such a group G, an element l i e s in a f i n i t e c l a s s of conjugate 
elements i f and only i f i t s compressioss in the group form 
a f i n i t e set . We a lso give a c r i t e r i o n f o r an element of a 
group having f i n i t e nuiSsber of compressions with respect to 
elements of a ^-subgroup of f i n i t e index to have f i n i t e 
number of compressions in the g roup. 
Theorem 8.11 - Let for a group G, /g^ = € g} be f i n i t e , 
then the set H of a l l elements in G whose compressions with 
r e s p e c t to elements of G form f i n i t e s e t s , i s a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
subgroup of G. 
Proof. Given 0(Gi) < CD 
==> e € H 
Now, l e t h^, hg € H, then for any x € G, 
X h^ X = x"^. x h ^ X 
Hence 
==> 0 X I X e G1 < 0 0 
xCh^h2)x = (xh^x~' ') (x hgx) 
==> o\x(h^h2)x I X e G^ <00 




x h 7 j x = (x"'' hg x"' ')" ' ' 
2 
€ H 
Thus H i s a subgroup of G. 
F i n a l l y , i f Tj be any antomorphism of G and x , ^ € G, then 
x h ^ x = y h ^ y <==> = (y (h^ (y 
===> H = 
This completes the theorem. 
Remark : If we drop the condition of f i n i t e n e s s of G^  in 
the above theorem, then c l e a r l y H i s not a subgroup and also 
converse ly ; but the question whether in such a case H 
remains open. Thus, i f H be a subgroup, then G i s p e r i o d i c , 
but the converse i s e v i d e n t l y f a l s e in general . 
Theorem 8.12 - Let in a group G, G^  =jx^ j x € G''|is f i n i t e , 
then the set of a l l compressions of an element of G wi th r e s p e c t 
to elements in G i s f i n i t e i f and only i f the conjugate c l a s s 
of the element be f i n i t e . 
1?roof. The proof f o l l o w s immediatly in view of the i d e n t i c s 
x"'' g x = X g x where x , g C G . 
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Cor. 8.3 - Let in a group G, G^  = [ x ^ J x C g} be f i n i t e , 
then every conjugate c l a s s of elements in G i s f i n i t e i f and 
only i f every element of G has f i n i t e compressions in G. 
Theorem 8.13 - Let H be a subgroup of f i n i t e index n in a 
group G, then any element of G whose compressions with r e s p e c t 
to elements in H form a f i n i t e s e t , has also a f i n i t e number 
of compressions with respect to elements in G i f and only i f 
for any set fxA '^ of coset r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s of H in G 
^ = 1 
0 ^h''' x^ h ( h € < 03 for a l l i . 
Proof . Let for some g £ G, 
0 ( h gh I h € H] <00 
Then, f o r any x C G 
X gx = x i h < g ) x ^ h for some i , such t h a t i < n 
a,nd h € H . 
= x^<hgh) h"'' x ^ h 
i m p l i e s 0 ^ x g x \ x€ <==> 0 ih"^ h ( h € Hj < 00 
This completes the proof. 
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CHAPTSB - NINE 
SELF COMPRESSEJ? SUBSETS AKD SUBGROUPS 
1, Introduction s In t h i s chapter , we continue our study of 
s e l f compression in case of non-abelian groups. We have already 
seen that the theorems, 2 . 1 , 2 .2 , 2 . 5 , 2 .6 , 2 . 1 4 , 2 . 1 5 , 2 . 16 , 
2 . 1 7 , 2.20 and 2.21 hold for both ahelian and non-abelian 
groups. In several other c a s e s , in contrast to the study of 
s e l f compression in abelian groups, the s i t u a t i o n s here are 
more complicated and r e s u l t s are much more i n t e r e s t i n g . Besides 
proving some simple r e s u l t s g iv ing some c r i t e r i a for s e l f 
compression of elements, subsets and subgroups, we e s t a b l i s h h 
some r e s u l t s regarding the set of a l l s e l f compressed elements 
with r e s p e c t to a given element. ¥e prove that a necessary 
and s u f f i c i e n t condition for the set of a l l s e l f compressed 
elements w i t h r e s p e c t to a f i x e d element to be a subgroup i s 
that the square of the element be i d e n t i t y and show that i t 
i s e s s e n t i a l l y the normalizer of the element (Theorems 9.1 and 
9 . 2 ) . We a l so prove that an element of odd order can be s e l f 
compressed only by an element of order 2. This r e s u l t i s 
although quite simple but seems to be extremely important from 
the point of view of s t ructura l a n a l y s i s of f i n i t e groups. 
We show that the c l a s s of a l l c. s.c-subgroups form a subclass . 
of normal subgroups. Further we f ind out some b a s i s r e s u l t s " 
about the subgroup G* generated by the squares of elements of 
a group G and character ize a completly s e l f compressed subgroup 
H by the condition H G* (Theorem 9 . 1 6 ) . L a s t l y , we have 
defined the concepts of CT-measure and inver t C-measure to 
f a c i l i t a t e the study of s e l f compression and have proved some 
i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t s in t h i s d i r e c t i o n . 
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2. The Set Of i l l Se l f Compressed Elements With r e s p e c t to 
An Element i 
F i r s t l y , we prove a theorem regarding the s tructure qf 
the set of a l l s e l f compressed elements of a group with r e s p e c t 
to a given element of the group, and give a c r i t e r i o n for such 
a set to be a subgroup. We also e s t a b l i s h that i f t h i s set 
be a subgroup, then i t co inc ides with the normalizer of the 
given element. 
Theorem 9,1 - Let G be a group and x € G, then the set S of 
a l l s e l f compressed elements of G with respect t o x i s a 
subgroup i f , and only i f , x € S. 
Proof. Let S be a subgroup. Then since e € S 
==> x^ = e 
== > X XX = X 
==> X € S 
Conversely , i f x € S, then we have 
= e 
Now i f s . , s , € S be a r b i t r a r y , we have 
X S^  X = S-j , X Sg X = S2 
==> xCs^ ~ since x"^ = x 
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- 1 
:> S i S € S 
2 
==> S i s a subgroup. 
Hence the proof i s complete. 
Cor. 9.1 - For any element x of a group G, the set S of a l l 
s e l f compressed elements of G v;ith respect t o x i s a subgroup 
i f , and only i f , x^ = e . 
Theorem 9.2 - Let S be the set of a l l s e l f compressed elements 
of a group G wi th r e s p e c t to an element x € G, then i f S be 
a subgroup, S = Nq(x) . 
Proof . Since S i s a subgroup, we have from C o r . 9 . 1 , that 
x^ = e . l^^s the proof i s obvious from the i d e n t i t y : 
y:"^ a x = X s X 
= s where s € S • 
Def. 9.1 - A subset S^  of a semigroup S with i d e n t i t y i s C | l l e d 
an * i n v e r t set » i f s C S^  impl ies s"'' € 
Theorem 9.3 - For auy element x of a group G, the set S of 
a l l s e l f compressed elements with r e s p e c t to x , i f non-empty, 
i s an i n v e r t s e t and x"^ (s^ s )x = s s ^ for any s . , Sp € S . 
I A I ^ 
Proof . Let € S be a r b i t r a r y . We have 
X. s ^  X = x ( x s X 
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= r^ 
==> s^^ e s 
Thus S i s an Invert s e t . F i n a l l y , we have 
S^Sg == Sgx) 
= x"^ (s-j s 2)x 
Hence the proof i s complete. 
3. Order Of An Element And Of I t s S e l f Compressed Element s 
We show, below, that i f an element of odd order i s 
s e l f compressed with respect to a non- ident i ty element, then 
that element must he of order two; however, i t may not be 
necessary that the odd order eleflient be s e l f compressed by a l l 
elements of order two in the group under considerat ion. We have 
no d e f i n i t e r e s u l t in t h i s d i r e c t i o n for elements of even order. 
Theorem 9.4 - Let G be a group and x , g € G, such that 0<g) i s 
2 
Odd, then i f x g x = g , x = e but not conversely. 
Proof. Let X gx= g. I f 0(g) = 2n +1 for some natural number 
n , then 
(x g x) = e 
2n 
==> <x g x ) (x gx) = e 
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:> C x g x ) = e 
=> (xg) ( x g j ^ ' ^ x = e 
==> (xg)g2° X = 
= > X g X = e 
==> x^ = e 
and 
The converse i s f a l s e : 
Let G = S3, the symmetric group of degree 3. 
J 2 . 1 2 3 
Here 0<g) = 3, 0<x) = 2, but 
, 1 2 3 
X g x = ( ) ^ S 
. 2 3 1 
Hence the theorem i s complete, 
4. C r i t e r i a For S e l f Compression Of An Element : 
The fo l lowing two c r i t e r i a f o r s e l f compression of an 
element with r e s p e c t to a given element w i l l be of i n t e r e s t . 
Theorem 9,5 - For any two elements x , g of a group G, x g x = g 
i f and only i f , x g^x = g^ for every odd integer i . . 
Proof. Let 
x g x = g <i) 
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Consider x g^x for any odd integer i > 0. Vfe have from <i) 
X g ^ X = g x""* g^""' X 
= g ^ x g ^ - ^ z 
Continuing in t h i s manner, we get 
X g ^ X = g ^ x " ' ' X 
= g^ 
Further i f i < 0, then since from <i) 
x-^ g-^ X - ' = g-^ 
= = > X X = g"^ 
¥e have as above 
x<g~^)^x= (g"^)^ for every odd integer 3 > 0 
==> X g^ X = g^ for . a l l odd i n t e g e r s i < 0. 
Conversely, i f the condition be s a t i s f i e d , the proof i s t r i v i a l . 
This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 9.6 - In any group G, f o r x , g € G, xgx = g i f , and 
only i f , [ g , x 
Proof . Let 
= x^ 
X g x = g 
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==> j g , x ] = g-^x'^ gx 
= g - ^ x - l g x - ^ x ^ 
= g'^lg X® 
= x® 
Conversely, i f the condition be s a t i s f i e d , we have 
[ g , x j = x^ 
==> g"^ x"^ gx = x^ 
==> g"^ X~'' g = X 
==> X g X = 
/ 
This completes the proof. 
Cor. 9 . 2 - Let G be a group and x , g C G, such that 0(g) i s odd, 
then X gx = g impl ies [g ,x] = e . However^the converse holds^ 
i f 0<x) = 2 . -
C The vproof f o l l o w s obviously from theorems 9.4 and 9.6) 
5. A S t ructura l Theorem: 
Theorem 9.7 - Let G be any group, then 
« 
(a) The product of any two c. s. c~subsets of G i s a normal 
subset. 
(b) For any two elements g^jgg ^ 
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<i) I f g^  i s c . s .c-element and g^gg i s s e l f conjugate 
==> gg i s c. s. c-element. 
< i i ) I f g^  and g-j g g are c . s .c-elements ==> gg i s s e l f 
conjugate element. 
< i i i ) I f g^  i s s e l f conjugate and g^  gg c, s .c-element 
==> gg i s c . s .c-element. 
Proof, (a) Let S^jSg be any two s. c . s . c - s u b s e t s of G. For 
any x € G, we have 
Sg)x = (x"'' S^  7:'^) (xS^x) 
= Sg 
==> S^  Sg i s a normal subset. 
Cb) ( i ) For any x € G, 
x'"'(g^g2)x = g^  gg 
==> Cx"'' g^ x ' b C x gg x ) = g^  g g 
=:=> g^  (x g g x ) = g^  gg 
X S g X ^ S g 
Thus gg i s c . s .c-e lement. 
( i i ) Given any x € G, 
x ( g i g 2 ) x = gi gg 
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==> <x g^ g2 x ) = g^ g g 
==> g i ( x - 1 g g X ) = g^  gg 
= => X-'' g2 X = gg 
Thus gg i s s e l f conjugate. 
( i i i ) Let x € G be any element, then 
x(gi g2)x = g^  gg 
==> (x g-i x " ' ' ) ( x g2 3C) = g^  gg 
==> g^  (x gg x ) = g^ g2 
==> X gg X -
Thus gg i s a c, s. c-element. 
Hence the theorem i s complete. 
Note J The theorem 9,7Cb) remains c-alid even i f we replace 
gg by a subset of G . In view of t h i s f a c t , the f o l l o w i n g 
r e s u l t s are i n t e r e s t i n g . 
Cor .9 .3 - For any subgroup H of a group G, 
( i ) I f . any coset of H corresponding to a c . s .c-element of G 
be s e l f conjugate , then H i s a c . s .c-subgroup. 
< i i ) I f any coset of H corresponding to a c . s. c-element of G 
be a c . s. c - s u b s e t , then H i s normal. 
( i i i ) I f any coset of H corresponding to a s e l f conjugate 
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element of G be a c . s „c -subset , then H i s a c , s.c-subgroup, 
6, Some Theorems On Sel f Compression Of Subsets: 
Theorem 9.8 - Let K be a subset of a group G, then the set K 
of a l l s e l f compressed subsets of G with respect to K whose 
normalisers contain K i s a semigroup with respect to set 
product. 
(The proof of the theorem i s s t r a i g h t forward) 
Theorem 9.9 - I f any subset S of a group G v i s both s e l f 
conjugate and s e l f compressed with respect to x c G, then 
the subgroup generated by S i s s e l f compressed wi th respect 
to X but the converse need not hold. 
;Proof. ( I t immediatly f o l l o w s in view of theorem 2.7) 
'.Uhe behaviour of s e l f compressed subsets under fundamental 
mappings and d i r e c t products f o l l o w s immediatly from the 
corresponding r e s u l t s for abelian groups, hence we pass on to 
the f o l l o w i n g : 
7. fitelf Compression of Subgroups: 
We prove, below, that the c l a s s of a l l c . s. c-subgroups 
of a group form a subclass of normal subgroups of the group 
ai:id e s t a b l i s h two c r i t e r i a f o r complete s e l f compression of a 
subgroup in terms of i t s cosets . In the end, we prove ^ theorem 
regarding the s e l f compression of a l l non-identity subgroups 
of a per iodic group. 
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Theorem 9.10 - I f a subgroup H of a group G be s e l f compressed 
with respect to an element in G, then i t i s s e l f conjugate with 
r e s p e c t to the same element but not conversely . 
Proof. Let H be s e l f compressed with respect to x £ G, then 
X H X = H 
==> X e X = x^ e H 
Hence . 
x"'H X = x " X Hx X 
= H 
The f a l s i t y of the converse i s e v i d e n t , since i f we take H = e , 
then H i s normal but not n e c e s s a r i l y completly s e l f compressed. 
Hence the theorem i s complete. 
Cor.9.4 - Every c . s. c-subgroup of a group i s normal but the 
converse need not hold. 
Theorem 9 . 1 1 - A subgroup H of a group G i s s e l f compressed 
with respect to a subset S of G, i f , and only i f , evay coset 
X H(^H) f o r any x € S i s of order 2. 
Proof. Let H be s e l f compressed with respect to S, then for any 
coset xH<si! H) with respect to x € S 
<xH)^ = CXHXxH) 
= <xH)<Hx) (Theorem 9.10) 
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= X Hx 
= H 
Conversely, i f the condition be s a t i s f i e d , the for. any x € S 
( x H ) ^ = H 
==> X H x c H 
==> x""'fi x""' = x H x S H 
==> H S x H x 
Hence 
H = x H x 
This completes the proof. 
Cor. 9.5 - A subgroup H of a group G i s completly s e l f compressed 
i f , and ogly i f , every coset xH<=fc H) of H in G i s of order 2. 
Theorem 9 . 1 2 - A subgroup H of a group G i s completly s e l f 
compressed i f , and only i f , for x , y £ G, xH = implies 
Hx = Hy. 
Proof. I f H be a c . s .c-subgroup, then the proof i s t r i v i a l because 
of normality of H. Conversely, l e t fehe condition be s a t i s f i e d . 
Now for any x C G, x h H = H where h e H 
==> H x h = Hx" ' ' 
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==> H x h x = H 
==> x h x € H 
==> xH X S H 
S i m i l a r i l y , taking x"'' f o r x , we have 
x""' H H 
==> H S x H x 
Hence 
H = x H x 
This pi'oves the theorem. 
Theorem 9 . 1 3 - I f every subgroup H(=fce) of a per iodic group G 
i s s e l f compressed vrj.th respect to a subset K of G, then yxy = x^, 
i £ I , for e v e r y y € K and any x(H|:e) € G, however, the converse 
holds i f and only i f N^CH) ^ K . 
Proof. The proof i s obvious in view of theorem 2.4 . 
8. p r o p e r t i e s Of Subgroup Generated By Squares of Elements Of 
A Group: 
We denote the subgroup generated by the squares of elements 
of a group G by G* and study i t s propert ies . The p r o p e r t i e s 
obtained here throw immense l i g h t upon the structure of G* in 
non-abelian groups. 
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Def.9. 2 - For any group G, we def ine G* t o be the subgroup 
of G generated by squares of elements of G. 
We may note here that i f G be an abelian group, then 
G* "^^S l^ g C G^, hence the concept of G* introducgd in chapter 
three i s e s s e n t i a l l y the saiae as given in the d e f i n i t i o n 9.2. 
The fo l lowing propert ies caB be e a s i l y v e r i f i e d . 
( i ) The stibgroup G* i s f u l l y invar iant (For any endomorphism 
of G, (g^)">[ = <gi|)2 for every g € G). 
< i i ) The subgroup generated by the squares of elements of a 
subset S i s contained in any subgroup H s e l f compressed 
wi th r e s p e c t to S, however, the converse i s not true in 
general . 
< i i i ) I f N „ ( H ) 2 S , the converse of ( i i ) holds. 
G 
( i v ) G* i s a c . s. c-subgroup of G (Follows from < i ) , ( i i ) and < i i i ) . 
(v) Every normal subgroup of G containing G* i s a c . s .c-subgroup. 
( v i ) For any group G, G*3 G<, the commutator subgroup of G 
(This i s immediate in view of C o r . 9 . 5 ) . 
( v i i ) The subgroup G* of a group G i s torsion group i f , and 
only i f , the subgroup H* of every f i n i t e l y generated 
subgroup H of G has t h i s property. 
( v i i i ) I f the subgroup G* of a group G i s tors ion group, then G 
i s t o r s i o n . 
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Theorem 9 . 1 4 - For any group G, Qt*<£ 2(§) impl ies G* i s 
abel ian but not c o n v e r s e l y . 
P r o o f . I f G*<E.2(G), then c l e a r l y G* i s a b e l i a n . To prove that 
the converse i s not true in g e n e r a l , l e t 
G = S3, the symmetric group of degree 3. 
Then 
* 
G = e = ( 
1 2 3 3 1 2 2 3 1 J 
~ I.® }^ » c y c l i c group generated by < . 
and 
Z(G) = e 
Thus G* i s abe l ian but G* Z(G). 
This completes the proof . 
* 
Cor. 9.6 - I f a group G i s abel ian then i t s subgroup G i s 
abel ian but the converse nedd not hold. 
Reamrk : We observe that for a group G and for any subgroup 
H of G, 
( i ) L2(G)]* 2(G*) ( i i ) Bq(E*) ^ [%(H)J* in genrara l . 
The f o l l o w i n g exa^iple e a p l a i n s the s i t u a t i o n s . 
Consider G = S_, the symmetric group of degree 3 , 
Cwidl Vi- Cn . 
( I 
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and Z(G) = e:-
But we see that in t h i s case 
and 
NQ(H*) = G !D[NQ(H)]* = G* 
Theorem 9.15 - For any subgroup H of a group G, NQ(H)c NQ<H*). 
Proof . We know that every element of H* i s of the type 
2 • • * • • • "n 
Now f o r any g £ % ( H ) , 
h.j. hg hjj where h ^ ' s are in H . 
g-^'Ch^.h^ . . . h ^ ) g = (g- ' 'hig)^(g" ' 'h2 g ) ^ . . . (g'^'hng)^ 
,2 |2 o t 
= h* . hg • • • IIQ where hj^  € H 
==> g'^ H* g G H* 
Further , s ince g"^ also belongs to Nq<H), we have as above 
g H*g-'' ^ H* 
* - 1 * 
==> H*^  c g ^ H g 
Hence 
==> g e Nq(H*) 
==> %(H)eNG(H*) 
This proves the theorem completly. 
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* 
8. G And S e l f Compressions 
In what f o l l o w s , »e prove r e s u l t s , which d i s p l a y that the 
r o l e played by G* in s e l f compression in non-abelian groups i s 
almost similar to the r o l e i t played in abelian groups. 
Theorem 9.16 - A subgroup H of a group G i s completly s e l f 
4c 
compressed i f , and only i f , H^G . 
Proof. Necess i ty i s obvious. To prove the s u f f i c i e n t p a r t , l e t 
X € G and h C H be a r b i t r a r y . Since G* i s a c. s. c-subgroup of G, 
i t fo l lows from Cor. 9.5 that G/G* i s an abelian group, hence 
(x G*) (h G* ) = (h G*)(x G*) 
==> X h G* = h X G* 
===> x(h G*;)x = h<xG*x) 
= h G* 
==> x H x = H f o r a l l x € G 
Hence the proof i s complete. 
Remark : The above theorem suggests that G* i s the smallest 
c. s.c-subgroup of G. Further, i t i s easy to see, in view of 
Ct^. 9.4 and theorems 9.11 and 9 . 1 6 , that the theorems 7 . 1 , 7 . 2 , 
7. 3,> '^7. 6, 7 . 7 , 7 .8 .and 7 . 1 2 on compression s e r i e s and chains 
hold in non-abelian groups as w e l l . 
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Theorem 9.17 - A subgroup H of a group G i s completly s e l f 
compressed i f , and only i f , H contains a normal c . s . c - s u b s e t 
8 of G. 
( Proof follov/s immediatly from theorems 9 . 9 , 9.16 and Cor.9.4) , 
10. Invert C-Measure A nd C-Measure: 
Dief. 9 .3 - Let G be a group. To every pair of elements 
g , X € G , we a s s o c i a t e a n e l e m e n t . 
* 
[ g , X ] = g . g g ^ 
3|t 
We c a l l the inver t C-measure of the pair <g,x). 
The follo\^ing p r o p e r t i e s of invert Cr-measure are t i i v i a l . 
( i ) [ g , x f g - y = e , hence ( C s , ^ ] * ; " ' ' = s ' Y 
< i i ) i B f X } * = e i f , and only i f , [ x , g ] * = e . 
( i i i ) = e 
<iv) = e i f and only i f g^ = g"'' . 
(v) \ g r y i f = g^ i f and only i f g^ ^ = g. 
<vi) S^gyX-f = x - ' ' l > , g ] * x = g t x j g } * g'^ 
( v i i ) \gyx]* [x ,g] = x2 
O 
( v i i i ) [ [ g , x l * , x-"']* , g}* = t g , x g j * 
( i x ) f x j ^ g X^, x^^ X x A * = x7^[g ,x]* x^ f o r every x^ C G . 
L- 1 -J 
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(x) [g f , x f ZSyx] x-"" Cg,fJ X 
We can regard the formation of i n v e r t C-measure as an operation 
defined over the set ol? group elements. This operation i s not 
in general a s s o c i a t i v e , that i s i f g^jgg jgs € G, then 
[ [ g l , g2l , 63] = [ g i , [g2» Ssl ^ 
does not always hold. The a s s o c i a t i v i t y does not hold even in 
case of abelian groups, however, the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t holds. 
Theorem 9.18 - The operation of formation of invert C-measure i s 
a s s o c i a t i v e in a group G i f , and only i f , every element (4= e ) 
of G i s of order 2. 
Proof. Let the operation of formation of i n v e r t C-measure be 
a s s o c i a t i v e in G, then i f g € G 
* * r * T * [g, , e] =[g,Le,e] 
g^ = g2 
==> g^ = e 
Thus every element ( ^ e) of G i s of order 2. Conversely, 
i f the condition be s a t i s f i e d , then G i s an abelian group 
with elements of order 2, hence for any , g g j g3 ^ ® 
[Cg1» g2]*» ^Z]* =[g l»[g2»g3f '* 
This completes the proof. 
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We now prove some r e s u l t s about c . s. c-subgroups in a group 
with the help of the notion of invert C-measure. 
Theorem 9.19 - H i s a c. s.c-subgroup of a group G i f , and only 
i f , h e H, X e G implies € H. 
Proof . Let the condition be s a t i s f i e d , then i f h € H and x € G 
be a r b i t r a r y , v;e have 
[ h , x ] = h . hj^  e H 
« > H ^ ^ H 
Similar i l y , putt ing x"'' for x , we have 
V i s « 
==> H -
H 3 H^  
Thus H i s c . s.c-subgroup. Conversely, i f H be a c . s .e-subgroup, 
then the proof i s t r i v i a l . 
Hence the theorem i s complete. 
We know that the product of two invert G^measures of a group G 
need not be an i n v e r t Ct-measure, hence they do not form a group 
in genera l , however, the fo l lowing r e s u l t holds . 
Theorem 9.20 - Let G(I C ) denotes the subgroup generated by a l l 
inver t C-measures of a group G, then G(I C) = G , 
Proof. Let g € G be a r b i t r a r y , then 
Cg,e3* = g^ € G d C ) 
==> G* c G ( I C ) 
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Conversely, i f g^, gg £ G, then 
==> G(I C) c G* 
Hence 
G(I C) = G* 
This proves the lemma completly. 
We, now, give a proof of a wel l known r e s u l t g i v i n g G«^ G* 
for any group G, with the help of the notion of iniyert C-measure, 
Proof. Let g,g» € G be a r b i t r a r y , then from theorem 9.20 
g . g ' G* = (g g*)""' t-g, g 'J* G* 
= g ' G* g"'' G* (G* i s normal in G), 
* * 
= g ' G* g G 
= g«g G 
G* = G* 
==> G'C-G* 
,Thus the assert ion f o l l o w s . 
Gro.9.7 - For any group, G« = G i f , and only i f , G» i s a 
c . s. c-sub group of G. 
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Theorem 9.21 - I f the subgroup G* of a group G be f i n i t e , 
then the set "g of a l l compressed transforms of any element 
g € G i s f i n i t e . 
Proof. For any x £ G, we have 
Sx -
~ > 0<g) < <» (Theorem 9.20) 
Thus the proof i s complete. 
Remark <i) : We may note that the above theorem holds true even 
i f we suppose the number of i n v e r t C-measures in G to be 
f i n i t e , or that the squares of elements of G form a f i n i t e 
se t . Thus:^  in view of theorem 8 . 1 2 , the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t 
hold s. 
Cor.9.8 - Let in a group G, G^  a I g £ G] i s f i n i t e , 
then every conjugate c l a s s of elements in G i s f i n i t e . 
Remark ( i i ) : In view of the remark ( i ) , above and C o r . 9 . 8 , 
i t f o l l o w s that the subgroup H of theorem 8.11 i s i d e n t i c a l 
to G i t s e l f . 
B e f . 9 . 4 - Given a group G, to every pair of elements g , x € G 
we assoc ia te an element defined as 
Cg,x3 = g - i . g X 
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We c a l l the C»measure of ( g , x ) in the natural way 
since the C-measure of ( g , x ) i s i d e n t i t y ( i . e . [ g , ^ = e) 
i f , and only i f , g = g. Thus in c e r t a i n sense, i t i s a 
measure of s e l f compression of g with respect to x» The 
fo l lowing p r o p e r t i e s of C».measure are t r i v i a l . 
( i ) (Lgjx])-" ' =: x-"* X 
< i i ) . L g , x ] 
g 
( i i i ) « g<tg,x3)- ' ' g-'' 
<iv) i g h ^ x ] = (tgT^J a l l X € G 
(V) = L g f ^ 
As in the case of invert C-measure, the operation of formation 
of C-measure over elements of a group G i s not in general 
a s s o c i a t i v e i . e . for g^, gg , € G 
in general . This i s not true even in the case of abel ian groups, 
however, a r e s u l t s imilar to theorem 9.18 holds here as w e l l : 
Theorem 9.22 - The operation of formation of Cnoeasure i s 
a s s o c i a t i v e in a group G, i f , and only i f , every element e) 
i s of order 2. 
Proof* Let the operation of formation of C.measure be a s s o c i a t i v e 
in G, then i f g € G, we h a ^ 
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g4 
« > g^ = e 
Thus every element (#=e) of G i s of order 2. Conversely, I f 
the condition be s a t i s f i e d , then G i s an abelian group w i t h 
elements o f order 2, hence i f g i € G 
= 83] = ® 
Also 
Thus the proof i s complete. 
Cor,949 - C-measure i s an a s s o c i a t i v e operation over elements 
of a group G i f , and only i f , i n v e r t C-measure i s a s s o c i a t i v e 
over elements of G. 
Theorem 9. $3 - Let H be a sub^oup of a group G and h € H, 
X € G, then € H i f , and only i f , I h . x f € H. 
Proof. The proof f o l l o w s iamediatly from the i d e n t i t y j 
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Theorem 9,24 - H i s a c . s.c-subgroup of group G i f and 
only i f h € H, x € G impl ies ^ 
Proof. The proof i s obvious from theorems 9.23 and 9 . 1 9 . 
Theorem 9.25 • For any group G, the subgroup G<C) of G 
generated by a l l C-measures of G equals t o G* • 
Proof. The proof i s obvious in view the theorems 9.20 and 
9.23. 
Remark : The theorem 9.21 and the r e s u l t t h a t G* ^ G* can 
a l so be e a s i l y proved w i t h the help of the notion of C-measure 
in a group. The behaviour of both these concepts i s almost 
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chapter - TM 
COMPRESSOR IN NON - ABH.IAN GROUPS 
1 . Introduction : The study of compressor in abelian groups, 
as we mentioned in the main i n t r o d u c t i o n , has been attempted 
to f u l f i l l the d e f i c i e n c y created by t r i v i a l i t y of the concept 
of normality in abelian case. This concept i s , however, quite 
i n t e r e s t i n g even in case of non-abelian groups. The study, 
here in t h i s d i s s e r t a t i o n , i s not made e3diaustively, even 
then some of the i n t e r e s t i n g aspects have been observed. 
We note that in non-abelian groups, the compressor of a 
subgroup i s not a subgroup in general and therefore f i n d 
a c r i t e r i o n f o r tb.e same t o be a subgroup (Theorem 1 0 . 1 ) . 
Further , besides proving some simple r e s u l t s inter r e l a t i n g 
compressors and normalisers of subsets and s u b g r o u p s 3 and 
^4), we e s t a b l i s h s »The compressor of a subgroup i s a 
normal subset of i t s normalizer (Theorem 10.3)», «The normaliser 
of the compressor of a sylow TT - subgroup of a group i s 
the compressor of the normaliser of the subgroup, moreover, 
bQth a^ -e equal to the normalizer of the subgroup (Theorem 10.5) 
atid *If a subgroup H-] contains the normaliser of a sylow 
TT - subgroup H and a l l the sylow TT - subgroups of H^  be 
conjugate , then the compressor of H^  i s H^  i t s e l f e t c . 
Finally*we prove some basic r e s u l t s about compressors of 
elements and subgroups and put some important remarks in t h i s 
d i r e c t i o n . 
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2. Structure Of Compressor : 
From the theorem 4*3, the compressor of any subset of an 
abel ian group i s a subgroup, but , e v i d e n t l y the compressor of 
a subset (or subgroup) of a group in general i s not a subgroup. 
We s t a r t wi th f i n d i n g out a c r i t e r i o n f o r the compressor 
of a subgroup of a group to be subgroup, and f u r t h e r prove 
t h a t , however, the compressor of a subgroup i s not n e c e s s a r i l y 
a subgroup but every c o s e t of the subgroup w i t h r e s p e c t to 
an element of the cOTipressor i s contained in i t . 
Theorem 10r1 - L e t H be a subgroup of a group G, then 
CQ(H) i s a subgroup of G i f and only i f x , y € CR^^ H) i m p l i e s 
[ x , y j € H . 
Proof . Suppose CG(H) be a subgroup of G then f o r any 
x , y € Oq(E) 
xy H xy s H 
==> x" ' 'y" ' 'xy H = H y'^x"'' 
« > |:x,y] H » H 
=:=> [ x , y ] € H 
Converse ly , i f the condit ion be s a t i s f i e d , then l e t x , y € Cq<H) 
x H x = H 
X"' 'H X" ' ' H 
Thus X € Cq(H) ==> X"^ € Cg(H) 
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A l s o 
x y H x y ss xyHyy"'"'xy 
= xHy~''3cy 
= X Hx [ x , y 
= H a x , y J -
= H since Cx»yJ € H 
==> x y € CAE) Q 
Hence CQ(H) i s a subgroup. 
This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 10.2 - For any subgroup H of a group G, ± € C(j(H) 
i m p l i e s X H C C q < H ) . 
Proof . (The proof i s obvious) 
Cor. 10 .1 - The compressor Cq(H) of a subgroup H o f a 
group G i s a union of c o s e t s of H w i t h r e s p e c t to elements 
of C(j(H). 
3, Compressors And fformalizers Of Subgroups: 
This s e c t i o n i s devoted to the ^tudy of r e l a t i o n s between 
compressors and normalizers of subgroups. We prove t h a t 
the compressor of a subgroup i s a normal subset of i t s normaliser. 
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Besides proving some simple r e s u l t s in t h i s connect ion, 
we a l s o e s t a b l i s h that the compressor of the normalizer of 
a sylow TT - subgroup of a group equals t o the normalizer 
o f the compressor of the subgroup and both these co inc ide t o 
the normalizer of the subgroup. 
Theorem 10.3 - For any subgroup H of a group G, C^(H) i s 
a normal subset of the normalizer NQ(H) of H in G. 
proof . E v i d e n t l y , theorem 9.^0 
N w l e t X € NQCH) be a r b i t r a r y , then by cor 1 0 . 1 , we have 
C ( j ( H ) X = w h e r e X ^ ' S € Cq(H) 
= U(x ' ' ' 'x^x)H s i n c e x € IIQ(E) 
Also 
X^ '^xiXCH) x " ' ' X^X = X-^XiCxHx-"*) XiX 
= x " ^ ( x i H x i ) x 
= X"'' H X s i n c e x^ € CQ<H) 
= H 
X"'' X I X € 
Hence 
x- ' ' CQ(H)X S CQ(E) (Theorem 1 0 . 2 ) 
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= = > X""* GQ(H)X = CQ(H) s i n c e x"^ i s a l s o i n NQCH). 
* ==> CQ(H) i s a normal subset of HQ(H). 
T h i s proves the theorem. 
Cor, 10. 2 « For any subgroup H of a group G, 
N g ( H ) 5 Ng(CG(H)). 
Theorem 10,4 - L e t H be a subgroup of a group G, then H i s 
normal i n CQ(H), whereas CQ(H) i s the maximal s e t in which H 
i s compl^tly s e l f compressed. 
Proof . ( F i r s t p a r t of the theorem f o l l o w s from the theorem 9.ft 
and r e s t i s obvious inview of d e f i n i t i o n 4 , 1 ) . 
S v i d e n t l y , f o r any subgroup H of an abel ian group G, 
N(}(C(,(H)) » CQ(NO(H)) = N(J(H) , b u t , i t i s n o t t r u e i n g e n e r a l , 
however, the f o l l o w i n g theorem h o l d s j 
Theorem 10-5 - Let H be a sylow T7 - subgroup of a. group G, 
then 
Hg(CG<H)) = CgdJ^CH)) = NQCH) 
Proof , We know that every sylow TT -subgroup of a group is-
the only sylow TT - subgroup of i t s normaliser. For x / Nq(H) 
x - l Hx * H 
Now, i f 
x - V g ( H ) X ^ Cq(H) 
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= > X'"' H X 
••> xT^ Ex C NQ(H) 
A c o n t r a d i c t i o n that H i s the only sylow II - subgroup of i t s 
normal izer , hence 
CjjCH) X ^ Cs<H) 
= = > NQ(CQ(H)) O NQ(H) 
NqCCg(H)) ^ Cg(Nq(H)) ~ <i) 
Further , we know that 
nq,(ng(H)) = h q ( h ) 
and 
Cq(N(J(H)) c Nq<NQ(H)) 
= = > CQ{NQ(H)) ^ Ng(H) — C i i ) 
Hence from { i ) , ( i i ) and Cor. 1 0 . 2 , 
NG(H)<= NG<GG<H)) C ^ NG<H) 
==> NQCCGCH)) = CG<NG(H)) = N(J(H) 
This completes the proof . 
Theorem 10.6 - Let H be a subgroup of a group G such 
t h a t NQ<H) S H, then C^CH) = H but not c o n v e r s e l y . 
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Proof . Ev ident ly 
H ^  CQCH) NG(H) = H 
« > C^(H) a H 
To rpove the f a l s i t y of the converse , consider 
G, a non i d e n t i t y group with no element of order 2. 
H = e 
Then 
CQ(H) - H but NQ(H) = G 
This completes the theoran. 
Theorem 10»7 - Let H be a sylow T7 - subgroup of a group G, and 
H^ a subgroup of G conta ining NQ<H), then i f a l l sylow TT- sub-
groups of H^  be c o n j u g a t e , we have 
Proof . Efvidently, for such a subgroup H^  
Ng<HI) = Hi 
==> GqCH^ = H^  (Theorem 10.6) 
Hence the proof i s complete. 
4* Compressors And Normalisers Of SlemeBts : 
The r e s u l t s , in t h i s sect ion g ive the mutual r e l a t i o n ^ i p s 
between compressors and normal isers of elements in d i f f e r e n t 
c ircumstances. 
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Theorem 10.8 - Let G be a group and g,g« C G, such that 
g« = g g^ f o r some g^ € G, then x e CqCz) impl ies x € CQ(g«) 
i f , and only i f , x £ IQ^SI)* 
Proof . Let f o r x £ CgCg), x € C(j(g»). Consider 
g* = X g»x 
= x g g ^ x 
= X g x . X 
= X 
==> X £ N^Cg^) . 
Converse ly , i f the condit ion be s a t i s f i e d , then 
X g ' x » X ggjX 
X g X . x ' ^ g i x 
= g g ^ since x € NQ<gi), x € C(j<g) 
==> X g*X a g ' 
==> x C C q C S O 
Thus the proof i s complete. 
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Theorem 10-9 - Let G be a group and g-jjgg C S , then 
( i ) X € C g C g ^ ) n N p / g g ) X € C Q C g i g g ) 
( i i ) X € C g C g ^ ) 0 C< j (g2 ) = = > X € NgCg^gg ) 
( i i i ) X e CQ<g^) n % < g l ) ' = > == 
Proof . <i) By given 
X g^x = g i , x'^'ggx = gg 
X g^ggX = x g ^ x x ' " ' ' g 2 x 
= «1«2 
==> X € CgCg^gg) . 
( i i ) . We have 
X g - j X = g l » X ggX = g g 
==> Xg^ggX = x g ^ x . x""' g 
- 1 - 1 2 
= g i r x ^ggX . X 
_ 2 
1®2 = g-igo X 
=> g i g g = g^ggX 
= = > X € N g C g ^ g g ) 
( i i i ) We havei, by given t h a t 
X g - j X = g^ = x '^ 'g^ X 
gl = g-,x2 
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sa> = e 
This completes the theorem. 
Note i The r e s u l t s ( i ) and ( i i ) of the above theorem hold 
true even i f we rep lace ^V subsets S^jSg in G. 
5„ Conjugate Of Compress or j 
Here, below, we show that any conjugate of the compressor 
of a subset i s the compressor of the conjugate subset with 
r e s p e c t to the same element, and thereby, we deduce a generali-
sat ion of Cor. 10.2 . 
Theorem 10.10 - Let S be a subset of a group G and g € G, 
then 
O Q i g ' ^ S g ) = g-'^CoCS) g . 
Proof . Let X € Cq(S) be a r b i t r a r y . Consider 
g " ^ x g . g"^ S g . g " ' ' x g = g " ^ x S x g 
g""" S g 
==> g""'x g € C G U ' ^ S g ) 
Conversely , i f for g» € G 
g""* S g . g ' = g - ' ' s g 
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Hence 
==> g g ' s""* . SS. g g ' g " ' ' = S 
==> g g«g" ' ' € CQCS) 
==> g» € g'^CQiS) g 
==> C ( j ( g - ' ' s g ) £ g-"* C(j(S) g 
c ^ C g - i s g ) = g-^'coCs) g 
T h i s completes the proof . 
Cor* 10 .3 - For any subset S of a group G, N g ( S ) N Q ( C Q ( S ) ) . 
6« P r o p e r t i e s And C h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n s Of Ccaapressors: 
In what f o l l o w s , we dea l w i t h r a t h e r simple p r o p e r t i e s 
of compressors of elements and subgroups. 
Theorem 10^11 - L e t G be a group and g € 6 , then 
( i ) x C C g C g ) i f , and only i f , x € CQ<g^) f o r e v e r y odd 
i n t e g e r i . 
( i i ) X € CG<g) i f , and only i f , LSJ^c^ = x^ 
( i i i ) I f 0(g) = odd, then x (=fce) € C^Cg) impliesc ' 0(x) = 2 
Proof . The proof f o l l o w s immediately in view of : : theorem^9.4, 
9.5 and 9 .6 . 
Cor. 10.4 - L e t G be a group and g € G, then C^(g) = iQj t^G^S^) 
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where I» denotes the set of a l l odd i n t e g e r s . 
Theorem 10-12 - For any group G, the s e t C(G) ss f\ CgCg) i s 
g€G 
i s a subgroup of elements of order 2. 
Proof. Ev ident ly , every element (:<=e) of C(G) 15 of order 2. 
L e t x , y € C(G) and g € G be a r b i t r a r y , then 
X g X = g 
=-> x''' 'g = g 
=:=> x-"* € C(G) 
Further, since 
X y = y^ X y 
= y X ( y € C<6)) 
==> x y g x y = x y g y x 
S g 
==> x y € C<G) 
Hence C(G) i s a subgroup of elements of order 2. 
This completes the theorem. 
Theorem 10-13 - Let H be a subgroup of a group G, then 
X € CQ(H) i f , and only i f , (k H) ^ = H . 
Proof. The proof i s obvious in view of theorem 9.11 • 
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Theorem 10*14 - Let G be a group conta ining no element of 
order 2, then for every d i r e c t f a c t o r Gi of G, CQCG^ = G-|. 
proof . Let 
G = G. X 
' 2 
Now, i f g € G, g ? such that g = g g vhere g € G^, i = 1-,2, 
1 2 1 
then 
==> g^ggG^ g^gg = G^  
g 2 G i g 2 = 
==> gg ( ' i e ) € G^  AGg 
A c o n t r a d i c t i o n that G = G^  X Gg, hence 
This proves the theorem. 
Remark : We can e a s i l y see that i f H^  he a normal subgroup 
of a group G, then f o r every subgroup H of G, Cq<H) 
F r u t h e r , we note that i f H^, Hg be two subgroups of G such 
that then C^CH^) ^ g e n e r a l , and thus the 
theorem 4 .8 i s not t rue . Eor example* 
Let 6 = Sg, the symmetric group of degree 3. 
and H^  « e , Hg = ^e, (23)"^ 
Then, i t i s easy to see t h a t 
CG(HP = [ e , (23), ( 1 2 ) , ( 1 3 ) ] 
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and Cj,(Hg) = <23)^ 
Thcis 
H^cHg \ but Cg(H^) ^'^CgCHg). 
l o t e : The theorem 4.10 for eompressors remain v a l i d in case 
of noD-abeliaS groups in view of d e f i n i t i o n 1 0 . 1 . Several other 
l a t e r e s t y j g aspects of the concept are y e t t o pro^ed,which ; e r e s t ^ 
V 5 o t he eB done f o r f e a r of hulk • 
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A note on translative mappings*) 
By P. K SHARMA (Aligarh) 
In [1] M . H o s s z u has defined tha t a system of m a p p i n g s F„:x^F„{x) of a s e t 
X in to itself, where u r anges over elements of a set U is called commutable if 
(1) iu,vcu,x(iX, F„F,{x) = F,F„{x} 
holds . A system of m a p p i n g s is transitive if 
holds, where the set of e lements F„{x) {u^ V) is deno ted by Fuix). We , in this p a p e r , 
define t ha t if X is a g r o u p o i d with respect to ope ra t ion of mul t ip l ica t ion then a 
system of m a p p i n g s F„:x-^F„(x) of X in to X is called right translative o r left trans-
lative or translative respectively accord ing as 
(2) 
or 
f\,{xy) = FJ,x)y 
or 
F„{xy) = FSx)y = xF,iy) 
holds . 
Theorem 1. A given mapping F^ of a translative system of mappings over a 
semigroup X is 1 — 1 if the (rt. or It.) cancellation law holds with respect to every 
element of FJyX). 
PROOF. W e shall p rove the t heo rem 
suppos ing tha t the r ight cancel la t ion l aw 
holds w. r. to every e lement of FJ,X). Let for x,y^X 
F„{x) = F,.{y)-
Then 
F.(xy) = F,,\x)y = F,(y)y -
Also 
F f x y ) = X Fly) = x F f x ) = F„{x^). 
*) This research was financially supported by the Council of Scientific Research and Industrial 
Afi'airs, Govt, of India. 
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Hence, A' 
Th is completes the proof . 
Theorem 1. If X is a semigroup such that yX = X for some y£X then: 
(a) Every mapping F„ of a transitive system of translative mappings over X maps 
X onto itself. 
(b) Every translative mapping /"„ of X into X is \ —] if left cancellation n\ r. to 
holds. 
PROOF, ( a ) W e h a v e 
F„{X) = FlF,{x)) = Fly F,(x)) = FlF^{y)x) = 
= V) f„(A-) = Fi,{y F„(x)) = X. 
(b) Let We have 
= F,( j i ) =>/•„(j.v') = F.iyx") where a"', a " € 
^F„{y)x'= F„{}>)x" =>x = x" ^yx' =^yx" =>Xy 
Hence the p roo f is complete . 
Theorem 3. If X is a semigroup with identity e then: 
(a) Every system of translative mappings over X is commutable. 
(b) If there exists a transitive system of translative mappings over X then X i 
•abelian. 
(c) The system of all translative mappings over X is an abelian semigroup. If 
ihere exists a translative mapping F^^ such that F^^e^ — e then it coincides with the 
identity mapping. 
PROOF, (a) Vx^X,u, v ([ U, 
FJ\{x) = F^FXe.x) = FXFAe)x) = 
== F,I»F„(A-) = F „ ( E F „ { x ) ) -
(b) Let x,y£X be a rb i t ra ry , then if M^i^ s. t. 
Fu{e)=y 
( such a M always exists by supposi t ion of transitivity), then we have 
Fuix) = FXex) = F,.{xe) FJ,e) x ^ x F^e) =>yx = xy 
(c) " i x . y ^ X , u , v e U 
FJ^^xy) = FlFXx)y) = {F,F„{x))y. 
Also , 
FJ'Xxy) = F^xFXy)) ^ x{FMy% 
Hence F^F^ is a t ranslat ive m a p p i n g over X. 
Thus , in view of (a), the system of all t ranslat ive mapp ings over X is an abel ian 
s emig roup . 
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Final ly, for a n y x d X , 
J^Jx) = = FJe).x = E.Y = X. 
H e n c e f,,^ is the ident i ty m a p p i n g for e lements of X. 
T h u s the p r o o f is comple te . 
C o r o l l a r y 1. If the system of all t ranslat ive m a p p i n g s over a semigroup X 
with ident i ty is t ransi t ive , it is an abel ian semig roup with ident i ty where the ident i ty 
is the ident i ty m a p p i n g . 
R e m a r k . W e can very easily var i fy , as in the above theorem, tha t if the system 
of all (rt. o r It.) t rans la t ive m a p p i n g s over X is t ransi t ive, it is a semigroup with 
identi ty. 
Theorem 4. Every (rt. or It.) translative mapping over a group G is a (rt. or It.) 
multiplication mapping determined by an element of G and conversely. 
PROOF. If /"„ is a left t ranslat ive m a p p i n g over G, then fo r any element g£G, 
we have 
Fui == FJeg) = F„{e)g =g,g 
where e is the identi ty in G and F^{e)=gi. 
Hence F„ is the left mul t ip l ica t ion of G de te rmined by g. Similarly, we can see 
tha t a rt . t ransla t ive m a p p i n g over G is a rt. mul t ip l ica t ion of G. T h e converse is 
trivial. 
Hence the t heo rem is proved. 
W e no te tha t in a g r o u p G all rt. o r It. mul t ip l ica t ions f o r m a transi t ive system 
of rt. o r It. t ransla t ive m a p p i n g s over G respectively, and hence, in an abel ian g r o u p , 
they give rise to a t ransi t ive system of t ranslat ive mapp ings . F u r t h e r , the t heo rem 
in [1] yields the fo l lowing i m p o r t a n t consequence in view of result (a) of t heo rem 3: 
Theorem 5. Every transitive system of translative mappings over a multiplicative 
semigroup X Kith identity has the form 
= x+<Piu), 
where + is an abelian group operation on X and <i>: U ^X is a mapping of U onto X. 
W e can easily verify tha t a t ranslat ive m a p p i n g /"„ over a semigroup X satis-
fies the fo l lowins p rope r t i e s : 
2. F o r x,yeX, F^(x) = F„(y) implies F^{x') = F„{y'} f o r all posi t ive integers i. 
This s tudy is useful in connec t ion with the s tudy of cominu tab le m a p p i n g s 
over a semigroup with identi ty and proper t ies of m a p p i n g s in a lgebraic s t ructures . 
The a u t h o r is m u c h indebted to Prof. M. A. KAZFM f o r his valuable suggest ions 
in the p repa ra t ion of this paper . 
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A GENERALISATION TO NORMALITY 
This paper g i v e s a genera l i sa t ion ina natura l way to the 
notion o f normality. We know that for any normal subset S o f 
a group G, 
(1) X S = y S ==> S X = S y for X , y € G 
The question whether a subset s a t i s f y i n g (1) i s normal i s o f 
i n t e r e s t . E v i d e n t l y , the ansv/er to t h i s question i s »no' in 
general . We prove in t h i s paper that the condition (1) i s " 
equivalent to normality in case o f subgroups and fur ther give 
/ 
a character izat ion f o r subsets s a t i s f y i n g ( 1 ) . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. A subset S o f a group G i s ca l led »c-normal« 
i f for a n y ' x , y € G, 
X S = y S ===> S X = S y 
Theorem 1. A subgroup H of a group G i s normal i f , and only i f , 
H i s c-normal. 
Proof. Necess i ty i s obvious. To prove the s u f f i c i e n t p a r t , 
l e t X € 6 and h € H be a i 'b i t rary , then we have 
X H = X h H 
H X = H X (defn. 1) 
==> H = H X h x*"^  
X H x""' ^ H 
S i m i l a r i l y , i f we take x""' f o r x , we have 
x"^ H X H 
==> H a X H x"'' 
Hence 
H = X H x*^ f o r a l l x c G 
This completes the proo»f» 
For g iv ing a c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of subsets s a t i s f y i n g ( 1 ) , 
we introduce the fo l lowing d e f i n i t i o n : 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. For an:r subset S of a group G, • l e f t f i x group* " 
Fj^(S) ( r t , f i x group F^(S)) i s the set of a l l elements f c G 
such that f S = S(Sf = S). 
In general F^(S) and are d i s t i n c t subgroups of G, 
however^ i f they coincide we w r i t e = F^(S) = F(S) . 
Evident ly , i n case of normal subsets, l e f t f i x group and r t , 
f i x group coincide, bu.t, i n case of c-noraial subsets l e f t f i x 
group i s contained i n r t , f i x group. We now prove the fo l lowing 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. A subset S of a group G i s crnormal i f , and only i f , 
every subgroup conjugate t o F^(S) i s contained i n F^CS). 
Proof. F i r s t l y suppose S i s c-normal, then i f x c G and f c F^(S) 
be a r b i t r a r y , we have 
X S = X f S 
S X = S X f (Defn. 1 ) 
S = S X f x""^ 
^ X f x-i c F (s) 
r 
^ X F^(S) x"^ S T^(S) 
Conversely, i f the condit ion of the theorem be s a t i s f i e d , 
then l e t f o r x, y c G 
x s = y s 
===> x"^ y S = S 
y c F^  ( s ) 
xCx**^ y) = y x"^ c f^^Cs) 
===> S y x"^ = S 
===> S X = S y 
Hence t h e theorem i s completely proved. 
C o r . l , I f S be a normal subset of a group G, then F(S) i s 
n o m a l i n G but not conversely , 
Theotem 3. For any subgroup H of a group G, the fo l lowing 
statements are e q u i v a l e n t : 
( I ) H i s c-normal i n G. 
( I I ) For X, y c G , x H = y H i m p l i e s x H x = y H y . 
Proof . Let H s a t i s f i e s ( I ) , then 
X H = y H ===> H X = H y 
===> ( x H ) ( H X) = (y H) (H y ) 
===> X H X = y H y 
Conversely , i f K s a t i s f i e s ( I I ) , then 
X H = y H 
X H X = y H y 
==> H X = x"^ y H y 
= H y s ince x"^ y H = H 
This completes the theorem. 
Note: Above theorem holds t r u e even i f H be an a r b i t r a r y 
subset of G, 
We can e a s i l y v e r i f y that c-normallty i s preserved under 
isomorphisBis i n image subgroups. Our study i s so f a r one sided. 
We may replace the condition (1) by 
(2 ) S X = s y ™=> X S = y S 
which i s again a character izat ion of normality of subgroups. 
I f we c a l l the subsets s a t i s f y i n g (2), c'-normal subsets of 
group, then i t i s easy t o see that the theorem 2 holds f o r 
c*- normal subsets i f we replace i n the theorem F^CS) by F^(S) 
and v i c e - v e r s a . Further theorem 3 a l s o holds i f we replace 
( I ) and ( I I ) by the fo3.1<5wing ( I ' ) and ( I I ' ) r e s p e c t i v e l y : 
( I ' ) H i s c ' - normal in G 
( I I For x , y c G , H x = H y implies x H x = y H y . 
From the dual i ty of theorem 2, i t can be e a s i l y checked 
t h a t i f a subset S of a group G be c-normal as wel l as c ' - normal 
then F^(S) = Fp(S), but, e v ^ then the set may not be normal 
since any element not in the centre of a group i s of t h i s type. 
I take t h i s opportujiity t o thank Prof, M.A, Kazim f o r h i s 
kind help i n the preparation of t h i s paper, 
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SOME IMPR07EMSKTS TO MY PAPER 
The author, in , has defined that i f x be a 
groiipoid with respect to the operatioa o f m u l t i p l i c a t i o n 
then a system o f mappings F^ : x of X into X, 
where u ranges over elements of a set U, i s c a l l e d 
r i g h t t r a n s l a t i v e or l e f t t r a n s l a t i v e r e s p e c t i v e l y according 
as 
( 1 ) v X, u U 
P^(xy) « X F^(y) 
or 
or 
P^(xy) = P^(x)y 
Fj^Cxy) = F^(x)y = X F^ ^Cy) 
holds. A system of mappings P^ : x - i s t r a n s i t i v e 
i f 
y X € Xj F^(x) = X 
holds , where the set of element F^(x)(u € U) i s denoted by 
FyCx). "We, in t h i s paper, g ive some Improvements to theorems 
in/'l_/ and some new r e s u l t s . The fo l lowing theorem g i v e s a 
g e n e r a l i s a t i o n to theorem 1 / 1 / . 
• The author i s very thankful for the f i n a n c i a l ass is tance 
given by C. S . G r o v e r n m e n t o f India , during t h i s vjork. 
Theorem 1- A t r a n s l a t i v e mapping F^ over a quasigroup X 
i s 1 - 1 i f ( r t . or l e f t ) c a n c e l l a t i o n law holds with respect t o 
any element of 
Proof. We s h a l l prove the theorem supposing that l e f t c a n c e l l a t i o n 
law with respect t o any element of holds. Let l e f t c a n c e l l a t i o n 
with respect t o an element F ( x ' ) in F (X) holds, then i f f o r 
F^Cx^) = F^CXg) 
x'F^Cx.^) = x'F^Cxg) 
==> = 
Thus F i s 1 - 1 . S imi lar ly , we can prove the r e s u l t in case 
u 
r t . c a n c e l l a t i o n with respect t o any element of F^(X) holds. 
TheoremS. I f a t r a n s l a t i v e mapping F^ over a quasigroup X with 
i d ^ i t i t y e be 1 - 1 , th&a c a n c e l l a t i o n law with respect t o an 
element x e X holds. 
Proof. We put X = F^(e), Now, i f f o r x^ ^^ xg e X 
X X j ^ s X X g 
==> F^(ex^) = F^CeXg) 
Thus l e f t c a n c e l l a t i o n with respect t o x holds. S i m i l a r l y , we can 
show that r ight . c a n c e l l a t i q t with respect t o x holds. 
Hence the theorem i s complete. 
Theorem 3>. I f a t r a n s l a t i v e mapping F^ over a quasigroup X 
be 1 - 1 , then l e f t (or r t . ) cance l la t ion with respect t o an element 
X c X holds i f f l e f t (or r t . ) cancel la t ion with respect t o 
P^(x) holds. 
Proof. Obvioas, 
Hote. In the converse part of the above theorem we do not need 
t h e 1 - 1 ness of 
We now give a g e n e r a l i s a t i o n t o the theorem 3(b) [ 1 ] , 
Theorem^. There e x i s t s a t r a n s i t i v e system of t r a n s l a t i v e 
mappings c U) over a quasigroup X with i d e n t i t y e i f , and 
only i f , X i s an abel ian group. 
Proof. I f X be an abel ian group, then the proof i s t r i v i a l . 
Conversely, i f the condition be s a t i s f i e d , then l e t x,y,2€X 
be a r b i t r a r y , 
( i ) A s s o c i a t i v i t y t Let f o r u c IJ 
o 
F^ ( e ) = 2 
o 
(such a Uq always e x i s t s by supposition of t r a n s i t i v i t y ) , we 
have 
/ 
F^ (X30 = F^ ( (xy)e) 
^o o 
==> X F^ (y) = (xy)F (e) 
o o 
==> % F^ (ye) = (xy)z 
o 
=«> x(y F„ ( e ) ) = (3Qr)z 
"•o 
==> x(yz) (xy)z 
Tims the operation i s a s s o c i a t i v e in X. 
( i i ) Existence of Inverses Let f o r u» c U, 
P^t(x) = e ( t r a n s i t i v i t y ) 
e = F ,(xe) = F t(ex) 
u v 
e = X F (e) = P^ , , ( e ) x 
u ' ^ 
" > X i s i n v e r s i b l e 
==> X i s i n v e r s i b l e 
Heace, from ( i ) , ( i i ) and theorem sCb) [ 1 ] i t f o l l o w s that X 
i s an abe l ian group. 
This proves the theorem. 
Remark. From above theorem and theorem ^ [ 1 ] » ^t f o l l o w s 
t h a t i t i s of no importance t o study a t r a n s i t i v e system of 
t r a n s l a t i v e mappings over a quasigroup with i d e n t i t y . 
Theorems'. If F^(u & U) be the system of a l l t r a n s l a t i v e 
mappings over a quasigroup X with i d e n t i t y e, then Fg(e) i s an 
abel ian semigroup. 
Proof. The proof i s immediate in view of theorem [ 1 ] , 
Theorem 6. I f i n a quasigroup X r t , (or l e f t ) c a n c e l l a t i o n 
with respect t o an element x c X holds then any r t . (or l e f t ) 
t r a n s l a t i v e mapping F f o r which F (x) = x, i s i d e n t i t y map. 
Proof. The proof i s obvious. 
The author i s very thankful f o r h i s discussions with Dr. K.M.Rangaswami, 
Mr. Amit Roy a id a l s o t o Professor M.A. Kazim f o r h i s advice. 
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